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Hello, Altman
J

BOR picks Texas A&I Prez for UCF
by R. Scott Horner
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

In a unanimous vote Friday,
the Florida State University
System Board of Regents selected Dr. Steven Altman as
the next UCF president.
Altman, president of Texas
A&I, will take over as president ofUCF on August 8 when
President Trevor Colbourn

•

FOR MORE ON
ALTMAN AND
COLBOURN
SEE PAGE3
will leave the university to go
on a one-year sabbatical. Colbourn will return to UCF as a
history professor.
At the meeting in the Presidents Dining Room, BOR

Chair Joan Ruffler said, "Dr
Steven A ltman
an
extraordinary young man with
an extraordinary vision of
what this university can become.",
Charles Reed, Chancellor of
the State Umvers1ty System
also praised AJtman. He said
Altman was very effective in
working with the faculty,
administration and legislature in Texas.
After visiting the campus of
Texas A&I twice during the
selection process, Reed said he
found the community there
respected Altman for increasing the visibility of the university and raising funds. "He had
strong support t roughout the
state of Texas," eed srud.
BOR StudentRegentJackie
Goigel said A1 tman is very
student-oriented and should
SEE ·ALTMAN PAGE 4

UC
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Dr. Steven Altman shows off UC F apparel at the Board of Regents Selection Committee meeting
Friday where he was officially named to replace Dr. Trevor Colboum as president of UCF.

Colbourn sticks by Driggers site
by Lance Turner
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

President Trevor Colboum
is sticking by plans to build the
Student Union on Driggers'
Field despite protests by Student Body President Fred
Schmidt and members of the
Marching Band and Air Force
ROTC.
Colbourn
wants the
Pegasus Circle area, the other
major Student Union site pos•

build on because of infrastructure - water, sewer and electrical lines plus roadways and
parking - already in place.
By using the Pegasus Circle
location, Goigel said, "We
would've eaten up a f~w
hundred thousand dollars just
making the lines available."
Schmidt said the extra cost
of building the Union on
Pegasus Circle would be justiSEE UNION PAGE 11
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Professor Haven Sweet receives his Teacher of the Year award
from Dean Charles Micarelli as part of UCF's founder's Day.

.

sibility, to remain undisturbed
and become UCF's Central
Park. He said Friday that ifthe
Union is built on the Pegasus
site it will "happen over my
dead body."
Colbourn and Student Regent Jackie Goigel both conside1· Driggers' Field the best
location for the Union because
of its proximity to the library
and other student services.
Goigel said the Driggers' field
location would cost less to

I

Schmidt sets sights on students

ties with them."
Schmidt said he
plans to have the
Teacher of the Year. The other
by Jamie cane
tudent Body President Fred Schmidt has business commuCENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
nom:inees received awards for only heen m office smce April 16, but he already nity become more
excellence in teaching.
involved with the
has plans for much of his year-long term.
Students, faculty and staff
The UCF Foundati on
Sch 1mdt h ted tudent involvement among university.
members received recognition awarded 28 Founder's Day his pnonties. He said he plans to work with
The new adminifor their accomplishments Scholar Awai:ds to the seniors Vice President Christme Toutikian to open stration will also folduring the first UCF in each of the university's de- "lmes of communication" with the students and low up on Stutler's
Founder's Day.
partmental colleges and the to help f!et students "more involved with the proposal for a uniCharles Gray, vice presi- liberal studies program who overall aecis1ons."
versity bus shuttle
dent of the UCF Foundation, maintained the highest grade
Schmidt also said he would like to implement system. According to
coordinated and emceed most point average in their respec- more programs that encourage student partici- Toutikan, Student
Fred Schmidt
of tM presentation in the tive areas.
Government plans
pation.
"These recipients [of the
gymnasium Wednesday.
Adding to what former president Denver to implement a student busing service to run
The Learning Resource Founder~s Day Scholar Stutler accomplished before he left office will along Alafaya Trail to UCF. She said it will be
Council
chose Dr. Haven Awards] rose to the top the old- also be a priority, according to Schmidt.
ready for the fall semester.
One controversial topic Schmidt and
Sweet of biological sciences fashioned way," Gray said.
"Denver opened the doors to getting the stufrom 18 other faculty nomident government involved in the Chamber of
SEE FOUNDERS PAGE 4 Commerce," Schmidt. "He established strong
SEE SCHMIDT PAGE 4
. nees and named him UCF

UCF rewards excellence

by Julie Watson

SPORTS

OPINION

NEWS CLIPS

• UCF's baseball team
swept a twinbill Sunday
with Tulane. The football
team ended spring drills on
a wet, note, defeating the
alumni 7-0 and. the NFL
draft is this weekend.

•This week in Opinion the
staff editorial explores the
path of the new President,
Dr Steven Altman. Also, a
letter about last week's
cover story on the Klu Klux
Klan in Central Florida.
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Altman .has high expectations
He said one of his management goals is to
unite people on campus with people in the.
community.
Dr. Steven Altman said as the president of
"The university must secure partnerships,"
UCFhe will "pop in on students in the cafeteria" Altman said, "... support from the community is
and he may attend some classes.
essential for their benefit and the institutions."
"Students are a very important part of this
"I'm going to work very closely with the
community," he said after being selected Friday community," he said.
to become the third president ofUCF in its 25
Altman, 43, received his bachelor's degree in
year history.
mathematics from the University of California,
Altman accep,.ted the offer before the Board Los Angeles, in 1967.
of Regents Selection Committee and a small
From the University of Southern California,
group of UCF faculty and administration who Altman received his master's in 1969 and then
gave him a standing ovation.
his doctorate in business administration in
Altman said he was very ·happy about the 1975.
selection and has '"bigh expectations for what
He has been president of Texas A&I Univercan be accomplished."
sityforfouryears. Before then, Altman spent 15
"There is already a tremendous foundation years at Florida International University in
to work from [at UCFJ," he said, "... which al- Miami serving as provost, vice president of acalows me to take it to the next stage."
demic affairs and professor.
An author of many management books,
Altman said he and his wife, Judy, will move
Altman said he will "practice what he preaches" to Orlando in early July. He said he does not
when he comes to UCF.
know where they will live but is looking forward
Altman said his open, communicative style to moving back to Florida.
will invite maximum faculty participation in
His wife said, "coming to Florida is like
decisions which involve them.
coming home."
According to Altman, he will review all UCF
According to Altman, his job now is to learn
academic programs and develop ways to im- as much as he can to help build UCFinto a great
prove them. He also said he wants to "lead the university and "the job of building a great uniway by encouraging the faculty to do research." versity never ends."
by R. Scott Horner

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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Colbourn to recharge batteries
In an inaugural letter to the
"I see academic accomplishstudents, he said,"The degrees ment and athletic achievewe award are, to a point, only ment usefully serving similar
UCF President Trevor Col- as good as the reputation of the goals: raising the profile of the
boum said the transition be- institution granting the de- university and reinforcing its
tween his presidency and Dr. grees."
currency," Colbourn said.
Steven Altman's will be a proIn his first years as presi"10 years ago, the school
ductive one.
dent, Colbourn wasn't too sure of itself," Co1Colbourn will
sought to im- boum added. "Fl'U was known
step down as
prove the repu- for being the wrong kind of
president Aug. 7.
tation of FTU by school in the wrong kind of
Altman wi]) take
changing the place. Now the school has a
office the next
schools name to profile in the city and state."
day.
the University of
Colbourn said he was most
Ten years ago,
Central Florida proud of the Central Florida
Colbourn too was
in 1978.
Research Park which has beselected from a
He also added come one of the nation's top 10
host of candiseveral liberal business parks. "It's the best in
dates to lead the
arts degrees, in- the state but is not funded by
then
Florida
troduced a Ph.D the state at all," he said.
Technological
program in comAlso during his presidency,
Trevor Colbourn
University, a
puter science Colboum saw the construeyoung, small school offering and, in 1979, started the footSEE COLBOURN PAGE 7
limited degrees.
ball program .
by Steve Rabb
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NO DATING

The Orlando Sentinel reported Saturday that a rule
being considered as part of the
University of Florida's sexual
harassment policy would prohibit dating between faculty
members and students.
"I'm sure it will cause a lot of
debate," said Phyllis Meek,
associate student affairs dean
and a member of a committee
reviewing the policy. ·
Interim President Bob
Bryan set up a task force on
sexual harassment in January
after a ruling from the U.S.
Supreme Court that administrators can be held liable for
sexual harassment.
Bryan said that when he
was provost, he wrote memos
discouraging faculty-student
dating, but added he is not
sure the university needs a
formal anti-dating policy.
Helen Mamarchev, associate student affairs vice president, said she believes there is
no widespread sexual harassment or faculty-student dating
on campus, but she acknowledges it has occured.
The proposed policy would
state that faculty members
involved in a supervisory role

with a student, Mamarchev
said. "We are suggesting that
problems come when there is
an imbalance of power that can
lead to sexual harassment,"
she said.
"I think that some faculty
are very close to their students. It doesn't become a
problem until the student considers it a problem or the faculty become entrapped. It's
not a problem as long as it's
going smoothly," said Catherine Longstreth, academic affairs assistant vice president.
In 15 years at the university, she said she has handled
a number of complaints from
students claiming harassment
by professors.
• ENTREPRENEUR CHOSEN

The UCF Entrepreneur
Club has chosen their first
Entrepreneur of the Year.
The 20-member club,
founded just over a year ago,
honored computer training
expert Ed Cohen at their banquet Saturday night. Cohen,
who has written several books
on the subject, received the
a ward for a corn puter training
program with individualized
instruction he set up.

The club meets Sunday
nights at 6 p.m. in Ceba 187.
For more information, call club
President Mike Danforth at
281-8474.

llm Holcomb'CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

EIGHTBALL WIZARD
Billiards master Jack White sets up another trick shot during his
exhibition at theUnivesity Game Room on Friday. White has ap-

peared at various college campuses for more than 30 years.

Mount Holyoke was the
first campus in the country to
endorse the boycott, AFSC
organizer Arthur Serota said.
Coca Cola officials refused
to comment.

• NO COKE AT HOLYOKE

(CPS) Mount Holyoke College students have voted to
kick Coca Cola products off
campus.
Students at nearby Smith
and Amherst colleges reportedly are trying to organize
similar boycotts in protest of
the Atlanta's corporation's ties
to segregationist South Africa.
Ninety percent of the students at Mount Holyoke's
Northhampton, Mass., campus turned out at a March 6
referendum, approving the
measure by a2-1 margin. The
results, however, are not binding on the campus food service
department.
The American Friends
Service Committee (AFSC),
which has been trying to
gather support for a Coke boycott on various campuses, argues the company-which sold
most ofits South African holdings in 1987-still pays taxes
to the South African government on its licensed products.

• TEACH MORE HOURS

(CPS) College professors in
Wisconsin would have to teach
class at least 12 hours a week
to get their paychecks, if a bill
introduced in the state legislature March 23 is passed.
"My constituents complain
that so few professors teach
anymore, their kids can't get
into required courses," said
state Rep. Bob Larson, a form er college administrator
himself, at a press conference
explaining his bill.
"Some students have to
stick around five years or more
to complete what's supposed to
be a four-year program," he
said. "Meanwhile, their pro-·
fessors enjoy gobs of free time
for research and consulting."
According to Larson, professors at the main University of
Wisconsin campus at Madison
teach an average of six hours a
week.
"He just has no conception
of the way in which a univ~r-

sity professor's time has traditionally been divided between
teaching and service," replied
James Donnelly, a history
professor at the Madison campus.
Donnelly said professors
who are not working on a research project at any one time
do teach 12 hours a week.
He agreed "there is a concern in the country right now
about the quality of education.
Larson has decided there is a
simple solution to this complex
proble:n;i. I think his bill will
sink to the bottom of the sea."
•MARCHING TRYOUTS

The UCF Marching Knights
will hold their annual spring
Majorette auditions for the
1989 marching season on April
29. Members for the UCF
Majorette line and feature
twirlers will be chosen.
Anyone auditioning must
have previous majorette corp
experience, must perform a
one or two minute original
twirling routine and learn and
perform a UCF-style field routine.
Registration begins at 12:30
pm. To reserve an audition
position, call x2869.
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dble to help alleviate low
stu:lent and faculty morale.
Although Altman is young,
Go gel said, he is very experienced. "He literally turned
Texas A&I around," she said.
"'He ·s a motivator."
Colboum said he felt comorta.ble with the selection and
he considered Altman a friend
after knowing him from his
years at Florida International
University in Miami.
According to Colbourn, he
will work closely with Altman
from his July arrival in
Orlando to Aug. . 8, when
Altman is scheduled to take

over as president.
tion.
"We're going to have a
The selection of Altman
timE:ly, useful and productive marks the end of ~ search
tran sition period," Colbourn which started in October.
More than 160 people applied
said.
A 'tman will ·go through for the position at UCF.
mai v briefings on the activiBy Friday, Altman and Dr.
ties UCF and meet adminis- Roy McTarnaghan, vice chantrat ::> :;olbourn said he and cellor of the Florida State
Alb l '1 will work on the University System, were the
university's riext budget and only two candidates still in the
faculty and staff salaries. He running.
also said they will select the
Dr. Dale Nitzschke, presinext dean for the college of arts dent of Marshall University in
W. Va., withdrew his name
and ciences.
" want him to be able to from candidacy Tuesday. Dr.
mo into this office on Aug. 8 Kala Stroup, president of
feeh ig very comfortable," Col- Murray State University in
Ky.,
and
Dr.
James
boum said.
UCF Faculty Senate Presi- Woodward, senior vice president Rosie J oels said she was dent of the University of Alapleased with Altman's selec- bama, withdrew Wednesday.

UC6

SCHMIDT

FROM PAGE 1

FROM PAGE 1

"They earned it."
Toutikian will have to address
W.W. Maggard, executive · is the new student union's lodirector of the Central Florida cation. President Colbourn is
Research Park, awarded four determined to see it built on
"Celebrate Excellence" Stu- Driggers' Field.
dent Research Awards. The Schmidt wants it
recipients received $5,000 built in Pegasus
grants for their research ef- Circle, the center
forts.
of campus.
Two faculty members re"Colbourn
ceived the "Distinguished Re- thinks it's a dead
search er"
award.
Dr. issue. We don't
- Narsingh Deo, computer sci- feel
it
is,"
ence, and Dr. Allyn Stearman, Toutikian said.
sociology and anthropology, "The land around
were chosen from among eight the campus is
other nominees to be joint re- going rapidly.
cipients:
\YhY
waste
Christine
The first president of UCF, time?"
Charles Millican, presented
Schmidt agreed that some
commemorative key chains to money would be saved by
95 faculty members with 20 or building on the Driggers'
more years of service at UCF. Field, but said having the
Phyllis Hudson, of the refer- Union in the best possible loence department, was named cation was more important
"Librarian of the Year."
than just saving on a portion of
The key speaker, Robert construction costs.
Atwell, president of the Ameri"In the short run, money will
can Council on Education,
spoke on the Founder's Day
theme, "Honoring Excellence."
Atwell addressed minority
participation, international
education and student citizenship with the community.
~
2989 Alafaya Trail
The closing remarks made
MNAVArNll.Yl:/OffSW
by UCF President Dr. Trevor
Colbourn resembled a farewell
address. He thanked all of
those involved and wished the CLOSEST DENT
TO ucr:
university success in the fu11
ture. Music was provided by
365-6200
the UCF Concert Band under
the direction of Richard
Greenwood.

be saved; the utility lines are
already there and the land
clearing will be easier,"
Schmidt said. "But we need to
look beyond the short term."
Schimdt also said he does
not support the BOR's proposed 15 percent tuition increase and disagrees with the
BOR's plan to
make students
pay 25 percent of
their education
costs.
"We would
like a zero percent increase,"
Schmidt said,
"but a compromise of eight percent
would be
Toutiklan
reasonable and
acceptable. If tuition is raised,
they (the BOR) should keep the
level of program enhance the
program.
Schmidt and Toutikan are
working to stop a Florida Student Association proposal that
will be going through the Florida House of Representatives.

_A_la£aya
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FLETCH LIVES (PG)

TERROR WITHIN (R)
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Lake Howell Square
1271 State Rd. 436
Casselberry, Florida
UNITFD
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CINEMA
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4084 North Goldenrod Rd.
Winter Park, Florida
NEXT To Purr CINEMA
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ANDRE C. JAKUBOWSKI M.D., P.A.
Obstetrics & Gynecology
Infertility & Laser Colopscopy

With First Office Visit

FREE PAP
&

10% Discount for
Students

NearU.C.F.
4063 N. Gcldenrod Rd.
- Suite 5 -

Winter Park, FL 32792
FOR APPOINTMENT CALL

(407) 679-5533

NEW from Hewlett-Packard

lne HP-HB Business Calculator

Students:
Make the most of your
study time with this
easy-to-use calculator.

The HP-425 RPN Scientific Calculator

Power to handle your
tough problems. And
it's the best one
available for matrix
and vector math!

I
I
I
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Student Legal Services provides
students with assistance in selected
areas of law such as landlord/tenant,
consumer, non-criminal traffic and
uncontested dissolusions. You can
receive attorney cosultation and representation FREE OF CHARGE to
qualified students. Call 275-2538 or
stop by SC 210 for more information
or an appointment.

• Landlords?
• Insurance?
• Contracts?
•Police?
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Upper limit for starting salaries is $30,000 plus a year. Potential
for advancement is limitless.
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management position with one of the Southeast's fastest growing,
most progressive coxnpanies, then Dollar Rent A Car of Florida/
Atlanta is ready to talk to you.
We're looking for qualified, innovative, motivated business
graduates, B.S., B.A., and M .B.A., to fill our managexnent

Need...
,:.~SITJ• O/'

•

S.::'~ PACKARO

If you're ready to climb into the driver's seat and head for a

Problems With...
The Central Florida Future
needs ambitious students
who want to gain experience
in advertising sales. You can
make good contacts and good
pay. No e~perience necessary.

UCF •277-1454

THE RAINMAN (R)

~~HEWLETT

• Oviedo, FL 32765 • (407) 365-6200

I
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ACROSS

DISORGANIZED CRIME (R)
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FOUNDERS

CINEMA

12255 UN IVE RS IT Y BLVD.
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A Will?
N atne Change?
Uncontested
Dissolusion?

Those interested should plan to attend Dollar's recruitment
presentation on April 20 at the Holiday Inn University Suite 146.
The two one-hour presentations will take place from 5 - 6 and
7-Sp.m.
Personal interviews will be conductedApril 21.
Sign up at the Career Resource Center.
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Fl.DR/DA

For more information call
Scott Buss at 275-2602.

•
We feature quality products of Chrysler Motors.
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Entry req_
u irements up·
.for communiCations
by David DiSalvo
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

.

The college of communications will raise their admission
requirements this fall to lower
the number of studen ts enrolled.
According' to . . Dr. James
Welke, director of the communications s~ool, only sophomores or be'tter with a 2.25
GPA will be considered for
admission.
Those who qualify must also
past a grammar proficiency
test and a twenty word per
minute typing test.
"Students currently enrolled in the program are not in
danger" Welke added.
Welke said the new admis-

sion requirements will "put us
more in keeping with other
schools" and should eventually
reduce overcrowding and im·
prove class availability.
''We can't handle the current number of students,"
Welke said. "This will help us
manage enrollment."
Dr. M. Timothy O'Keefe,
professor of journalism, also
said the new requirements are
a means of coping with enroll-:
ment problems.
"The legislature doesn't
want to fund us properly, so we
are only going to allow the
Tim Holcomb/CENTRAL FLORID_t\ FUTURE
better students to be commu- UCF civil engineering club members Robert Reiss and Marc Gauthier (R) pilot their concrete canoe
nications majors," O'Keefe through the American Society of Civil Engineering course during regional competition in Miami.
said. "This may not be the best
way to handle the problem, but
at this point it is the only way."

UCF civil engineers place in regionals

•

strength and a visual presentation.
The first of these events was concrete canoe
building and racing. The UCF team has used
The UCF chapter of the American Society of the same basic design for the past several years,
Civil Engineering placed second overall at the according to club adviser David Evans.
"A few years ago we had a canoe that weighed
society's southeastern regional competition
850 pounds and was an inch thick. The canoe we
held in Miami.
The second place showing was their best ever used this year was 150 pounds and about onein the contest, which they have particpated in eigh th of an inch thick. Our greatest fear was
since 1973. The ASCE is the oldest and largest someone would put their foot through the canoe
engineering society in the United States.
bottom," Evans said.
UCF competed against seventeen other
UCF placed second in the event behind the
schools, including the University of Florida, University of Alabama.
The next event was the concrete strength
Memphis State, Florida State, Georgia Institute ofTechnology, the University ofMiami and competition. After varying the quantitiy and
Vanderbilt.
mix of materials, the UCF team cast a concrete
The student engineers competed in eight cylinder that withstood an average pressure of
different categories: concrete canoe building 13, 700 pounds per squre inch. First place went
and racing, balsa wood bridge strength, ge- to UF, and UCF came in second.
otechnical sampling, surveying, banner competition , technical research paper, concrete
SEE ENGINEERING PAGE 11
by Mike Pohl
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ROCKS THE CITY
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Reservations for party of 5 or more , Call 282-4654 ( after 4 pm)
In The Royal Oak Plaza 204 S. Semoran
(Near East/Wst ExWy. & SR 436)
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at the front bar
while you wait
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Interfraternity Boxing Tournament
April 19,1989 • _6:00 p.m.
Where: UCF Gymnasium
.
Adlllission: $3.00 in advance
$4.00 at the door

When:

'

Tickets available in advance in the cafeteria
April 12 - 19 • 11:00am to 2:00pm
To Benefit The Anterican Diabetes Association

s·p ecial Thanks To: McDonald's
For More Information Call Nick•277-9501 or Jim•365-6241

THE21stSTUDENTSENATEREPORT
April 11 , 1989

23rd Session

MEASURES UNDER CONSIDERATION
BILLS
21-59 Reapportionment of Senate Seats (EA, Remains in EA)
21-63 Establishing the 1989-90 A&SF Budget (A&SF, Remains in OAF)
RESOLUTIONS
21-28 Student Union Site (Pro Tern Cox, Laing, Remains In SPR)
21-29 Supporting the Establishment of an Environmental Preserve
(Joseph, Assigned to SPR)
MEASURES VOTED ON AT THIS MEETING
BILLS
21-61 Funding for 24 Hour Student Information Service (Wiggins, passed
by Acclamation)
21-64 Funding for Music Recording Studio (Mann, passed25-Y, 2-N, 3-P)
21-65 Revising the Finance Code Ill CSchmidt, Toutikian25-Y, 3-N)
21-66 Establishing the Summer Meeting Time CWR, passed by Acclamation
RESOLITTIONS
None

SENATE MEETINGS
Students are Invited to attend all
Senate meetings, and to express
any Ideas or problems that 1hey
feel the Senate should work on.
Senate meetings are held on
Tuesdays@ 3:30 In the University
Dining Room .

STUDENTS

.. Legislation In C&mmlttee Is Introduced by Senators. and Is not finalized until the full Senate votes.

OAF/C&.0 FUNDING
·vour club or organization Is eligible to receive funding for office supplies. conference
registration fees, and other special projects. To request funding. stop by the SG offices
and complete one of the request for funding forms and return to Dan Pelletier .Fernando
·santos or Fred Schmidt.

If you have any comments. questions or concerns about the Senate Report, or any leglslatton,
please contact Fred Schmidt
x2191 or In SC 151.

ARTS & SCIENCES
Matt Boucher
O PEN SEAT
Richard Zuc aro
Lisa Thleler
Da na Boyte
Jason DIBona
Tom Josep
David Mann
Scott Bowen
Mark Mollan
Christine Hernandez
Chris Bordlnaro
BUSINESS
Liz Swanson
Carmella Mandato
OPEN SEAT
OPEN SEAT
Dan Pelletier
Walter Robinson
Chris Touttklan
James Speake
Joe Ferrari
OPEN SEAT

EDUCATION
Fred Schmidt
Diane Kearney
Kelly Wiggins
Jeff Laing
Diane Scanlon
Lisa Schmidt

ENGINEERING
Fernando Santos
Jamie Cox
Jorge Cadiz
OPEN SEAT
Jerry Suiter

Sean Brannan

SENATE COMMITTEES

OAF
C&O

UR
SPR
EA

review and amend all Legislation before It Is brought for a hearing before the full Senate. The following
are descriptions of, and the time and day of the committee meetings:

Organizations, Appropriations and Finance: This committee reviews all changes to the Finance Code and any leglslatlon
requesting funding.
Mondays @ 6:00 pm. In the Commons
Clubs and Organizations: This committee decides whether a club receives funds for Office Supplies/ Advertising or
Confere'nce Registration.
Thursays @ 4:00 p.m. In the Senate Conference Room
Legislative Judicial ahd Rules: This committee reviews Jeglslatoln to change the Constitution, Statutes or Rules and
Procedures.
_
frldays@ noon In the Senate Conference Room
Services and Public RelaHons: This committee reviews all non-funding legislation which deals wtth Student Government
Services, as well as Local, state, and National Issues which directly relate to the students of UCF.
Wednesdays@ 4:00 p.m. In the Senate Conference Room
Elections and Appointments: This committee reviews all student Government Appointments. and makE!s recommendations for changes tot he Election statutes.
Thursdays @ 5:00 p.m. In theSenate Conference Room

P-Present (not enough Information/ unable to decide)

A- Abstain (conflict bf Interest)

Y-Yes

N-No
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HEALTH
Susan Hackett
Cheryl Jensen
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. LIBERAL STUDIES

Mary Sue Cameron p y y y y p
p y y y y p
Andy Worrall
AT-LARGE
'p yyyyp
Gordon Miranda
BREVARD
A - p
Cathy Taylor

•

DAYTONA
OPEN SEAT
SOUTH ORLANDO
Michelle Romard

p y y y y p

•
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FREE .SUB SANDWICH
Q

~
:

0

'(6)31

When you buy one.
Includes free lettuce, tomatoes, pickles, onions,

hot peppers, oil and vinegar.
Customer pays applicable sales tax.
One coupon per customer.

-------------------
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COUPON BXPIRBS APRIL 21, 1989

We have .Drive Thru Service

679-2448

•

10042 University Blvd.
One mile west of UCF on the corner of Dean Road

Tlm Hotcombt'CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

COMPUTER FAIR
UCF students (L-R) Bryan Chevalier, Kirk Lunderman and Kenny Clark (on knees) examine one of
the Macintosh computers on display last week on the Health and Physics Green.

·coLBOURN
FROM PAGE3

PUTUS TO THE TEST.
SSAT • PSAT • SAT • ACHIEVEMENTS • ACT • LSAT •
GMAT • GRE • MCAT • DAT • GRE PSYCH • GRE BIO
•OAT• TOEFL• NMB •NOB• NCLEX-RN • MSKP •
FMGEMS • FLEX • CGFNS • CPA • BAR EXAM • NTE
If you have to take one of these tests. take Kaplan first.
Our students get the highest scores. We've proven it to over
one milliqn students. Let us prove it to you.

!KAPLAN

STANLEY H.KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.
2238 Winter Woods Blvd. Winter Park Fl
(407) 678-8400
,
CLASSES FORMING NOW"!

tion of three dozen campus
facilities including the expansion of the library to over twice
its onginal size and the construction of the dormitories,
Howard Phillips Hall, CEBA I
and II and the Wayne Densch
Sports Center.
He also expanded several
master's programs with degree offerings in taxation,
health science, statistical computing, civil engineering, history, communicative disorders, microbiology, political
science, public administration
and applied psychology.

WE'RE HERE!
COME TALK

Also, one of the first phone
registration system in the nation was started at UCF in
1986.
Colbourn said he battled
with the Florida State Univ~r
sity System Board of Regen ts
and the legislature for more
money to fund the various
projects.
"It is not that the BOR
shoots down the programs we
present, it's just that it takes
so long to push them through,"
he said.
Recently, Colboum had to
play middle man between protesting students and the Athletic Department over the
Athletic fee increase this
semester.

After much discussion and
debate, Colbourn said, he decided to modify the increase
from $6.20 a semester hour to
$5.50 an hour.
"It is important that the
student fees are not increased
excessively," he said. "We may
win the battle but lose the war
if we end up losing the positive
student support we have had."
After he finishes his term,
Colbourn will take a one-year
sabbatical.
"10 years is a good amount
of time. I'm looking forward to
recharging my batteries," he
said.
Colboum will return as a
UCF history professor after
his sabbatical.

TIME

WITH US!

Along with home delivery of Pizza
Hut delicious pizza, we have opportunities on afternoons, evenings and
weekends for conscientious

•

PREP COOKS
You'll prepare, cook and cut our
pizza products to customer specifications, and assist dispatcher when
necessary

DRIVERS
Will deliver to homes and businesses
as necessary in a friendly, courteous
manner. You must be able to properly
accept customer payment and provide accurate change, as well as
handle customer problems graciously
and/or refer them to the Unit Manager.
If you are interested, please apply in
p erso n
SEMORAN MANAGEMENT CORPORATION
1080 Woodcock Road, Suite i10
Orlando,~orida32803

The Zenith Data Systems

Z-286 LP Desktop PC
20MH Hard Oisk & 3.5"

,. H I
_v -~. (~ \''~~j~}»}{j~.:.. •.. ·~~~

PIZZA HUT · DILIVU'l 15 AH EQUAL O"OltTUHITY EMPLOYER -

n•larl prir1"

Spcrial Student Prirc · ' :

\ --

---

-

ZENITH INNOVATES AGAIN WITH THE NEW Z-286 LP
THE AT COMPATIBLE THAT TRANSPORTS YOU
FROM CAMPUS TO THE CORNER OFFICE!
II y1111r \l111h•·' ""'"' A'l Jl'1w1•r 1111w, .11111your1ar•·t·r11111lrl ust•
\1\ II~ l 1wrh1111M1111• lall'r 1111 , llw11 y1111 n·ally nr1•d tlw 1ww
l :.!.Vfi I.I' /J1·,k11111 l'('l111m Zr111lh llat.1 Sy\t1·111s- lh~ h·adrn!(
'"l'lllwr 111 l1111h 'llr•·cl AT• 1111111.1t1hh·' ·
A~ 1111' 11111• d•«k lop rnmpult•r rhal ,.an kt•rp pace with yuu r da ta
pr111 ''"11111 r1·1111ir1·mrnls aml w11w1111( amll11mn. lh1· Zt·mth
ll.i1.1Sys 1 1·m~ Z·:!llli I.I' It-ls y1111 lonrrlf's~ :!Hfi ~pnd anrl puwr r
111 ,, "''f11is11111ly 1·11nr11.1rl 11t·s11111 Iha I w11n'l 1rowd yo u oul of
v1111rdor111r1111111
You'll hrnl llw rww Z 2Hli l.P 1 u11111ali blr wilh lhousands 11f AT
1wrr11lwrah a11rl vir1ually nit MS·llOS' M1flwa re. Hui lhal' s not
all. Tlw Z 211h I.I' ;1fs11 111v1•s y1111 llw 1ap.lbility lo move up lu th e
111·v. ~I S.( IS 2 t1•d11111l111(Y wlwurvrr you f1wl yo11r 1-.11e1· r pa th is

FOR MORE INFORMATION
· COME TO THE COMPUTER
SALES OFFICE CCII ROOM 105
PHONE: 281-5643
> E L I \ I·: R \

l.44Ml3 Floppy
.S11i:i.:r~lrd

rr111f1jJ .\~i,}JC \\{'\\'\.'\:\

TllE!.· ~><li I.I' IS ;';OW A\',\11.AlltJ: AT YllllN Nt:ANHY
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and '"wrrte " 7lOK Ooppy disks. And a 20~18 hard drsk lo store
lho ur..1nds of J>ages or infor mation fo r heavy-duty word processing
and sprradsheels . as wr it a.s a lot of olher software programs
lhal you may nr1·d. E11hcr now or in lhc lul urr .
So lraOSf>Or1 )OUr 5urress thrnu11h time with lhe one df'sklop
rnmp uler I hat ra n take )·nu all lhc wa~· from college lo carrer.
Gel lh r Zenilh Data Systems Z- ~ lJ' loday. And think like a
I rue innovator!
•
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·
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University of Central Florida

Student Government

Theatre Department

VANS

PRESENTS

Orchesis Dance Production
•
.
\'~· ~ j ~ April 20 • 3:00 p.m. ~
~Sii

v~

~§

,
_ ./

\ l U\ tl \. ffntl ~·n.

f,.. Fur.11.,1

ll"t'
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:

are available for use by members
of recognized clubs and
organizations on campus

Procedure:

April 21 -• 8:00 p.m.:

•

•

e

•

1. Go to the accountant's office to check
on availability .
2. If one is available, complete the Travel
Advance Request Form within seven
working days of the date requested.

............................

Note:

Tickets: $5.00
UCF Students FREE
with validated ID
For reservations and information call

• No trips of more than 1,000 miles unless approved.
Fifteen cents per mile charge after that.
• $25 .00 deposit for use of van, refundable ~~~
Govt"'4':
~
-~
if returned in good condition
~~, ~
• Reservations taken a maximum
I~ .g
of two months in advance.
~. ..,"'
. . .~

i\

275-2862

-,~Of (e\\\~

I

oror1
us
Sign·. Up Now For

Fall Rush ·
April 17, 18, 19, & April 24, 25, 26
· Registration ,Fee: $15

11 am -1 pm in front of the KIOSK
UCF Presents: .

Sorority .I nformation Nigh't
April 27

7:00
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·Faculty'. Senate picks Joels
AccordingtoJoels, the Senate favors
the construction of the Student Union.
J oels mentioned a possibility of formThe UCF Faculty Senate reelected ing a committee in the Faculty Senate
to look at issues important to students.
President Rosie Joels Thursday.
J oels served as a
J oels, who has served
member ofUCF's Search
as a senator for the college
Advisory Committee,
of education for almost
which helped the Board
nine years, said no speof Regents in the seleccific plans for next year
tion of Dr. S~ven Altman
have been developed yet,
as president ofUCF. She
but a senate committee
said she was pleased
will begm creatmg them
with the results but saw
Tuesday
problems with the limShe said the senate will
ited amount of faculty
continue t o deal with the
participation.
same general areas of adThe Senate also
ministration, curriculum,
elected Dr. Karl Barsch
instruction, and personRosie Joels
to be vice president and
nel, and will create a list
Dr. Nancy Klintworth to be secretary.
of issues and concerns this summer.

by Amy Christy

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Tim Holcomb/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

A LITTLE NIGHT MUSIC
Several hundred music lovers turned out Thursday evening to listen to the Florida
Symphony Orchestra perform their "Concert Under the Stars."

Marketing club hosts convention
by Christa Kirkpatrick
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The Hotel Sales and Marketing
Association International held its 17th
annual National Student Convention
in Orlando, hosted by UCF's student
chapter of HSMAI, March 31- April 3.
HSMAI is a professional association
whose members work in the hotel/sales
marketing field. This year the UCF
chapter has 50 members, up from 20
members last year.
Th e group has about 40 student
chapters nationwide. Their faculty
advi sor is Dr. Audrey McCool ofUCF's
hospitality management depar tment.
The convention . HSMAI's biggest
even t of the year, was coordinated by
UCF student Traci Bradley and held at
th e Hyatt Hotel.

"HSMAI is like a big, giant practicum," Bradley said. "You do realworld kind of things you only learn
about in a classroom. It enables one to
practice marketing and communication skills."
Students in many of
the hotel and sales management
classes at UCF were assigned projects
to help plan the convention.
More than 250 people attended the
convention, including students, faculty, advisors and guest speakers.
Keynote speakers included Paul Astleford, vice president of resorts at Walt
Disney World, Warren Br eaux, assistant vice pr esident of worldWlde sales
for Hyatt , Dennis Lesko. director of
marketing of Orlando World venter for
Marriot t, Ralph Rodriguez, ::>ales director for Sea World and Peter Yesa wich.
·
Ph.D at Cornell Univer sity

COMING WEDNESDAY APRIL 19 rH •••
PART - TIME & SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

JOB FAIR
SPONSORED BY THE UCF CAREER RESOURCE CENTER
A CHANCE FOR UCF STUDENTS AND
EMPLOYERS TO MEET AND DISCUSS SUMMER
AND PART - TIME EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUN ITIES.
PARTIAL LIST OF EMPLOYERS
Radio Shack
Oviedo Recreation and Parks
Volt Temporary Services
Orlando Sentinel
YMCA Brevard County
Blue Arrow Personnel
Walt Disney
Manpower Temporary Services
YMCA Camp Winona

Florida Sheriff Youth Ranches
Sea World
Associated Temporary Staffing
Florida Power
Peabody Hotel
UPS
Worker of Orlando
Avon
Martin Marietta

'

LOCATION : STUDENT CENTER GREEN
TIME: 10:00 A.M. TO 2:00 P.M.

(

STUDENT CENTER )
AUDITORIUM IF RAIN

· FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CONTACT JIM GRACEY IN THE CAREER RESOURCE CENTER• ADMIN . 124 • 275-2361
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SIGNS OF A D.EVELOPING PROBLEM
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°' Overdose)

• Every 22 minutes, one person dies in an alcohol-related traffic crash. (NHTSA 1986)
• Approximately 66 people are killed each day due to drunk driving crashes (NHTSA 1986)
·~ ..In 1986 alone, 23,990 people died because of drunk driving crashes. (NHTSA 1986)

1~~

\~ ~~
~~

~~<'(,

&

\>.

• Traffic crashes are the greatest cause of death for people between the ages of 5-34. More than half
of these are alcohol-related. (NHTSA 1986)

• 560,000 people are injured each year in druaj<. driving traffic crashes, which is a 1 per muniute average.
(NHTSA 1986)

CALL
US!!

• 43,00 people are seriously injured every day due to alcohol-related traffic crashes. (NHTSA 1986)
• About 41 % of all fatal crashes in 1986 involved a drunk driver or pedestrian. (NHTSA 1987)

********************************

The Soviet Infiuence
in Latin America

Straight from New York ...

The Second
Step

LECTURE:

April 18

SOVIET/LATIN-AMERICAN
RELATIONS

•

. 9:00 p.m.
SAC

**************..,
President's Board Room
Administrdtiqn Building 2nd Floor
RECEPTION TO FOLLOW
April 1'8, 1989 1 - 2:30 p.m.

. P-CC
-.....SAHOACTMllUCOUl4Cll

•

·

·

u· CF'

·

anceat .
...,~appear .

.
heir re"U-A- ~Cateh t
·

·

,

·

.

Come see one of the hottest bands .. '
from N.Y.C. and their innovative style
of music! Just coming off a U.S. club tourl

.
•
•

,
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TWO.NEW RESllURANl'S.
EXPLODING
WITH OPPORTUND'Y.
ONE PHONE CALL.

•

(407) 828-8996
The levy Restaurants are moving full-speed ahead on the
opening of two new themed restaurants at Pleasure Island in
Disney Village.

..

Portabello Yacht Club is a fine-dining, Northern Italian
restaurant featuring grilled seafood.
The Fireworks Factory is a full-service restaura nt featuring
authentic American barbeque-ribs and fine meats.
Both are sure to please. And the opportunities are going
to excite you.
The levy Restaurants are new to Central Florida and are a
major force around the U.S. We're firm believers in promotion
from within-most of our management team started in hourly
positions.
Openings are availoble for Culinary. Prep Chefs, Cashiers.
Retail Cashiers. Bartenders. Food Servers, Stewards, Runners,
Hosts/Hostesses. Cocktail .Servers, Bussers, and Dishwashers.
A wide range of experience con qualify.
-

We offer excellent benefits and starting salaries up to S8.00/hr.
ond more depending upon experience. NOW HIRING! Coll
(407) 828-8996 Monday-Thursday or Saturday, 9om-7 pm
An Equal Opponunoty Employer

'

'
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on Driggers' Field, it would not
remain
undeveloped for as
FROM PAGE 1
long as Colbourn contends.
"My understanding is that
fied because the location · we may be receiving another
would best meet the needs of [Capital Improvement Trust
Fund] allotment for the Stuthe students.
"We should look at the long dent Union in three to four
term implications, as well as years," Schmidt said.
· the short term implications,"
Barbara Kelly, representhe said.
ing the Marching Band, said
Colboum met with repre- the meeting finally allowed
sentatives of the Marching her to get some information
Band and the Air Force ROTC about Driggers' Field.
on Friday to try and reassure
"It let us know what was
the groups that their practice going on," she said, "because
and drill area on Driggers' [previously] we were told so
many stories by so I}lany difField was not in jeopardy.
According to Colbourn, the ferent people."
current set-up would not be
Kelly considered the band's
affected by construction of the practice spot to be safe for now.
$4 million first phase of the "I'm trusting him [Colboum]
Union. Colboum's plans would on his word."
place the Union on a part of the
Although Colboum obvifield that is not used by the ously considered the site selecband or the ROTC.
tion debate closed, Schmidt
Their field should remain said he still plans to push for
safe for the next six to eight the Pegasus Circle location.
years, until the Union is ex"I honestly don't feel that
Driggers' field has been finalpanded, Colbourn said.
Schmidt disagreed. Accord- ized/' Schmidt said.
ing to him, if the Union is built
Asked if the Pegasus Circle

site was still a possibility, former Student Body President
Denver Stutler, referring to
Colboum's upcoming departure, said, "A lot of things are
going to happen in the next few
months that Fred can take
advantage of."
Student Body Vice President Chris Toutikian said the
meeting needed to address the
issue of more student involvement in the decision making
process.
"He [Colbourn] really
didn't address the bigger issue
that we were there to talk
about."
Colboum blamed the lack of
student input on the short
time frame, media shortcomings and student apathy. He
said some students assigned to
committee meetings in the
past have failed to attend
them.
"UCF makes efforts to insure student participation by
including them in all committees," Colboum said, "but how
do you determine how much
involvement is enough?"

withstand the highest
maxium weight during crossing. The UCF team had a bad
break in this competition.
Their bridge was not positioned correctly in the testing
chamber, causing the testing
machine to stop applying pressure at fifty pounds.
The team never did find out
how much weight their bridge
was capable of holding. The
University of Miami captured
first place while UCF only
gained participation points.
The banner competition
was next. Students created a

banner using the theme of the
conference and display the
banner at the concrete canoe
race.
The last category to be
judged was the technical writingcompetiton. The UCFteam
submitted a research paper on
beach erosion at Cape Canaveral and how to stop it.
Logistical problems caused
UCF to be disqualifed. No
winner has been named yet.
The University of Alabama
won overall, and UF and Mississippi State University tied
for third place.

UNION

ENGINEERING
FROM PAGES

The teams then moved on to
the surveying competition,
which tested the students'
ability to measure distances
and angles accurately and efficiently. Mississippi State won
first place and UCF came in
second.
The most heartbreaking
competition came next.
The objective of the balsa
wood bridge building was to
design a bridge that could

3 STEPS TO QUITTING SMOKING
Get Ready, Get Set, Then Go ...
PRESENTED BY THE
UCF STUDENT HEALTH
& WELLNESS CENTER

Most people quit on their own, but there are numerous organizations that can help you quit smoking. For many people, these selfhelp groups are the answer to their prayers. Most of these groups
build their programs around 3 simple principles. Understanding
these principles may help you prepare to quit smoking and stay
free~ from cigarettes for life.

281-5841
By Karen·Wedner

Get Ready to Quit
You learned to smoke and you can learn how to quit. First, understand your smoking habits. For one week, keep a diary of all the
times you reach for a cigarette. Note how you felt, where you
were, whether you enjoyed it, or if you lit up out of pure habit.
The following week, set some guidelines to break those habits.
First, agree to wait for a few minutes before lighting up to see if
you really "need" that cigarette. Then, agree not to smoke while
doing other things (like talking on the phone, driving in the car,
etc.)

1

.,

'

The Technique That Saves Lives
Cl'R. (Cardio Pulmanay ~ilation ) may -U be tbc mmt vala.able 1lkill )'OU
will .,._ !cam. Over md O\'Cr apin. C'R bu been abown to prolooc life 1ID1il
1n.iDcd tmdical pcnomieJ arM to rrdminiBr profeai.oDal ~. CPR bu been
u..d primuily ID revive vicfum of cudiac am:st,but it bu abo avcd viaiml of
dzownina, nsopiratory faillll'O, md drug OYCrcio9e.

Set a Quit Date

How CPll Sava Llve.t

When you've decided to quit, set a date to stop smoking for good.
Try not to pick a time when you know you' 11 be under stress-an
important meeting, a house full of guests, etc. It may help to stop
smoking during a vacation or holiday. While these times can also
be "stressful!", they are a break in the routine and may make your
new habits easier to asswne. Tell as many people as you can that
you're quitting smoking and ask for their support. When "quit
dat' arrives, do .something special to reward yourself.

CPR ii a combimlion of mouth-to mouth ~tation md c:hcst compreaaian.
ltt a "Q•lt Datt• Nd ltll ttttrtftt abeul J"' 1ut.

chclt wall to cave in, while too-mild chmt ccmprc19ion cm fail to force adoqualD
blood 111ppl.ie9 ID the bnln.

Who Need Tratntnc7

ThD obYlou. amw« ii ••ovcryonc", but that of coune, ii too pat. Ocninlly, anyone
who ii physically ahlo ID iulminillCr the tcdm.iqu.c abould be traiDod, particularly
the»e who may haw a family member wbo i.1 al: high rW: for cardiac: anat or
relJliruory Wlwc. High rW: grw1'9 include people with a pcnooal or family
hiltoty of heat atw:b, prcviou1 cardiac: irrclti, Ullin&. high blood preuwc, or

Go Smokefree For Good
Many of us have quit smoking for a day or so, but it's staying
smokefree that• s the real challenge. ~tart by actively appreciating
your new non-smoking behavior. Tell yourself daily how proud
and good you feel. When you have an urge for a cigarette, call a
friend or distract your~lf with some form of physical activity.
Drink plenty of water to flush nicotine from your system, and
practice deep-breathing techniques. Quitting smoking doesn't
have to be the 'Jimpossible d.r~"; rather, it can be the realization
of a long sought goal.

"'MOlltb-to mouth" bcl1'9 get air into tl:m victim '1 hmp while chmt cmnprcaian
Tha key componcnll of
succcaful C'R.,,, timing 1m1 training. TiMina, beca.UIC unlca CPR ii admini·
111:r11d wilb.in4 minullCI of arrcllt, the brain can be imnocm'bly damapl due to the
Jeck of oxypm. Training bcca1UC too-violent chest compmuion can caum the

r - Oll)'&CD rich blood to the brain md olbor orpm.

extn:mo O\'CrWCighL

Where To Train

Go 1mokelr1t loi lllt bJ actlnly 1ppr1cl1t1nc rour tccompll1hmut.

·

If your 1t11 inir=sted in taking a CPR training couno, caiw:t your local chaplen of
the American Red Crou, or the American Heart Anociation. The Nation&! Heart.
Luns and Blood lrutitull:O, oc tho American Collcse of Cardiology may allo provide
rclOlll"OCI and rcfcnal. (Clio!;k your phone book for Jisting1 in your &reL) Many
community bospital1, fitneP ccincn,· mi woda1to hoalth promotion programs now
offer C'R training.

,.
{

..
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Student visibility
among .P~iorities
for new president
As new president of the University ofCentral Florida, Dr. Steven Altman has a rather large job in front
of him.
· The growth of this university, not to mention the
general area and neighboring Research Park, has
presented the position with a challenge: simply keep
the school growing at the same pace while settling
into his new position.
One of the first items Altman should pay attention
to is visibility.
•
Trevor Colbourn has a great way with policy. He
turned a small institute into a major university force
within a decade.
However, one gap Altman should strive fill in the
position is visibility among the students.
Students are often unsure of the president's name
until they are well into the first semester of their
college careers.
Large schools make getting to know the student
body a major priority.
. The president of Auburn University, for example,
is known for hosting a party at his home for the
inco~ng freshmen. Students congregate in the
pres1dent's (very large) backyard during orientation
for food and brief speeches of introduction and welcome.
While this may not be the most logical thing to do
in Altman's case, something along the lines of making an appearance at each freshman orientation
session would be more than beneficial.
Students are usually more than willing to voice
their opinions in some form or the other. Why not
provide the students with as many opportunities as
possible to let President Altman know what they
would like to see accomplished?
Then comes action.
Aside from the usual students' complaints regarding parking and ever-increasing fees, students have
also expressed concern about the growth f their
inclividual departments.
A common theme in student complaints i Tlymore
centers around equal (or proportional) fun ing for
different colleges and departments.
One student in the College of Health says she
would like to see the Nursing, Medical Tech. and Radiation Therapy departments have increased funding because there is such a need for those positions in
the immediate community.
Concerns like this should be high on the priority
list because, not only do they affect the student, but
also the above-mentioned community and how the
university is serving it.
As far as immediate action, Altman's best bet at
this point is to simply find out what students and
faculty think should be on top of the priority list.
Altman has already been noted for being very
student-oriented.
Once the visibility factor is in place, it is then we
will see how he will measure up to the policy-setting
skills of Colbourn.
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Then in a separate story , you
published this comment: "There
Editor:
he made his personal opinions
I fear for the future of my most known, starting bluntly, 'I hate a
recent alma mater, the University nigger.' Other unscheduled speakof Central Florida.
ers included a few of the Orlando
A year after I saw signs of skinheads who thanked the Klan
hope, mostly a three-hour airing for their support and announced
here at the Wild Pizza of a vide- the inception of a white supremacy
otape to show how racism spreads- kinhead organization called the
and how it lS resisted-at three Young Southern Nationalists.
Northern universities race re a- (The Klan leader) thanked the
tions once again appear to me to be speakers. "
At the outset, let me confess who
turning sour on this campus.
I am, so that your readers can stop
Like spring, polarization seem
to be everywhere. The UCF Afri- now,ifthey wish.IamaJew.Iam
can American Student Union (for- not a Zionist Jew, beacause I bemerly the Black Student Union) lieve th at harmony between
has issued a letter alert about peoples is being confounded by
growing evidence of racism. Al- intransigent anti-humanistic polimost simultaneously, The Central cies in Isreal I am an internaFlorida Future reached its much tional-minded bankster (I have an
wider audience with an exclusive, account in Sun Bank). I probably
two full page report on the rise of would promote secular humanism
the Ku Klux Klan in Central Flor- if I knew what it was.
ida,
Usually, especially in my role as
By characterizing in a headline an attorney, I am regarded as a
that the Klan was "alive and well" "nigger lover." I also have been an
and in the story that racism was unscheduled speaker, and if that is
"alive and well" in Central Florida, the worst you can say about our
The Central Florida Future objec- nation's racist, I can envision a
tively described that publicity- time when you will publish an
hungry clan and its leader as if editorial to thank the KKK for its
they were the Rotarians. For in- openness and honesty.
Furthermore, I subscribe to the
stance, it was blandly noted at the
outset that "there has been a new Southern Poverty Law Center,
focus on white supremacy here in publishers of Klan Watch. The
Center perhaps sindle-handedly
the heart of Florida."
At the same time, as some of is responsible for causing the KKK
you were undoubtedly taught in to claim it as many different orjouralism classes, you covered ganizations. Why? Various Klanyourselves beautifully ( "I didn't ets are losing hundreds of thousay it. They did.") by quoting with- sands in court for that history of
out comment such as: ''We feel that unprovoked violence, which the
the main enemy of the white local Klanet believes is "naceschristian is the Zionist Jew, or the sary." Incidentally, please do not
international-minded interna- come out with a story about "nontionalist (sic) banksters. People violence," or brotherhood, or some
who promote the ... one world relig- other non-sequiter to show a balion of secular humanism ... While ancing of accounts.
I must give The Central Florida
the Klan has been a violent organization, I'm not trying to deny Future partial credit.
This newspaper accurately rethat. We're not apologizing for it.
We believe it was necessary. We lated that racism is alive. But it
was inaccurate in completion of
understand why it happened ... "
• RACISM NOT WELL

the cliche. Here, or anywhere, racism is not well.
In fact, it is downright sick.

Gabe Kaimowitz
communications
• DORM VANDALISM

•

Editor:
Christopher McCray, Director
of Housing, states that "Students ~
are destroying their own living
environment, all residents pay for
their acts," yet he fails to realize •
that the damage causd by the
"vandals" is rarely done by dorm
residents. Why would a dorm resident deliberately vandalize something which he or she uses? Let's
look at the pay/campus phones in
Osceola Hall.
•
These phones are used frequently, but "vandals" usually
attack them and the phones end
up in pieces on the ground. Would ~
a person residing in the dorms do
this? Sorry, but most of us have
respect for the property we use.
In the article, head resident assis- "
tant Mary Mitchell agrees that
not all vandalism is done by residents. Not referring to the hous- •
ing area, but on two occasions I
have seen physical plant employees back pickup trucks into the
large lightposts around campus. ~
One by the basketbal courts was
· knocked down and the other by
the HPB has a nice dent in it. The rr>
employees of the university, nonresident students, and non-students all need to be considered for
the vandalism as well.
I am certain that raising the
dorm prices for Fall '89 by $200
(for a double room) will hot help inc#
finding the vandals. That's ok,
because with the price increase,
there will not be many students
choosing to live in the dorms any- •
way.

Scott Wilson
computer science

•
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CAMP.US LITE
IT'S H€1?€, MY LETTtR FROM
Tf-1€ BOARD Of f2EC;cl/1S., .

..

THIS IS THG L€'1i"E~ 11-IM WIU
M4K.f MG P,etSJNJVT OF LJCF.
1WG /.HT£R 1ifAT WILL G/llf'

Bur IT WDf'fT 5TOP mcee.1'lL
8£CDNE GOVGRNO~, SEfYATort,
PR~SIDEN1 Or 1ii€ UNITCD

MG THE PDWGR 16 BO&~
PROFESS~S Af2tJVND AND TO

STATfS,,,

MAYBE l1L EVEN
BUY €A5TC.RN , ,,
Mi4Y8f N)r_

MAK€ 81"0/:JE JITS Ff,,RX IN DIRT
LOTS ••. POWER!

•

by Leigh .Rubin

RUBES®
41 Latin for "GOd"

42 Growing out of
_ .........._,.. 44 Babylonian
deity
46 Flags
48 Boundary
--+---4--4 51 Stone
52 Artificial
language
53 Sun god
55 Transfers
59 In music, high
...........~ 60 Century plant
62 Great Lake
- ......~ 63 Female ruff

~-+--1~-+--~~ 64 Golf poles
65 Rage

25 A state: abbr.

47 Part of face: pl.

26 Prefix: new
'
30 Soak thoroughly
32 Unit of electrical
measurement
33 Poems
36 Corded clotfl
37 More serpentine
40 Lower In rank
43 Article
45 Three-toed
sloth

48 Falsifier
:49 Unemployed

DINNER

50 Snare
54 Former boxing
champ
56 Monk's title
57 Metal
58 Deposit
61 Preposition

-.z:

Solution

DOWN

1 The urlal
2 100,000 rupees
3 Ventilate
4 Object

INBETwEEN MEAL 9'KK5

5 Item of property

6 French article
7 Sodium chloride
ACROSS
1 Strike

_,

,

5 In addition
9 Label
12 Filament
13 Junc1ure
14 Sudsy brew

15 Over

17 Chinese dis-

tance measure
18 Wager
19 Abound
21 Stories
23 Give forewarning of
27 Symbol for
tellurium

8
9
10
11
16

28 Blouse
29 Crimson
31 Couple
34 Kind of type
35 Frights
38 Paid notice
39 Spread for
drying

20
22
23

24

Leave out
Writing pad
Toward shelter
Obtains
Occupying a
chair
More Jovial
Near
Taunt
Detest

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

UNIVERSnY
•

BOOKSTORE

BRING YOUR TEXTBOOKS & l.D. •••
IT'S TIME AGAIN FOR
THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE'S

BOOK BUY-BACK
APRIL 24 TH - MAY 5 TH
APRIL
M 24
T 25
26
T 27
F 28

w

STORE HOURS

- 8:30 - 7:00
- 8:30 - 7:00
- 8:30 - 5:00
- 8:30 - 5:00
- 8:30 - 5:00

M 1

MAY

8:30 - 7:00
T 2 - 8:30 - 7:00
8:30 - 5:00
W3
T 4
8:30 - 5:00
8:30 - 5:00
F 5

Female roommate wanted to share 2 bdrm, 2
bath apt. in Forest Highlands. Only $127 for
own room. May 1- August 13. Call 658-2938.
Alpha Tau Omega
Awards banquet this Saturday. Founders day
weekend next week mal<e sure you get your
money in. Study hard for finals. Good luckl

Roommate Wanted to share duplex -quiet
area. Near UCF 2 br, 2 baths washer dryer.
Split $400/month rent and half utilities phone
Dan at 380-3961 mornings

Delta Tau Delta
9 112 Weeks Party was ...Chilling. Get set for
Sorority Service Project this Sat. Brotherhood
Development Campout is May 13-14. Finals
are also approaching, so let's hit the books.
Jason, Happy Birthday- We didn't forgetl

MIF Roommate wanted, dose to UCF $200
month. 1/3 utilities, Private room and bath, WI
D and many extrasl call 658-0420.

Kapf)9 Sigma
Thanks Tri-Delt for a great Luau, Saturday.
Thanks little sisters for the bash on Friday.
Kappa Sigma loves you all. Brothers support
·
Kappa Sig sports.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Congrats to all the new Neophytes I Now make
sure you srudy for finals if you want to become
a Bro-ham . Wednesday night 7:30 Greek
Slugfest at the Gym. Come cheer for your
Brothers.
Detta Delta Delta
Greek Week was greatl Congrats to everyone. Carla & Jill, thanks for a great job in
organizing everything. We all had a blastl Kl:
and AM. went Hula dancing this weekend and
had a blastl Thanks for a totally awesome
timel Keep this in mind- I • Youl

Female roommate needed immediately to
share Sherwood Forest Duplex. $100/month
plus 1/3 of utilities Includes Washer/Dryer and
own backyard. Call 275-4161 for more information.
Roommate wanted - own bdrm & bath . Close
to UCF. Available May 1. Only $207 .50 plus 1/
2 utils. Call Tom.
380-2383.
UCF student needs roommate and place to
live starting In Aug. I like music, sports etc. Call
Steve 275-4366.
2 Roommates needed for summer only, 2
bdrm/2 bath apt In Cambridge Clrde on
Alafaya Call 2n-8911 anytime.

UCF Area - 2 bdrm, 1.5 bath. Town house 435
mo. 380-3592.
Spacious 3bdrm 2bath in Sussex Place $490
per month & $ 250 deposit get half off first
month call Mlke 788-0919
MOVE IN SPECIAL
Move in before 6-1 -89 and receive $150 ott
during June, July and AugusL 2 bdrm and 2
bath apts.
12 MONTH LEASE
For m0<e Information call 282-5657.

Toastmaster
BE A BETIER COMMUNICATOR
Join Toastmasters
Meets-i!Yef}' Tuesday at 7:45 am
In ED142
Gay Student's Organization
The Gay Student's Organization's peer support group will meet Thurs, April 20 at 7:30pm
for more info contact Lance 380-2835.
Entrepreneur Club
Congratulations to Ed Cohen, the UCF Entrepreneurship Club's entrepreneur or the
year.
All students welcomed at weekly Sunday
meetings at 6:00pm in CEBA 187.

Apts. for tent-Sherwood Forest near UCF.
Call Daksha Vakharia at 657-1967 Uc Re
Broker.

Guitar for sale. Beautiful hand-made Alvarez
classical guitar $125
Call 249-0271 after 2pm.
Couch & loveseat both for $100.
Call 658-8919 Leave message.

Female Roommate Needed ASAP.
To share bedroom in 2bdr/ 2bth Sherwood
Forest apartment. Non-smoker, no pets. Rent
$145 plus 1/3 utilities. We have washer/ dryer.
For info please call Leslie at 275-2865 or 6580571 .

Duplex in Sherwood Forest
2bdm/2bath, dishwasher, washer, dryer, ceiling fans . $56,500.
Call Debi 282-6958.
Top quality used golf balls for sale. All brands.
From 4-9$ a dozen.
Call 273-7325 FASTI

1Os peed bike, 23" chrome-moly butted frame.
High quality components excellent for training/triathalon. $170 obo . John Hughes 2819410.
Furniture-living room & dinning set will sell
pieces together ($85) or separate. Call 2816581.

Video coordinator -(video equipment rentalcounter sales and delivery) interesting work
'\vith company specializing in video camera
rental and small scale video production flexible part or full time start at $500 per hour.
Bilingual Spanish desired Video Creative
Resources 7259 International Dr. Orlando Fl
32819. 345-1111 .
Airport help wanted- male/female, lull/pa/It
time-hrs. very flexible. $5.00-$5.50/hr. Call
Gary 240-4524.
I

Ross Beachcrulser 5 speed $140. Great condition. Call Tim 657-0339.

1978 Honda Civic $600 273-9351. Driven
every day-runs well.
'80 Olds Cutlass Supreme, new tir9s, waterpump, transmission, battery. Must sell, leaving country $1100. 380-1844

Summer Work
Career oriented students only l. $450 wk/
all'erage college credit qualified for placement
with forrune 500 companies to qualify: Must
have entire summer free.
,Must pay part of school. CaJI 281-0856.
Name, Major and ph.#

~1((~!1118111111

Eam$5 perhourwhileyouintem at an aggressive international marketing office am or pm
shift available. Call Albert 293-6666 Spanish
bilingual pteferred.
Nanny Needed
~me a nanny for a year. Tum your love for
children and your des re for travel into an
exciting career as a professional nanny positions available in Orlando and Nationwide.
Beginning salaries $225 wk live in or live out
Call 260-0031 Longwood.
Camp counselors for physically Im pal red- The
Florida Easter Seal Camp Challenge. Earn
college credit and salary while gaining great
exp. for resume. Room and board lre«fl Cabin
counselors, lifeguards, and program specialists needed located 1 hr. N of Orlando. Call
407 886-8653 for an appt. or write to Rt. Box
350 sorrento, Fl 32776.
Summer work- Tired of that construction or
hard labor job? Earn $400 plus average per
week - College credit · overtime hours available - CaJI 281- 0856 Leave- name, ph#Students only apply.
Srudents needed to clean homes. Hours to fit
schedule. Call 699-1636.

TYPESETIING
.Resumes, coverletters, flyers
One stop quality typesetting & copying
across from campus
Kinko's- 658-9518.

Term Papers, reports, dissertations typed.
Call Ann 645-4996 $1 .50/PG

TYPING· REASONABLE
Resumes, term papers- call 366-6495.

ALPINE CAR STEREO. I am redoing my
system. I am looking for anything Alpine. I
have some to sell also.
Call Tom F.
282-8183

11111111111111

Word Processing- reports, term papers, corresp. sec. exp. 671-8023

Tutor needed for intro. computer for bus.
Knowledge of database is necessary. Please
call asap 679-7943 or leave message.

Get colorized
Introducing ... The Avon Beauty Vision Personal Color Computer. This computer can
accurately choose the make-up colors that are
right for you . Only Avon's got it and you're
Invited to try it. "Only $5.00-April 22 and 23
University Flea Market (Hwy 50) Booth C31Call Tami 380-6195.

Cruise ship Jobs
Immediate Openings Great Salary
Call (904)357-6163 Ext 13P
Waitress Wanted - Part-time, lunches and
weekends. Call Beth JR Jakes ffi-4169.

Call PRESTIGE TYPING for your papers
and resumes - 277-7237.

Typing on a Word Processor in my home.
Resumes, Term Papers. Reasonable 3227571.

Horizon Travel Agency
Call for low Alrfare-Cruise quotes. Call 2810836

Male roommate needed share room . Rent 135
mth plus 1/3 utilities furnished apartment sec
elec p. Deposits about $175 Call 658-7916.
Cambridge Circle.

Kaps- Delta
Hey u ladies ... the semester is coming to a
close. Study Hardlll Greek Gloves tomorrow
at 6:00 in the Gym. Pick up those hot guys ...
White Rose is approaching. Kappa Dee is #11

Delta Sigma Pi
Congrarulations ID the new brothers on their
successful initiation.
Lers make this another great yearl

Macintosh ED computer 512K. Paid over
$1000. Selling for only $650. Call 679-8503.

fllJl£t11•11111
HYPNOSIS HELPS. Improve memory, end
test anxiety, increase
confidence and study skills . Low student
rates. Bill Hansen, Clinical
Hypnotist 679-1011 , Winter Park.

TONER INPUT SERVICE, INC.
407-880-4210
REFILL YOUR CARTRIDGES FOR YOUR
P.C. CANNON COPIES OR LASER
PRINTER. OUR RE-CHARGES LAST 33%
LONGER THAN NEW ONES PLUS
WE USE SUPER BLACK TONER.
FREE 24 HOUR PICK-UP AND DELIVERY
MONDAY thru FRIDAY.

Excellent Word Processing - 366-0538.
Reasonable and last typing service. Call
Nancy at 679-4006, rush Jobs.
Fast Typing Service
Quick, professional service. Free revisions.
UCF's oldest typing firm. Same day and
weekend service. Visa & Mastercard. over
18,300 satisfied students and only 4
grouches I
671-3007.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY GREG PRIDGAMI
I Loveyoull
Hugs and kisses,
Michelle

Resumes and cover letters . Designed, revised, typed - 657-0079 .

LORI,
lrs T-minus 10 you
How's your nose?

are doing a great job
Lo\110 ya, Big Sis

PROFESSIONAL TYPING
One mile from UCF Campus
All types of srudent documents. Same day
service available. IBM letter quality word processing.
Fast· Professional • Accurate
WORDMASTERS 2n-9600

HAPPY BIRTHDAY, GOOSE ll I'm glad you
called. It made my dayl
yous FOREVER FRIEND
SPOT,
Looks like you have passed the eight month
testl I guess I'm stuck with you now.
I love you, KILLER

KCO Inc. WP/DP $1- 2.50/ pg. 678-6735.

SUMMER IN EUROPE FROM $315
each way on discounted scheduled
airlines to Europe from Orlando.
Call (800) 325-2222.

WORDPROCESSING. Term papers,
resumes, letters. Reliable, quick, close to
campus. Very reasonable rates beginning
at $1/ page for papers and $5 for resumes.
Many extras available. 281-0499.

•

Betty.Patty, Penny,
The old family vacation was a blast By the
way, who invited them?
Love the Pickett Boys.

• Kmart Shopping Plaza
(corner of University Blvd .
....-& Goldenrod Road)
4050 N. Goldenrod

Winter Park 677-7678
• Lake Fredrlca Center
(by Wal Mart)

3938 S. Semoran
Orlando 658-1419

UCF
students and staff
always get discounts on:
footwear• sportswear e aerobic wear

-At

POSITIONS AVAILABLE:

CONTACT:

• ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

275-2865

• COPY EDITOR

275-2865

• WRITERS FOR

275-2865

._..

NEWS, SPORT, AND CONFETTI
• STAFF PHOTOGRAPHERS

275-2601

• SALES REPRESENTATIVES

275-2601

•
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Men's novice
eight leads
crew team
by Harold Bogert
. SPEC IAL TO THE FUTURE

•

•

The UCF crew team competed in the
Miami International Regatta April 9
and finished with good results, mcluding an upset victory by the men's novice
eight.
Tampa, Rollins, M1affil, Georgia
Tech and the Imperial Rowmg Club of
ntam were among the ot her particiatmg teams.
n the novice eight race , the UCF
men defeated a strong Miami boat for
t he first t ime this year Th e ovices
took an early lead and <.:ontro led the
ace to wm by four ·econds
In · the next race t h e varsity hghtweight men finished second to Tampa
by three seconds. The crew also finished fifth in the heavyweight event.
UCF had another fine performance
from the women's varsity eight, who
came in second to their state rival
Ale Photo/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Miami.
The team is now lookmg toward the
Wyatt Bogan (49) zeros in on an opposing player last season. His 1986 All-American performance may earn him a spot on an
state championships in two weeks.
NFL team.

DRAFT
FROM PAGE

•

is the type of player who can catch a
pass over the middle, take a hard hit
and still return to the huddle. At 6-2,
195 lb., Spencer has decent size for a
wide reciever.
In the 1988 season, Spencer caught
37 passes for 661 yards, including 7
touchdown receptions. His career totals at UCF are 93 pass receptions for
1,064 yards.
Bogan, a 6-2, 230 lb. linebacker, was
a mainstay for UCF in 1988. He led the
team in tackles with 127. In the 1986
season he led the team in tackles with
143, earning Division II All-America
credentials. H~ had to sit out the 1987
season with a foot injury.
Coach Gene McDowell was realistic

about his graduating players' chances
in the professional ranks.
"Both players are longshots ,"
McDowell said. "It would not surprise
me if Arnell was taken in one of the late
rounds. Wyatt's best chance would be
to get in great shape and try to make an
NFL team as a free agent." B o t h
players have participated in drill s
supervised by NFL scouts from numerous teams including Pittsburgh, Indianapolis, Denver and Detroit.
The tests of athleticism include the
20-yard dash , 40-yard dash, shuttle
run, vertical jump and standing broad
jump.
Receivers do various ball catching
drills to test such skills as linebackers
run interception drills and break on
ball drills involving a quarterback
picking parts of the field to throw a

SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS
For more information, call Barker at
The Orlando Magic has selected 275-2262.
Chadwick Barry Gibson, of Orlando,
and Naffisa Khatri , of Kissimmee, as • SUMMER SOFTBALL
winners of $1000 scholarships to be
UCF's Recreational Services office is
awarded by the Magic and the National sponsonng a summer softball league
Basketball Association. More than 100 for UCF faculty/staff t he Re ·earch
applied for the scholarship.
Park, Westmghouse and area 1:>us1
ChadWlck Gibson attends Winter nesses
Park High School. He carries a 3 7
An orgamzat1onal meetm g w111 b e
grade ooml average and is involved m held Apnl 24 at the Rec. ervlces P1cn c
many extra-curricular activities. He PaVIhon at 6 pm A r~pre sentative
plans to maJor m Aviation and Finance must be pre ent at t he meeting m order
while m college.·
to register a team.
Nafissa Khatri, Osceola High
The league will be divided mt o t wo
., School, is ranked in the top 10 percent . divisions with eight teams m each diviof her class. Nafissa plans to attend s1on.
UCF and study Physical Therapy.
The Men's C or D division will play
on Tuesday and Thursday nights and
will have umpires. The division's entry
• • UCF SOCCER CAMP
The UCF soccer program is accept- fee is $195.
The Co-Rec (Social) division will
ing registration for its summer soccer
play on Monday and Wednesday. The
camp.
Head coach Bill Barker will conduct division, which will not have any
four weeks of clinics t his summer at the umpir es, has a fee of $115 and plays
under adapted rules for maximum
• UCF campus.
·
The first week is June 25-30 and is enjoyment.
The season will run from May 8 to
open to all ages. Cost is $125 for day
July 18 and game times will be 6, 7, 8
camp and $250 for boarders.
The second and third weeks well be and 9 p.m.
For more information, contact Loren
for advanced players. Cost will be $150
for daycampers and $275 for boarders. Knutsen at 275-2408.
The week of July 16-21 will be for ages
10-13 and July 23-28 will be for ages 14- •MS 150 BIKE TOUR
The Third Annual MS 150 Bike Tour
17.
The goalkeepers camp will be July will be held Saturday April 22 and
• 30- August 4 and will cost the same as Sunday April 23. The 150 mile race will
begin in Winter Garden and pass sevthe advanced camps.
•

•

pass .
Spencer will graduate this summer
with a degree in liberal studies/communication. Bogan needs to complete
six. more classes to get his degree in
liberal studies.
As the Knights football program
begins its 10th season this year it has
seen seven players sign with an NFL
team. Last year, Bernard Ford and
Corris Ervin were drafted by the Buffalo Bills (third round) and Denver
Broncos (fifth round), respectively. Ian
Patterson and Keenan Wembley
signed as free agents with the Seattle
Seahawks and New York Giants.
In 1987, Elgin Davis, Aaron Sam
and Ted Wilson signed with the New
England Patriots, Cleveland Browns
and Washington Redskins, respectively

FOOTBALL
FROM PAGE 16

for the scoring drive.
None of the quarteroacks were effective throwing the ball. The only passes
completed were short passes. All long
passes were underthrown due to the
wind and rain.
"It was pretty miserable," Willis
said. "It brings back memories of Liberty."
UCF lost last year at Liberty in a
rain-filled game last November.
"When you take the passing game
away from our offense, it really hurts
us," McDowell said.
The alumni attempted to pass the
ball early in the game. But after the
first two possesions ended with interceptions, they stuck more with the
ground game.
"I thoughtMike (Cullison)d1d good
job going to a two tight end offense,"
McDowell said.
Cullison played quarterback for
era! Central Florida lakes. The course
most of the game for the alumm squad.
Wl l wmd through the Ocala National
He played at UCF in the school's first
F rest.
The second day of biking will be a 75 two years of football.
The only other sconng opportunity
mile rout that leads back to Winter
for either side was in the first quarter.
Gardens.
PartlClpants must have a minimum Blake Holton missed a 40-yar d field
of $150 in pledges. Prizes will be goal attempt.
The alumni had a fonmdab le dea warded based on the amount of money
fense which included Wyatt Bogan
t e biker raises. The cyclist who raises
th e most money for the fight against Steve Spears and .i 87 graduate
MS will wm a tnp to Oxford, England to Sy vestor Bembry. Bogan and Spears
uike a seven day cycling through the were stalwarts on last ear's UCF defense whife Bembry played m the
Country.
Proceeds will benefit the Multiple Arena Football League last year
Unlike last year, the alumru squad
Sclerosis Society and will support national and local patient services and did not spring any surprises Former
UCF star and current Buffalo Bills'
research.
For more information call 896-3873. wide receiver Bernard Ford teamed up
for one play last year with Dann Slack.
Ford watched the game this year from
• ULTIMATE FRISBEE TEAM
The UCF/Orlando Ultimate Frisbee the sidelines, sporting gold chains and_
Team is looking for a few good men. a Bills' AFC Eastern Champions teeCurrent and former athletes that enjoy shirt.
running should apply. No exp~rienc e is
necessary. Practice times are Tuesday BASEBALL
and Thursday at 5:00 on th e intr amuFROM PAGE 16
ral fields .
For more information call James
Reid at 2 77 -6902.
wood added a solo home run.
The Knights return to action
Wednesday night, at Stetson. David
Compiled by Bill Foxworthy
Goins will pitch against the Hatters
Send Sports Briefs to:
again. UCF also plays a doubleheader
Bill Foxworthy
Saturday at Jacksonville . The Knights
c/o The Future
will send Ahern and Turner to the
PO Box 25000
mound in an effort to avenge the DolOrlando, Fl 32816
phins' doubleheader sweep of the
Knights earlier this season.

-
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Pitching, defense key .Knigh.t s' .sweep
Turner handcuffs Tulane with three-hit shutout in second game of doubleheader
by Chris Brady
SPORTS EDITOR

UCF scored three runs in the first inning and
Brandon Turner pitched a three-hit shutout as the
Knights defeated Tulane 5-0 Sunday afternoon,
sweeping a doubleheader with the Green Wave.
The two wins raised the Knights record to 32-13.
The Knights won all three of its games this week,
including a 9-0 win over Stetson Wectnesday The
Knights, ranked 26th in the country, expect to rise m
the rankings this week.
"Right now we are doing what we have to do m
order to win," UCF Coach Jay Bergman said. ''We've
had good defense, timely hits and good pitching. We
had two shutouts this week and only allowed two
runs in three games."
In the second game of the doubleheader, the
Knights sc01"ed early on the Green Wave. Shortstop
Carlos Agurto was hit by a pitch and centerfielder
Mike Josephina hit a single. Randy Kotchman
knocked in the two baserunners with a double down
the leftfield line. Kotch man scored on a double by Jim
Crone, giving UCF a 3-0 first inning lead.
The Knights added a run in the fourth when Crone
bit his second double of the game. Second baseman
Chuck Graham bunted and was thrown out at first,
but Crone rounded third or the play and headed for
home, sliding under the tag.
Agurto stretched the lead to 5-0 in the fifth on a
solo home run that went over the Ieftfield wall, just
staying fair.
Meanwhile Turner cruised through the game. He
did not allow a bit until the third inning and never
had more than one runner on base at one time.
Turner (3-3) threw 61 pitches in seven innings,
struck out four and did not walk a batter Tulane only
had four baserunners in the game, three on singles
and one on a hit by pitch.
"Brandon pitched his best game of the year,"
_Bergman said. "We gave him some runs early which
we hadn't been doing and put the pressure off of him.
He kept the ball down around the knees and when
they did hit the ball hard, Brandon had some good

the way to record the victory. Ahern allowed eight
defensive help."
In the first game, the Knights had to rally from a hits, walked two and struck out eight.
UCF and Tulane originally scheduled to play
2-0 first innmg deficit. After Tulane's Lavren Flores
and Elhot Qumones reached base, Richard Parker single games on Friday, Saturday and Sunday.
hit a double off of UCF start~r Brian Ahem to score However, rain cancelled Friday's and Saturday's
games. One of the games was made up through the
both runners.
The Knights scored smgle runs in the third and doubleheader Sunday. ,
In the Stetson game Wednesday, David ~ins
fourth mmngs to tie the game. UCF scored three runs
allowed eight hits and struck out six en route to a 9in the sixth inning to wm the game 5-2.
Bobby Kiser hit his fifth home run of the year and 0 shutout. Jeff Lane, Josephina and Mark LeClerc
Agurto h 1t a double. Steve McClellan had two hits to had two hits apiece for the Knights and Scott Underpace the Krughts' seven-hit attack.
Ali en:i 5-4 shut down the Green Wave the rest of
SEE BASEBALL PAGE 15
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Carlos Agurto slides safely in1o second base in a UCF baseball game. The Knight shortstop hit a home run in the
second game of the Tulane doubleheader.

UCF players
await draft

UCF sloshes
past alumni

by Glenn carrasquillo

by Roy Fuoco

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The N ationaJ Football League draft,
held on Apnl 23 and 24 in New York
City, is bemg anbcipated with special
interest by a couple of UCF Knight
football players.
Seniors Arnell Spencer and Wyatt
Bogan both hope to be drafted by some
NFL team, even if it may be in one of
the drafts later rounds.
"I hope to be taken in one of the late
rounds. If not, I hope to sign somewhere as a free agent," said Bogan.
The draft consists of twelve rounds,
with each NFL team takmg turns on
picking the best college athletes available. Players not selected in the draft
may sign as free agents.
"The advantage of sigmng as a free
agent is that you get a better chance to
choose where you want to go," Spencer
said. "On the other hand, if you're se1ected in the draft you may get a better
look by the team that picks you."
UCF, a member of Division II until
this year when it moves up to Division
I-AA, does not often send football players to the NFL.
·
Last year's draft saw UCF standout
wide reciever Bernard Ford selected by
the Buffalo Bills in the third round.
· Ford sat out last year with a shoulder
injury but will get a chance to perform
this year for Buffalo.
Spencer's receiving credentials tell
of a pass catcher with exceptional
hands. Although he can not match the
40-yard dash times of a speedy Ford, he

One word describes Saturday's annual varsity-alumni spring football
game-wet.
Playing through an or: and off d9wnpour which allowed for a sparce offensive show, the varsity finally scored
early in the fourth quarter to wm the
game 7-0 at Oviedo High School.
The annual game, which culminates
spring practice, was moved to Oviedo
this year due to construction at the
Florida Citrus Bowl.
The game featured a lot of running,
strong defensive play from both sides
and lots of mud and water.
"It's pretty impressive that anybody
scored," Football Coach Gene McDowell said.
The varsity took the lead early in the
fourth quarter on Perry Balasis' twoy ard run to cap a drive started after an
alumni team turnover.
The running of Gilbert Barnes and
Balasis provided most of the offense for
the varsity. Barnes rushed 15 times for
65 yards and Balasis added 55 yards on
16 carries.
Robert- Ector, a present Knight assistant coach and runnir.g back at UCF
from 1984-87, led the alumni offense.
He ran the ball 12 times for 60 yards
and also saw action at quarterback.
The varsity team rotated quarterbacks on every possession between
starter Shane Willis, last year's backup
Rudy Jones and sophomore Ronald
Johnson. Johnson was at quarterback ·

SEE DRAFT PAGE 15

Ale Photo/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Amell Spencer (above) hopes his future points to an NFL career via next week's draft
or a free agent tryout ,

SEE FOOTBALL PAGE 15
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• SCHOOLS

BECOME PARENTS -

•

Freshmen are more conservative,
value money more and are under more
stress, according to a national survey.
-Page4

QPINIONS

Drunk driving
A weekend sentence in jail gives an
Indiana U., Bloomington student cause
for reflection on the dangers of drunken
driving.
-Page 7

•

LIFE AND ART

• What role religion?
Can the church help students under
pressure? Some do find fulfillment in
religion, while others feel college is the
• place to question religious tenets.
-Page 8

~ob

forecast encouraging

1989 is a good year to graduate,

according to an annual careers report
from Northwestern U., IL.
-Page 18

STUDENT BODY .::': · ·.·
- .
.
. ·.

Sudden sleepers
•

ACCEPTING A CHALLENGE -
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•
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Over 200,000 people suffer from
symptoms of an under-studied sleeping
disorder- narcolepsy.
-Page20

U. of California, Berkeley
Biophysics major Troy Wilson, a
jfinior at U. of California, Berkeley, was
alone in the lab at 1 a.m. Oct. 1, 1988
when he suspected that a fuzzy image
oo the computer screen was DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid). He recorded the
image.
His photograph is now being hailed as
l major science breakthrough.
"This is the beginning of a new atomic
age in biology, physics and material sciel).ce," said Berkeley physicist Wigbert
Siekhaus, one of six scientists involved
in the experiment. The team worked on
the project for more than two months
and had almost given up by the time the
photograph was made, said physicist
Miquel Salmeron.
(t "My reaction was one of personal surprise," Wilson said. "I had an idea that it
was DNA. But we had seen so many

~

Campus rape 'extremely serious problem';
~ults affect 1 out of 4 college women
By Laura Goldberg and Kris Falzone

Monica, Calif., rape treatment center and co-author of a
national report on rape.
Northwestern U., IL
Abarbanel said it is hard to tell whether the rising rape
The word rape conjure images of a stranger leaping from
statistics mean that more rapes are occurring or more rapes
a darkened alley, brandishing a knife and violently assaultare being reported, or both.
ing his victim.
"I feel the crime is escalating because it's not being dealt
But it's not only stranger who rape. And it's not only
with on many campuses," Abarbanel said. "The best way to
combat it, the best way to stop it, is to bring it
happening in alleys.
One in four college women
out in the open. I think it
will be the victim of rape or
takes a lot of courage on any
attempted r p , according to
campus to say, 'We have a
Dr. Mary Kos U. of Arizona
problem,' and try to take care
psychiatry profe or.
of it."
Koss questioned 3 187
The problem has risen
women at 32 colleges and
again and again across the
universities during a nationnation:
wide study. She also inter•At Florida State U.
viewed men and learned that
(FSU), three fraternity memhers were indicted in connecone of every 15 either had
raped someone or tried to
tion with the sexual assault
c mmit rape.
f · femal f e hma i.
"W have an extre ly
_ A prof~ssor at the U. of
rious problem in regard
Nebra ka, who urveys the
attacks on women in college
students enrolled in one of
in general," said Jim Carle- Protesters from the U. of Illinois, Champaign-Urbana, hide their
his courses each semester,
stated that in 1985, 11.7 perton, Northwestern U. s (NU identities at a meeting about rapes on campus.
cent of the female students said they had been raped· by
vice president for student affair .
1988 the figure jumped to 29.3 percent. During the same
According to FBI estimate on rape nationwide, 10 times
as many rapes are committed as reported. But when a victim
three-year period, the number of men saying they had forced
a woman to have sex more than doubled, from 5.1 percent to
knows her attacker as is most likely the case on college
campuses, experts ay she is even less likely to report the
12. 7 percent.
crime.
•At Eastern Illinois U., students reported 18 acquaint"Acquaintance rape happens most often in social situaance rapes, two stranger rapes and two attempted rapes
tions that are very common for college students, such as
dating and parties," said Gail Abarbanel. director of a Santa
See RAPE, Page 27
• The Daily Northwestern

Berkeley student makes scientific
progress, ca ures DNA on film
~y Craig Broscow
• The Daily Californian

20

things that we weren't sure of that I
wasn't about to call everybody at midnight on a Friday night and say 'Hey,
guys, I found DNA.'
"I never expected to actually see the
double helix. At that time, I had been up
for 48 hours and this thing looked like a
blob on a dim computer screen."
The head of the Berkeley lab research
team, Salmeron, said he "jumped in the
air," when he saw the photographs.
The photographs of DNA were made
using a scanning tunneling microscope
(STM).
Siekhaus said the effort was a combination of "intellectual and financial
resources, and a dedicated student."
The most unlikely person participating in the venture was Wilson, who just
recently learned how to use the STM.
He is UC Berkeley's nominee for Time
magazine's Undergraduate of the Year
Award. And, at age 20, he has helped
make scientific history.

Housing han

As part of a Design, Housing and Apparel class, Carrie Bihrle, left, helped Sanettra
Murray's family rehabilitate their home. SEE STORY, PAGE 4.
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By Keenan Harward
• The Forty-Niner Times

U. of North Carolina, Charlotte

'll never forget the friend I lost whose shocking
death is still unexplainable.
She was a star basketball player in high
school, smart, blonde and beautiful. She seemed to
have everything going for her - a loving family and
a rewarding future.
On Jan. 6, 1986, Patti committed suicide. Only
Patti knows why. As I look back, I wonder if there
was anything I could have done to prevent Patti
from stealing that place she made in my heart. That
thought still frightens me.
Psychiatrists say everyone has considered suicide
as a solution to their problems. But, instead of killing ourselves, we were able to solve our problems.
Or maybe the fear of death was larger than those
problems.
fve thought about it. When things are going bad
for me, I look to my friends and family for help. I may
not tell them f m down, or having problems, but I try
to let them know I need someone to talk to.

I

Have your friends come to you with some friendly
conversation? Did you let them down? Grades, time,
peer pressure and personal problems are attacking
from every side at once. If someone shows they are
hurting, or lonely, talk to them. A kind word or a
smile may be all they need.
The following poem was written by a 15-year-old
two weeks before he committed suicide.

SUICIDE
To Santa Claus And Little Sisters
Once ... he wrote a poem.
And called it "Chops."
Because that was the name of his dog,
and that's what it was all about.
And the teacher gave him an "A"
And a gold star.
And his mother hung it on the kitchen
door, and read it to all his aunts ...
Once ... he wrote another poem.
And he called it "Question Marked Innocence."
Because that was the name of his grief
and that's what it was all about.
And the professor gave him an "A"
And a strange and steady look.
And his mother never hung it on the
kitchen door, because he never let her see it . . .
Once, at 3 a.m . ... he tried another poem .. .
And he called it absolutely nothing.
because that's what it was all about
And he gave himself an "A "
And a slash on each damp wrist,
And hung it on the bathroom door
because he couldn't reach the kitchen.

Little sister programs 'under fire'
due to alcohol abuse, harassment
By Scott Olson
• Western Courier

Western Illinois U.

After years of allegations concerning
sexual harassment and un derage
drinking, the little sister programs
have finally come under fire at Northern Illinois U.
The programs have linked mostly
younger female students to male
fraternities for years, but lately the
national trend has been to disband the
remaining little sister programs.
"Every national fraternity chapter
has resolutions and statements against
the little sister programs. Most are
working with their chapters to phase
out these organizations," said Bill Nelson, Student Activities Adviser at Western Illinois U.
"There is evidence that problems of
alcohol abuse and sexual harassment
frequently are associated with the little
sister programs," said Northern Illinois

By Cathy Collins

•

• USF Oracle

U. of South Florida

•

n the dark hours before dawn last April 5,
David Harvey Dunn drove his car to U. of
South Florida's (USF) New College Library in
Sarasota, walked 300 feet to the shore of Sarasou?
Bay, doused his clothes with a can of gasoline and
set himself on fire.
Those close to Dunn were left searching fo~
answers to a real and continuing problem - suicide.
Suicide is second only to accidental death as the
leading cause of death among college students. For
every successful suicide, there are 10 unsuccessM
attempts, according to a recent USF report.
The report, "Suicide Among College Students,"
was prepared by Clinical Psychologists Dale Hicq
and Marcia Hausman from the USF Counseling
Center for Human Development.
Suicide rates among college students reflect a
combination of developmental and environmenta!
pressures, said Toni Giffin, student director of USF
Paraprofessional Counseling Services.
According to the report, "Friends, counselors ancl
supervisors need to be sensitive to shifts in mood or
behavior patterns, particularly those reflecting . . .
disinterest in daily activities or events.
" . . . Identification of 'at risk' students, ant!'
counseling to assist these students in adapting to
college life, seems essential if seriously troubled
individual s are t o fi nd alternatives to self•
destructive behavior," the report concluded.

I

Trash or art?

U. VicePresidentJonDalton. Last year
rnity ouncil,
the National· J
f all major
comprised f
national fra
d to recommend banning of little si ter program .
This spring, at We tern Illinoi U.
(WIU) a task force has en form d to
hand out urveys to decide if the pr grams are viewed po itively or negatively.
"WIU is lucky they haven't had ome
of the problem that other have had.
We don't need to wait until we have a
problem, we can be proactive in dealing
with it before there is a problem" Nelson said.
Paula Radtke, president of NIU's
Student Government Association, said,
"People are getting hurt because organizations aren't checking themselves.
Someone has to step in."
Fraternities continuing to sponsor
Little Sister programs next fall will be
in violation of university recognition.

t

Paul Windsor, a graduate student in sculpture, rests and enjoys a cigarette after
"installing" his art work; entitled "Equinox. " Windsor said the trash represents fall
while the mud on the floor and his boots represents spring planting.

,-----------------,

FREE

SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR
STUDENTS WHO NEED

Wake Forest University .

MONEY FOR COLLEGE

• •

With special emphasis on:

Every Student is Eligible for Some Type of
Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income.

WAKE FOREST
UNIVER<ill)

• We have a data bank of over 200,000 listings of scholarships,
fellowships, grants, and loans, representing over $10 billion in private
sector funding.
• Many scholarships are given to students based on their academic
interests, career plans, family heritage and place of residence.
•There's money available for students who have been newspaper car·
riers, grocery clerks, cheerleaders, non-smokers ... etc.
• Results GUARANTEED.

CALL

L

For A Free Brochure

(...;,.._8_00__.;;.)_3_4_6-6_40_1___

-L...-A_N_YT_IME_ _ _

J
9=- -

. a different school of thought.

MBA

...

_J

• international Business
• Microcomputers
•Small class environment
• Broad-based management
• Experiential learning
• Close student-faculty relations
• Integrated curriculum

For more information call toll-free: (800) 722-1622 or write:
James Garner Ptaszynski, Admissions Director, Wake Forest MBA,
7659 Reynolda Station, Winston-Salem, NC 27109 (919).761-5422

•
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•
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•
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Improving ·housing
teaches students
how others live
By Jerry Daoust
• The Minnesota Daily

U. of Minnesota, Twin Cities

Economics senior Carrie Bihrle
knew little about inner-city problems when she arrived at the U. of
Minnesota from her hometown in
rural Minnesota.
"I didn't know what it was like
before, looking in from the outside,"
Bihrle said.
As a student in the Department
of Design, Housing and Apparel's
course in Housing Problems of the
Family, however, Bihrle not only
learned about the problems associated with low-income housing in
the inner city, she is working to improve an actual home.
One of her first projects was to
help a mother of improve their
rental home.
"Right away, they didn't want to
help," Bihrle recalled. "They were
scared to help because they were
afraid they'd do something wrong."

Freshmen .more conservative, stressed, swvey -says
By Woody McBride
• The Minnesota Daily
1
•

U. of Minnesota, Twin Cities

The Class of '92 has more conservative values, higher rates of stress and
depression and making money is a high
priority, according to a national survey.
The survey, conducted by the American Council on Education and the
Higher Education Research Institute at
Los Angeles, found a record 21.8 percent of 308,007 freshmen entering 585
two- and four-year colleges considered
their political views conservative or farright.
However, large majorities across the
nation took liberal positions when
asked about specific issues ranging

from disarmament and South Africa to
abortion and pollution.
"It's because of the beating the word
'liberal' has taken," said Associate Survey Director Kenneth Green, U. of California, Los Angeles. "Alotofthem think
liberal means impotent."
"Middle of the road" views nationally
have dropped to 53.9 percent in the
latest survey from a peak of 60.3 percent in 1983.
An increase in stress and depression
were of concern to the survey teams.
There is evidence to back a growing concern in higher education about the wellbeing of incoming students, Hendel
said.
A record number of freshmen, 10.5

percent, said they frequently felt dt!pressed, while a declining proportion
said their emotional health was above
average - 56.1 percent as opposed ~
56.8 percent in 1987.
Another record proportion of freshmen said they were interested in pursuing advanced degrees- 58. 7 percen ,
compared to 48.3 percent in 1980. And
72.6 percent indicated "making more
money" was a very important reason f~
attending college.

In questions asked for the first time,
67. 7 percent of freshmen nationwi<te
thought widespread, mandatory testing
is the best way to control the spread of
AIDS.

ro

Last fall, Bihrle and her fellow
students helped their client wallpaper, paint woodwork and build
shelves and cupboards. As the project progressed, Bihrle's client became more interested in doing
things on her own.
"fve seen an attitude change,"
Bihrle said. Wfoday, she went shopping with me and now she wants to
do her own bathroom. That's what
we were hoping for. I think we've
succeeded."
Design, Housing and Apparel
Professor Gertrude Esterose, now
retired, said that one of her primary reasons for creating the class
was to educate her students about
low-income housing.
"My intention with the students
was to have them know what it is
like to live in these areas, to know
these people. You are increasing
the students' understanding, and
they are better housing professionals for it."
Materials for the projects are
provided by Project for Pride in Living (PPL). An advocate for lowincome families for 17 years, PPL
gathers donations of building
materials from area businesses.
The organization's work with the
housing problems class is its oldest
and longest-running project.
PPL founder and Executive
Director Joe Selvaggio said, "Some
might say that it's just a small program, but I think it's had a big impact on the students' lives, and for
those people who are helped by it,
it's a big deal."
Although the class has only been
offered during fall quarter for the
past two years, it has assisted 14
low-income families.
Other PPL resources, such as the
PPL Store and the PPL toollending library, will allow the students' clients to continue improving their homes even after the students have left.

•

•
•

MTV " Record Club"
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U. of Alabama rejects 'Babylon Motel'
• • Playwright and graduate student Walter Alves has
f~ed a lawsuit for $100,000 inpunitive damages against the
U. of Alabama (UA) for censoring his play, Babylon Motel.
Former Dean of Arts and Sciences Richard Peck denied the
play access to Morgan Auditorium based on his personal
~i n ion that the play contained sexually explicit material,
Alves' attorney, Neil Bradley said. Bradley argued that
Peck's decision should have been based on the specific
conditions outlined by the university handbook. A federal
a,peals court recently heard the controversial play to
decide whether the case should go before a jury. Thecourt
is trying to decide whether university stages are public
forums and whether the university acted wrongly by de11.ving Babylon Motel access to Morgan Auditorium. UA
Counsel Stan Murphy said it is a written policy of the
university that plays must stay "within the educational
purposes of the institution." • Roman Schauer, The
Crimson White, U. of Alabama

•
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MICHIGAN

The u. of
Maryland campus food co-op recently angered customers
by slapping an extra 25 cents on their purchase if they
failed to complete a date rape questionnaire. The co-op
sponsored the project to raise donations and awareness
about date rape as a part of the campus's Rape Awareness
Week. "I applaud the co-op for many of the things they do,"
said Journalism Graduate Student Zoe WollardGray."They're the only group on campus whose views I
agree with ... But this is ridiculous. It's coercion." Co-op
worker Maria Almeida said, "There were a couple of almost
violent incidents. Some customers were throwing sandwiches at the cashier." But not all customers reacted
negatively to the charge. "It's a significant issue," said
Associate Physics Professor James Drake. "This is one
way of bringing it up." Almeidasaid thefunds collected will
be contributed to the Coalition for the Prevention of Rape.
•Susan Cahill, The Diamondback, U. of
M aryland

Date rape ignorance taxed . . .

Free sodas for the sober . . . Designated
Driver cards are being distributed by the U. of Kentucky
Student Government Association's Committee on Alcohol
Responsibility and Education (CARE). The card is designed
to combat drunk driving by offering free non-alcoholic
beverages to cardholders who are driving friends who are
drinking. "What else can you hope except for people not to
drink and drive?" asked CARE Chairwoman Amy Butz. The
cards will be numbered and signed out to students at
dormitories, sororities and fraternities. Astudent must turn
in an ID to receive acard. Butz said sheis receiving positive
responses to a letter she sent to area bars regarding the
card. If a student using the card is caught drinking alcohol,
"a bartender is encouraged to confiscate it. Each card is
numbered and we will know who gets the card," said Butz.
Copperfield's Bar Co-owner Debbie Garrett said, "We are
participating. I think it's a real good idea as long as no one
takes advantage of it. " • Elizabeth Wade, Kentucky Kernel, U. of K entucky

•

Political Science student Norman White got
job offer from Costa Rican President Arias.

The interview of a lifetime . . .
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Beer can collectors punished ... Four u.of
Minnesota, Duluth (UMD) students found out the hard way
that the university, a dry campus, prohibits alcohol containers that hold or have held alcohol. During the first week
of fall quarter, a couple of Resident Advisers (RAs) noticed
a "Red Bull" beer can collection through the window of the
students' apartmenl As a result, the students were immediately issued warnings and were later issued 10 work
hours atter an RA discovered that the students had not
thrown away the collection. The students argued that they
drank the beer off-campus during the summer. One of the
punished students, Matt Spangler, said ttie people at housing treated him and his friends like drur.Ks. UMD Resident
Life Specialist Tim Rich said that allowing beer can collections might promote consumption and be "a poke in the
side" to campus rules since they display what the students
got away with. • Marty K ennard, The UMD
Statesman, U. of Minnesota, Duluth
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Michigan
State U. political science junior Norman White certainly
had enough nerve when he traveled to Costa Rica during
winter break and asked President Oscar Arias tor an internship. White, who worked for Arias' 1986 presidential
campaign, was offered a position but decided he wanted to
finish school instead. White was born in Costa Rica and
has spent hall of his lite there. He said Costa Rica has a
laid-back. 'I'll do it tomorrow' attitude. He said although the
military is a big force in many Latin American countries,
Costa Rica spends money on social programs instead,
making its citizens happier. White described Arias, who
won a 1987 Nobel Peace Prize for his Nicaraguan peace
plan, as very friendly. 'We (White and his girlfriend) were
just freaking out when we were waiting," he said. "Then he
strolled into the living room just like anyone else."
• Julie Zasadny, The State News, Michigan
State U.

•

••••••
MAcoo4 ••

Philosophy
Professor Theodore Messenger recently won a1973 Mazda
RX2 in a limerick contest at the U. of North Dakota. The
contest's purpose was to raise faculty morale and awareness of the financial crisis in higher education. II was
organized by Professor Dean C. Engel, who offered his car,
"The Dirty Shame," as grand prize. Messenger's winning
limerick: "Let's inform everyone in the state I That their
futures could really be great I If they paid all their sages I
Respectable wages I And got to it before it's too late!"
Messenger declined the car, saying, "I was told that it
would take $700 or $800 to fix the car; I don't have $800 lo
invest." •Tony Kiendl, Dakota Student, U. of
North Dakota

Clarification
In the March 1989 issue of U., a
headline stated that class note sales
had been banned at the U. of Florida.
It should have stated that a dean and
professors at the school objected to
the note sales. No action to ban note
sales was taken. U. regrets the error.

f
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niversity Knows Best
Student morality and responsibility become an issue as universities tighten reins, crossing new
boundaries of control.

In loco parentis (in absence of parents) becomes a
common phrase as ·universities take on a new role

•••

1,000 protest
Boston U.'s
visitation policy
By Tom Rysinski
•The Daily Targum

Rutgers U., NJ

During the past year, Boston U. (BU)
has made people like Phil Donahue and
Morton Downey Jr. take notice. It has
not been scientific research and Nobel
laureates that have caught the attention of the media, but a new set of residence hall regulations that thus far
mark one of the strongest moves back to
the philosophy of in wco parentis American universites have seen.
BU has implemented an alcohol poli-

cy, and controversial visitation and
overnight guest policies are tentatively
set to begin Fall 1989.
The proposed visitation policy limits
the times residents can have outside
guests to 8 a.m. to 11 p.m. Sunday
through Thursday and 8 a.m. to 1 a.m.
Friday and Saturday. In addition, no
more than four guests can sign into a
residence at any one time.
The overnight guest policy states, "No
overnight guest will be allowed at Boston University." Exception will be considered by hall or area directors for
admissions-related programs, immediate family members and prospective
students. No members of the opposite
sex will be permitted to stay overnight
and all overnight guests must be with
the consent of other roommate .
Students quickl y show ed tJ · ir
opposition to the policies. Organizer

that have trouble getting more than 100
people for a rally to get the U. S. out of
Nicaragua or save Soviet Jews will note
that hitting students in their dorm
rooms turns them into instant politicos.
The day before an ad announcing the
policies was printed, some 1,000 people
chanting "Yes to guests" rallied on
Marsh Plaza to listen to some 50 speakers protest the new regulations.
Students at the rally told BU's Daily
Free Press that they thought the new
policies were absurd:
• "What BU has said is that we're not
worthy of being treated like adults. The
policy is insulting and offensive."
• "The rights of the majority should
not be compromised for the failure of a
minority."
• "M mbers of the admini tra tion
wear their ·r i y on their lee
like a
badg of honor.

A Free Press poll indicated that 95
percent of students opposed the new
rules, 4 percent were in favor and 1 percent were indifferent.
What is happening at BU is part of
the ongoing backlash against the
loosening of restriction that was a feature of the late '60s and early '70s. Public and private schools alike are reevaluating residence life, and many of
them are trying to delay students' decision-making processes by making decisionB for them.
Janet Yocum, assistant dean of students for housing at Douglass College in
Rutgers U., N.J., said this is a trend.
"But I'm not sure anybody wants to go
to the lengths that the president of BU
did," Yocum continued. "I think that
there are other ways to attack the problem than by ju t laying down rules like
that."

Honor codes battle
academic dishonesty

Administrations set
moral guidelines
By Doris Pfister

By Linda Way

• The Central Florida Future

•The Eagle

U. of Central Florida

American U., DC

In December 1985, heads of Florida state universities and the Board
of Regents met for a special seminar
"to explore the appropriate place for
a set of stated values in the university system."
Now Florida schools are trying to
establish sets of moral and ethical
guidelines for students and faculty
and U. of Central Florida (UCF) currently has a "Task Force on Values."
Task Force Chairman Jeff Butler,
a professor in the UCF Communication Department said, "We are trying
to come up with a framework of ethical standards which express how we
should treat each other."
Butler said the university does not
want to act like they are a "great
authority on morals, but establish a
code of ethical conduct, not a menu of
'should' and 'should nots.'
"In my opinion this idea for the
code of ethics stemmed from various
incidents in the state university system, like the horrible fraternity rape
incidents at Florida State University
and Stetson and the increased
awareness of cheating in the universities," he said.
UCF Student Body President Denver Stutler, who serves on the task
force, said, "Students have a responsibility to make sure their education
is the best it can be, and by reevaluating our commitment to certain values, we are re-addressing our
commitment to quality."
Joan Ruffier, chairman of the state
Board of Regents, called on the State
University System "to identify those
moral values we wish our academic
community to reflect."

In an attempt to make students
academically moral, many universities have adopted or plan to adopt •
academic codes of ethics or "honor
code ."
Naomi S. Baron chair of the Senate Ad Hoc Subcommittee on
Academic Integrity at American U.
D.C. aid their group is attempting
to design a university-wide set of
ethical standards.
The new code i divided into four
part : a preamble· the definition of
academic ethics - which explains
ix type of cheating· community rep on ibility - which describe
everyone role in combatting
cheating· and infraction - which
outline adjudication and penalization.
"For it (the code) to be succe sful
everyone mu t believe in it Baron
aid.
Students will sign a statement at
registration to acknowledge their
awareness of the Academic Code of
Ethics and regi tration policies.

Policy questions responsibility
By Bra d Bodenheimer
• Current Sauce

Northwestern State U. of Louisiana

Things sure didn't turn out the way I thought they would. I mean I
always equated college with freedom, didn't you? Of cour e, we have more
freedom here than we did at home, but that parent-figure i till pre ent,
whether you know it or not.
Who used to wake you in the morning and make you go to school? Mom
or Dad, right? So who does this now? No one, you say? Aaahhh but you re
wrong. While there is no physical being to actually get you out of bed there
is that little attendance policy to make you go to class.
The reason the attendance policy is enforced is that many students are
not yet responsible, so the policy forces them to go to class. The administration says that about 90 percent of all F's are due to lack of attendance.
There are very few "earned" F's. Thus, the policy cuts down on F's
benefitting the student. Now, I'm not going to contest the fact that the
policy is good for student grades, but who has the right to tell students
what to do and when to do it? No one, at least not in America!
Ideally, there should be no attendance policy and students only lose
what they miss that day. After they see exactly how difficult the classes
are, they will be able to better determine if they should go to class.
What it all comes down to is this: The faculty want to make students go to
class because they think students are not responsible enough to do so on
their own. Students think they are responsible enough and want to make
themselves go to class. So who's right?

Faculty members are responsible
for reminding students of the code
stating citation requirements and
reporting instances of alleged
academic dishonesty to the appropriate dean.
Student Confederation Vice Presi- •
dent Jim Akers said he believes the
processes described in the code focus
too much on the deans.
"There is a real concern about the •
amount of power given to one person," Akers said. "If the faculty can
handle it, OK. If not, it should go to t>
the dean."
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Student reflects
on drunk driving
from behind balS
By Sandi Svoboda
•Indiana Daily S1udent

Indiana U., Bloomington

•

It wasn't exactly the rockin' jailhouse that Elvis sang about. But I
didn't have to wear stripes either.
What I did to become a "weekend
warrior" of the Monroe County justice system is not unusual for Indiana U. Bloomington students.
On any weekend night it's estimated that 10 percent of the drivers
on the road are legally intoxicated just like I was May 18 when I was
arrested for driving with a blood
alcohol count of .14 percent.
After being sentenced I spent 48
hours in jail. My sentence also included fines of more than $250, a day
at alcohol education school, suspension of my license for four months, 35
hours of public restitution, 16 hours
on the road crew and six months of
probation. And I had a light sentence!
Aday in the jail begins at 5:30 a.m.
when each inmate is awakened by
the liberating of bolts, where she has
been locked since at least 11 :30 p.m.
the night before.
The women who are there for longer than the "weekend warrior" sentence are curious about why others
are imprisoned.
One of them asked me, "How long
you in here for?"
"Twenty-two and a half more
hours," I said.
"... You ain't no criminal, you ain't
no fun," she said.
Drunken drivers are not criminal
by nature; they simply make poor
decisions that increase the probability, by at least seven times, that
property damage, injury or death
will occur when they drive.
I didn't think I deserved the
punishment- one long, lonely night
in a concrete cell was enough to keep
me off the roads after future evenings spent at the bars.
If you choose to drink, act responsibly - if not for yourself at least for
your potential victims. Jail should be
threat enough. You might think the
chances of getting pulled over aren't
that great. So did I.

CHES WAJDA. THE DAILY ILLINI, U OF ILLINOlS. CHAMPAIGN-URBANA

Questioning sages best bet for thesis-writers
By Jonathan Frankel
• The Dartmouth

Dartmouth College, NH

recently had a paper returned to
me on which my professor commented, "Very good argument,
and your thesis is an argument.
"
The professor was surprised that the
paper was an argument at all

I

Of course it was an argument. Everything I knew on the subject came from a
handful of essays and lectures. How
could I work from anything other than a
rather crude opinion, and what can one
do with an opinion other than defend it?
But, that's the whole problem. The
five-page paper is the staple of most
humanities and social science courses,
but as an educational device it's becoming worthless. Rather than serving as a
means to achieving a critical understanding of the subject matter, the fivepage paper has become its own end. It's
become a tool for grade manufacturing.
Content is simple. Just take something the professor said and twist it
around a little. For the more enterprising, pick out some minute detail and
relate that to whatever was said in
class. Professors really like that.

So what if you think that
what your professor said
was brilliant. Rip it apart if
you can, even if you don't
believe a word you write.
It is true that professors are the only
point of reference for most students on
most subjects. It's natural that what
they say is the basis for most papers,
and, to be fair, most of what they say is
right, or at least highly plausible.
But none of that really matters. In
writing papers, students should view
professors as reference points - points
from which to diverge. The only good
paper is the paper that disagrees with a
professor.
So what if you think that what your
professor said is brilliant. Rip it apart if
you can, even if you don't believe a word
you write. Only one person is going to
read it, and in five pages you really can't
do anything apocalyptic.
Take this approach and you'll get so
much more out of writing papers. If
you're going to tell a professor she's
been whistling "Dixie" for the last three
weeks, you better be pretty convincing.
It forces you to understand the material. Finding examples to back up your

professor's ideas is pretty easy; finding
ones that don't is a lot tougher.
Taking an unusual position also
forces you to write an argument. You
can't just string together some lecture
notes. You have to stake yourself to a
defined position and then back it up
with as much evidence as you can. You
have no other choice.
Once you do that you can throw all
those idiotic structural cliches into the
trash. The best structure enables you to
prove your point. No more of those insipid conclusions. Anyone who needs
anything more than one sentence to
wrap up five pages ha probably done a
lousy job explaining his or her ideas
over the first four and a half, anyway.
The best writers are not necessarily
the best wordsmiths. They are the people who best organize and enunciate
their thoughts. You don't need fancy
words and phrases to write well, but you
do need an organized presentation.
Writing arguments will do that for you.
And lastly, it's a lot more creative. Go
ahead and write a paper saying that the
1,200 pages of Crime and Punishment
and The Brothers Karamazov can be
summed up in the four words "shut up
and pray," or that the United States was
wasting its time fighting World War II.
You may even get a better grade.
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Tell lots of souls

Bye, bye, mainstream

Just what contributes to
The Replacements return
network TV's demise and
with plenty of muscle, but
also a softer edge.
the move to cable?
Page 10
Page 11
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College grads
need to attend
reality school
By Anne H arrison
• Brown Daily Herald

TRAVEL

BOOKS

TELEVISION

Not just kid stuff

Forget the Ritz-Carlton

Today's high-quality
comic books are redefining
the genre.
Page 12

Hostels provide youthful
travelers with cheap and
fun accommodations.
Page 12
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"Even if you end
up with your
parents'
religious
answers, it
should b e
because you
choose t hem on
your own.
Religion, of all
t hings, cannot
b e secondhand."
-WILLIAM

"I think
students are
looking for
something, and
the church
offers them
(students)
something to
pull together all
the facets of
their life."
-DON
Mc CRABB

PECK

Brown U., RI

DAVE EAMES. THE UNMRSITY DAILY KANSAN, U. OF

Graduate School. Capital G
Capital S. My parents always said
its an escape from the 'real world '
though it doesn't seem humorous
enough to provide an enjoyable
escape. "Don't go, Anne, you enjoy
life too much to go to grad school.
Get a job."
Most likely they wanted me out
perhaps striving for financial independence. I always nodded vigorously agreeing to the prospect of a
post-graduation 'position.'
Now I peer around me, at my fellow senior class members who are
preparing, hoping, praying to be
able to embark on graduate study
careers. Somehow grad school
seems the answer to many of my
classmates' indecision regarding
their lives. Or maybe it appears to
be the necessary path to glowing
careers in specialized fields, scientific research or academia.
But after much thought, I've
come to a startling (or maybe just
fundamental) conclusion. Not grad
school, not professional school, not
even the working world can hold
even so much as a candle to what
students REALLY need after graduation - reality school.
We all need to take one, maybe
two years off from discussions on
the meaning of truth over credit
(reality doesn't have credit), time
away from cushy jobs in market
analysis or advertising internships
to embrace the REAL.
This doesn't mean two years of
intense personal introspection ,
aimless wandering, readings in
mystical eastern religions, ski
bumming and odd jobs. Reality
school is the time to see that life
doesn't conduct orientation week,
nor have resident counselors or
smiley faces on every door. Time
enough to realize that Nirvana is a
long way from the Miller life, and
that The Price Is Right is about all
the fulfillment a lot of people get.
Time to find out that life is NOT
populated by clever students engaged in Marxist studies. That
when you turn to your neighbor at
Dunkin' Donuts and offer "How abSee REALITY, Page 9

To believe or not to believe
College 'is the time
to experiment, challenge
one's religious beliefs'
By Anna Turnage
•The Daily Tar Heel

U. of North Carolina Chapel Hill
"Blind loyalty is a horrible thing.n
These are not the words of a prophet.
They are the word of Li a Kirkpatrick
an avowed agno tic.
Kirkpatrick is a tudent who believe
that no one hould ay with one religion out of blind loyalty and no one
should choose a religion without que tioning its doctrine fir t.
Raised in a Me hodist household the
senior began to question her religion
during high school and college. "People
get scared to question their religion b cause if they do, it may go against everything the church and their parents told
them is right," she said. "You cannot be
afraid to define who you are."
According to William Peck, associate
professor in religious studies, college is
the one time in people's lives when they

que tion religion the most. "It's a very
natural and healthy process," he said.
"For people who define themseh es
and find out who they really are they
may have to give up their parents'
answer to a lot of que tions including
religious ones Peck said.
Religion cannot be genuine if it's
based on somebody else's hearsay " he
aid. "You need to find out ... what you
care about and what you're committed
to on your own.
The univer ity is designed to help
udent break from their childhood
roo and provide pace for them to reas e s their values Peck said. "Even if
you ultimately end up with your parent' religiou an wer . it hould be
becau e you choo e them on your own.
Religion of all things cannot be econdhand " he aid.
Fear ometimes inhibits students
from que ioning religious values and
leads them to "shelve religion during
their college year aid Rich Hentleron, area coordinator for the InterVarsity Christian Fellowship (IVCF).
See EXPERIMENT, Page 9

Opinions varied on
whether students tum
more to church today
By Katy Monk
• The University Daily Kansan

U. of Kansas

In a world of complexity, uncertainty
and change some college students are
finding self-fulfillment in religion ,
while others are unsure if religion
should play a role in their lives.
"My general sense is that religious
participation is beginning to increase
(compared to) the 70s," and students
are finding self-fulfillment in their
chosen religion, said Don McCrabb,
national executive director of Catholic
Campus Ministry Association.
However, campus ministers from
across the country are also facing increasing difficulty in developing student groups and churches have re- •
ported less student activity, according
to Adam Kittrell director of Campus
See RELIGION , Page 9

Grupo Folklorico uses dance
to teach Mexican traditions
Hope for the undiscovered artist and the traditions of Mexico may lie
in the feet of the dance troupe "Grupo Folklorico de UCLA."
The 20-year-old organization is open to anyone -with dance experience or not - and currently has 23 members.
The original troupe formed in 1965 when Emilio Pulido, a U. of
California, Los Angeles dance professor, launched a group that would
be faithful to the tradition of Mexican dance. Pulido, who is now a Los
Angeles teacher, still devotes about 10 hours a week to the group.
According to choreographer Adolfo Zamora, the group focuses exclusively on Mexican dances, but is not a Chicano or a political organization. " ... We are here to learn about the folklore," he said.
Performances and costuming are expensive concessions to tradition,
however, and finances remain an obstacle, Zamora said. Participants
are not paid; instead they dance for the sheer joy of it.
The troupe has toured as far north as Washington state and as far
south as Mexico, concentrating its audience in the Southwest. Marie
Gonzales, coordinator for the group for the past six years, said that they
perform about three times a month.
•Noelle Balla, Daily Bruin, U. of California, Los Angeles

Silvia Ziramontes spins with Hector Lopez. Both have
been dancing with the Grupo Folklorico for two years.
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Reality
Continued From Page 8

•

•

~

•

•

out that Heidegger?" most likely he
won't know or care about what you're
getting at.
Reality school is eating at McDonald's
and drinking Classic Coke and Budweiser beer. Reality school is watching
TV - not just Late Night, but watching
The Dukes of Hazzard and even Entertainment Tonight. It's driving to work
every morning saying 'howdy" to the
people you can stand trying to do an OK
job in the eight to 10 hours on the job
and driving home again to say howdy"
to the family.
To be fair life does include a bit of the
university and the university-educated
but most people have never heard of
Marx except as a word associated with
the bogeyman and most could care les
if they should wear black to show disregard for visual labeling. In reality people DON T curl up by the fire with
Nietzsche after a long day.
So go on to grad school if that's what
you want or need. It will certainly be
closer to "real life' than college. But
don't forget to take that last charactershattering look at the bigger world out
there. It would be a shame to miss it .

Ordinary correcting tape

Don't tangle with the
wrong correcting tape.

• Religion
Continued From Page 8

Ministry for the Board of Educational
• Ministries, American Baptist Churche
in the USA.
McCrabb believes young adults are
beginning to look to religion to answer
questions about who they are and what
their lives mean.
"Twenty years ago, people were looking to the universities to do that. We
know they're not doing that anymore.
Well, if you're not looking to college for a
~ coherent role view, where do you look?"
Religion, he said, is becoming a primary route for seeking answers to those
questions.
Kittrell sees the same situation from
a different angle. Though the church
can be of service to some students
others often don't know where to turn
for guidance, Kittrell said, and today's
society is a partial cause. "I think this is
a very difficult time for young adults to
handle the pressures of college life," he
said. "You've got ... social ills that
cause young people to be less confident
of where they're going."
McCrabb, however, is "very optimistic" about student involvement in religion. "I think students are looking for
something, and the church offers them
(students) something to pull together
all the facets of their life."
Whether or not college students think
they need spiritual life, Kittrell said
that religious groups need the students.
"Let's face it, many of them are going to
emerge to be some of our political and
economic and educational and religious
leaders. I think the church has an
altruistic and self-interested duty to be
there for them;" Kittrell said.

~Experiment
Continued From Page 8

Typically, students question the existence of God or the relevance of God in
their lives, Henderson said. "It's the
people who are afraid to ask themselves
• these questions that are harming themselves."

•

The new Smith Corona Correctang Cassette

Does the thought of wrestling with the same old twi ted and tangled correcting
tape have you tied up in knot ?
Well, look what popped in-the Smith Corona Correcting Cassette. It's an easyto-load cassette filled with correcting tape you can insert in seconds.
Say goodbye to annoying spools. ay good riddance to awkward threading. The
Correcting Cassette even eliminates muttering under
your breath.
Of course, there s only one place you can use the
Smith Corona Correcting Cassette - on our latest Smith
Corona electronic typewriters, like the XD 5500 Memory
Typewriter.
You'll find the XD 5500 so simple to use, it makes
short work of even the longest typing jobs. You'll also
find that, unlike most typewriters, it's made right here in
the U.S.A.
So now, you can not only stop tangling with the
fill 111111 SM ITl-1
CORON~
wrong correcting tape, you can stop tangling with the
TOMORRO\N'STEOINOLOGY
AT YOUR TOUCH"'
wrong typewriter.
For more information on this product, write to Smit.h Corona Corporation, 65 Locust Avenue, New Canaan, CT 06840
or Smith Corona (Canada Ltd.), 440 Tap cott Road, Scarborough , Ontario , Canada MlB 1Y4 .

--

-ATa.T
-

STUDENT OPINION POLL
AMERICA'S STUDENTS TOLD US WHAT THEY THOUGHT

AIDS TESTING

GRADE INFLATION

TUITION

PUBLISH OR PERISH

Is it a violation of civil
rights to have blood
tested for AIDS without
consent?

Is grade inflation caused
by better students or lower grading standards?
STUDENTS 41 %

Do you think your college
education is worth the
money you pay in tuition?

In general, are your professors more concerned
with:
a) teaching? b) research?

YES 46% NO 54%

STANDARDS 54%
UNSURE 5%

If blood tests positive for
AIDS virus, should student be told?

Do you feel there is grade
inflation at your school?

YES 90%NO 9%
UNSURE 1%

YES 52% NO 46%
UNSURE 2%

YES 38% NO 61 %
UNSURE 1%

TEACHING 36%
RESEARCH 59o/o
UNSURE 5%
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SOUNDbites

Throwing Muses
Hunkpapa
The 11 original songs on Hunkpapa range from
deep and melancholy to edgy and upbeat. Augmenting Throwing Muses' fierce musical foundation are
outstanding guests, including a full horn section.
Hunkpapa is the most polished offering from an
emsemble that has always exhibited complex aesthetic and emotional intensity. • Sascha Ogniz,
The UCSD Guardian, U. of California,
San Diego

Tesla tunes in with a blistering
assault on hard rock monotony
By Robert Ellenstein

The Reivers
End Of The Day

• The State News

The Reivers used to be a band called Zeitgeist, but
they took a break and resurfaced as The Reivers.
However. they still mesmerize with killer guitar hooks
and melodies that sweep you away. With lovely
acoustic simplicity, songs like "He Will Settle It"
meld together piano and guitar into a very fluid
sound. The best track here, though, has to be "Discontent of Winter." • Tracey Pepper, The
Observer, Tufts U., MA

As a large new influx of would-be rock
bands appear, few are proving worthiness and the bulk are just showing flash.
Tesla, however, is near the top of the
heap, playing hard-core rock with raw
guitar power.
The Sacramento, Calif. quintet
gleaned its name from Nikola Tesla, inventor of the Tesla coil used in most
radio and television sets. History and
the band say the scientist never received the credit he deserved. So far
neither has Tesla.
Their 1986 debut album, Mechanical
Resonance, launched one major hit in
"Modern Day Cowboy." The band's
latest release, The Great Radio Controversy is a Httle shy on hits but it is a
more soHd effort than its predeces or.

The Fixx
Calm Animals
Calm Animals certainly features more calm than
animal, leaving it too tranquil for its own good. The
band's fifth effort suffers from weak lyrics, dreary
melodies and unimpressive guitar work, lacking the
energy and spirit of old. Though The Fixx don't seem
the type of band to fade away easily, they will need
some revamping to compete with the creative new
music out today.• Cori Tara toot, The Eagl~.
American U., DC

Michigan State U.

This album rocks hard with a deceivingly simple guitar, bass and drums
attack. Songs like "Hang Tough,"
"Makin' Magic" and "Party's Over" are
prime examples of Tesla's catchy and
impressive musicianship. Nearly every
song is built around a blistering guitar
solo, alternately performed by Frank
Hannon and Tommy Skeoch. The first
single is "Heaven's Trail (No Way Out)."
The real surprise of The Great Radio
Controversy is its ballads. "The Way It
Is" is a strong, slow-moving tune. If
Guns N' Roses "Sweet Child ff Mine"
can dent Billboard's Top 40, thiB song
should be a favorite of every radio station in the country.
Tesla has earned a little respect. It's
too bad that impressive music like this
wont break MTV's rotation, but instead
be exiled to their once-a-week "heavy
metal" program "Headbanger's Ball."

The Replacements clean up their act a bit
By Stef McDonald
• The Albany Student Press

State U. of New York, Albany
It may be that The Replacement
have grown up. Maybe they are taking their job a bit more seriously, or
just having fun. Whatever the motive Don't Tell A Soul, the band's
latest album is a step up for a band
that has, until now, never really tried
to be a band for the sake of making
music.
"I guess in a way it looks like we ve
grown up, but it isn't really like that "
said bassist Tommy Stinson. For a
long time the band was confrontational just for the heck of it, and after
a while "that got boring," he said.
Don't Tell A Soul is indeed a more
"mature" record for The Replacements, whose previous albums have
sported such irreverent titles as Tlie
Replacements Stink . Although Stinson argued that "we're the same band
we've always been," he admitted that
the band has cleaned up its act. "It's a
growth just because we're stepping
into musical shoes as opposed to attitude shoes," he said.
In my waxed up hair and my
tainted shoes I I got an offer that you
might refuse I Tonight tonight we're
gonna take a stab I . . . we're playing
at the talent show I Clieck us out, Jiere
we go ...
- from "Talent Show"
According to Stinson, it all came
down t o The Replacements wanting
to be musicians; a desire to walk out
on their alcoholic persona and into a
serious musical frame of mind.
"Musically, we've sobered up ... to
the fact that we want to write and
play music," Stinson said. "And we
don't want to pretend that we're not
artists, that we don't want to get
ahead."
Don't Tell A Soul, as Stinson describes it, is "subtle." And while the
tempo is slower than past records, it's

The Replacements: Chris Mars, Paul Westerberg, Slim Dunlap and Tommy Stinson.

not sluggish. It is perhaps their most
frank and approachable record to
date. They don't play drunk, or even
too loud. There are a handful of ballads, a few slowed-down rockers and
even a dance song.
"I mean, we know how to turn the
amps way up and know how to play
real fast and thrash around ... it got
dull," Stinson said.
In defense of Don't Tell A Soul,
which has been perceived by many to
be a sell-out, The Replacements hold
that it's not - that they're satisfied
with the record and that it stands up
to their past work.
"I'm certain that it's a better recor d
than we've ever made, I think it is a
very good representation of where we
stand now," Stinson said. " ... We
used to live up to the image that we
were drunks, but that's stupid."
Look at me now I No one here to
raise a toast I Take me by the hand,
man, raise a toast.
- from "Rock and Roll Ghost"
The whisper songwriter Paul Westerberg uses for the line "Look at me
now" is, in all of its softness, the

greate t hint that The Replacements
are a bit more seriou these day .
"There s a lot of gut in that song
Stinson said.
In fact, Don t Tell A Soul is packed
with songs that make a point of not
repeating the typical raucou ways of
their past. Songs like "We'll Inherit
the Earth" and "Back to Back' which churns from the onset, then
quickly acquiesces to include a softer
acoustic side - balance the rock and
acoustic factions while remaining intense.
The demands made upon you I are
so hard to live up to I it's futile to try
and deny I And the things you hold
dearly I are scoffed at and yearly I
judged once and then left aside I
'cause they're blind.
- from "They're Blind"
Stinson holds that most of Don't
Tell A Soul is not autobiographical.
"They're Blind" causes one to wonder.
"It's like a working man's song," he
said. "They're blind 'cause they don't
see you're full potential."
Maybe The Replacements are just
seeking to fulfill their potential.

Lou Reed

Reed's 'New York'
is powerful music
with a message
By Steve Cruse
• The Daily Iowan

U. of Iowa
Lou Reed's New York is a big, clenched fist of a record. It was made specifically to let us know how mad Reed's
become in the past year.
At first, it may sound like old tricks;
the former leader of The Velvet Underground still observes such urban niceties as murder and drug addiction with
a perversely nonchalant eye. But
there's more to this album than tabloidstyle ramblings. When Reed sings about
poverty anti-Semitism or environmental breakdown the result is some of the
mo t powerful music of his career.
Reed has also assembled his best
band in years. Guitarist Mike Rathke
and drummer Fred Mahrer especially
stand out giving the music a fierce,
bri tling sound. But the record is
dominated by Reed s expansive and sardonic voice. "Romeo Had Juliette the
albums knockout opener, starts off
with craping guitars and a whomping
backbeat then suddenly adds Reed's
vibrant monotone to the mix to tell a
convoluted tale of love and death in the
slums. Its a hair-raising moment even
for those who have heard "Walk On The
Wild Side a thousand times.
No less captivating is "Dirty Blvd., a
furious expose of the horrors facing the
urban impoverished which includes a
malicious reference to the "Statue of
Bigotry. The song even includes background vocals from Dion, injecting real
desperation into the protagonist's wish
to "fly fly away. '
You cant depend on Reed for journalistic accuracy- he once refers to IranContra conspirator Richard Secord as
William - but it's impossible not to feel
the urgent pull of these songs.
There is an enormous amount of
music on this album - 14 songs in 58
minutes. Not all of it works, but for every misfire, there are several moments
when Reed is right on t arget - includin g a chilling ode to AIDS victims,
"Halloween Parade," and the gruesome
laugh riot, "Sick Of You."
In this age of overmixed techno-pop,
Lou Reed continues to demonstrate the
power of simple, unadorned rock and
r oll. On t h e album's back cover he
writes, "You can't beat two guitars, bass
and drum." And on New York, he proves
it.

•

•
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Network greed, pandering, fuel exodus to cable
By Anne Healy
• The Minnesota Daily

U. of Minnesota, Twin Cities

•

Now I am no MBA, so I don't subscribe to such
theories as "cost-effectiveness" and "audience reach,"
but I would like to take this opportunity to point out to
those network executives complaining about huge losses in revenue and audience share because of cable
television: "Hey you guys, it's all your own fault."

TV Commentary
A simple, but effective, rule of thumb to follow when
you run a network is to try not to anger a lot of viewers.
When you show the Olympic Games on your network
you should make an attempt to fit in some of the
events. Executives at NBC and ABC were pretty bummed when the ratings came out for last year's Olympic
broadcasts. They were much lower than anticipated,
which meant they had to pay back a ton of money to
advertisers who had been promised large audiences.
Both networks scrambled to put more commercials on
the air so they'd at least break even.
Good judgement went by the wayside and people got
mad. My Dad was mad.
"Why do they keep insisting that the score is 5 to 3?"
he would scream at the television set.
"Because, Dad, Sweden scored a goal during the
• commercial break."
"Well ifl didn't see it then it doesn t count!" was his
retort.
•
Then came War and Remembrance the epic mini-

•

•

•

series that will air its second phase in May. ABC complained about the deal that was made with Herman
Wouk to secure the rights to the program. Wouk said
ABC could have the film only if it agreed to certain
advertising constraints. Restrictions like not selling
15-second ad slots. Or not selling stuff like deodorant,
feminine hyg.iene spray, fast food or beer. Wouk felt
that such somber subject matter as the Holocaust
would be an inappropriate vehicle to sell such items.
So how do the networks respond? They complain
that it's going to cost them too much money. What
they're saying is that Wouk is interfering with their
ability to make a profit on the Holocaust. They say this
is the last time they will make such an agreement.
What they're saying is that this is the last time they
intend to act in good taste and show some restraint. I
say, this is the very last program I intend to watch on
network television.
It's been coming for a long time. I started kicking
around the idea of a personal exodus from network
television when they introduced USA Today: The Television Show and People Magazine. I decided I had
better get out before the introduction of The National
Enquirer News Hour. I called the cable company and
told them to hurry over.
Watching cable TV after all those years of the networks will be like wearing a nice tailored shirt instead
of a lime-green polyester leisure suit. I don't think
anyone in cable subscribes to the theory, "when in
doubt assume they are knuckleheads."
Network executives often say, "Nobody went broke
undere timating the intelligence of the American audience." Well we'll ee about that.

Semester
at Sea
Applications are now being accepted
for the University of Pittsburghsponsored Semester at Sea.
Each fall or spring 100-day odyssey
aboard the American-built S.S. Universe
literally offers you the world .
You can earn 12-15 transferable units
from your choice of more than 50 lower and
upper division courses, while calling upon
places as culturally diverse as Japan, Hong Kong,
India, Turkey, the Soviet Union, Yugoslavia
and Spain .
It is a learning adventure designed to
transform students of every color, race and
creed into true citizens and scholars of
the world.
For full information, including a catalog and application, call
l -800-854-0191S / l -412 -648-7490 ln PA. Or write Semester at Sea,

Institute for Shipboard Education, .
University of Pittsburgh,
2E Forbes Quadrangle,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
15260.

Then prepare for the
learning adv nture of
your life.

CAN YOU SOLVE THE MYSTERY OF I~ ~'bi i~ 11'1 II ImI~

There's no mystery to great rock 'n' roll. .. just listen to drlvin' n' cryin' and you'll find It. This
Georgia-based band's new Ip, Mystery Road, is a hard-drlvin' collection of Southern rock 'n' roll
flavored with drlvin' n' cryin's distinctive folk-inspired vision. Listen to drlvln' n' cryln' as they take
you down Mystery Road.

Available on Island Compact Discs, Records and Cassettes

MYSTERY ROAD CONTEST
•

FREE!! WIN!! Over $4,000 worth of prizes! A Mosrlte Electric Guitar, Marshall Amplifier Stack, 2 portable Sony Compact Disc
Players, and 100 drivin' n' cryin' Mystery Road compact discs!
To celebrate the release of drivin' n' cryin's new album Mystery Road Island Records is giving away these fabulous prizes,
absolutely free!
Just answer the following question and send in your answer. If your correct entry is selected, you win one of these great prizes!
MOSRITE ¥89
ELECTRIC GUITAR
Includes, patented vibrato & string
guide, roller bridge, & hand wound
pick-ups in one of the best guitars
you'll ever play!
($1,598 value)

•

MARSHALL 3005
MICRO-STACK.
12 Watts & a pair of 1x10" speaker
cabinets deliver punch, dispersion
& a crisp clean sound.
($499 value)

QUESTION: drivin' n' cryin' is on tour (using their Mosrite guitars and Marshall amps) opening for another band that
hails from Athens, GA. What is the 3-letter name of that supergroup?
OFFICIAL RULES: NO PURCHASE REQUIRED. Vold where prohibited or otherwise restricted by law. On an offlclal entry form or a plaln postcard hand print your name, address, phone number and answer. Mall your
entry to drlvln' n' cryln' comest, Island Records, 14 E 4th St., New York, New York 10012. Entries must be 19Celved by 6/30189. No responsibility assumed for lost, late or misdirected mall. Winners wlll be selected In a
random drawing on or about 8/1/89 from all correct answers received. Prizes and their approximate retail values are as followa: one (1) Moarlte V-89 electric guitar (S1 ,598), one (1) Marshall 5005 Micro Stack ($499), two
(2) Sony D-2 portable Compact Disc players ($199.95 each) one hundred (100) drlvln' n' cryln' compact discs ($13.98 each). Employees of Island Records and their affillatea are not ellglble. Limit 1 prize per person.
Winners will be notified by mall. Any prize or prize notification returned to sponaor as undellverable will be awarded to an alternate winner. All federal, state, and local laws apply. No substitutions or transfer of prize
permitted. Odds of winning determined by number of entries. To obtain a llst of winners, send a SASE to contest address after 9/1/89 •

•
Answer: _____________ Your name: _____________ Your school: _____________
Your phone # at school: (

_______________ Your home phone#: (

Your address=-------------------------------------------~

City: _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip: _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __
Send to: drivin' n' cryin' contest, Island Records, 14 E4th St. New York, New York 10012

•
•
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By Tony Kiendl
• The Dakota Student

U. of North Dakota

espite their disreputable background, comic books are currently enjoying a newfound respect. Formerly the realm of greasy little
brats and nerdy collectors, the brightly
colored short stories have grown into a
challenging and progressive art form.
With the strict categorizing and boring commerciality of much of popculture these days, the masses can now
feast their MTV-glazed eyes on a
plethora of unpredictable culture hidden between the seemingly innocent
pages of comic books.
The American boom in comic book
production comes on the heels of the
medium's expansion in other countries.
It was not long ago that America found
itself playing catch up in a field that it
spawned. The French took the genre to
new heights more than two decades ago,
and in handsome volumes introduced a
wide variety of styles to the art form.
The French have a high regard for the
books. In January thousands of people
migrated to a comic book, or "B.D.
album" (literally comic book), fair in
Angoulene, France. It was a government subsidized art event, which in
France means prestige.
The Japanese were inspired by the
elegant French B.D.s and as a result
have created an avalanche of Japanese
comics. Comics or "manga" in
Japanese, are reportedly more popular
than moviegoing in Japan. Many of
these comics were formed as part of an
underground movement and feature a
distinct visual style.
The recent Japanese work has created a generation of American artists
who initially imitated the succes ful
Japanese strips but have since gone on
to ignite today's wonderful,
If-

D

-1n

Comic
Books
mutating comic industry. Unlike other
cultural industries, there is a fabulous
and almost total lack of organization in
terms of style. Ideas are shared by
artists in an unprecedented fashion,
creating an intense creative climate.
Also unique to the comic industry is
the tug-of-war between la rger and
small comic companies. Unlike today'
popular music industry the giant companies do not suppre the smaller
groups' products - they just fire back
with something just as challenging.
It is a credit to the comic book industry that it can accept a wide variety of
styles medium and belief y tern and
continue to thrive. Thi new genr of art
and literature i capable of c n i ntly
rewarding the reader. And reward it
does with permanence of value xcellence of form and la ting effi c .

BOOK REVIEW

Tyler's latest a breath of fresh air
By Katrina Brown
• The Daily Texan

U. of Texas, Austin

The worst accusation one can
make about Anne Tyler's new novel
Breathing Lessons is that its structure is a tad reminiscent of a bad TV
sit-com - perhaps Gilligan's Island.
That show's characters were always
trying to get off their island, but never did, no matter what they tried.
The same ideas are at work in
Breathing Lessons. Tyler explores
the frustration and failed expectations found in family and marital relationships. Her characters realize
their various predicaments, but never manage to get off their "islands."·
Breathing Lessons follows a day in
the life of Maggie Moran, a sweet,
klutzy, middle-aged woman who
meddles too much in the lives of her
family and friends.
In the one chronicled day, Maggie
and her husband, Ira, are on their
way to the funeral of Maggie's best
friend's husband. Along the journey
up and down Route One, Maggie
manages to alienate her best friend,
bumble an attempt to reunite her son
and his ex-wife, and, on several occasions, nearly destroy her own marriage. Every one of her schemes is an
endeavor to correct her past mistakes. Maggie never succeeds,

however, and she hate herself for
her failures.
Tyler does a marvelous job in illustrating Maggie's world - set in Tyler's hometown of Baltimore. During
Maggie's journey an incredible
array of characters are introduced
through her memories. Each member of Maggie's circle of family and
friends has a complex, but always
fascinating, set of quirks.
Tyler's bizarre anecdotes make
Breathing Lessons a pleasure to
read. Humor, she proves, is an effective way to show characters' faults.
One downfall of the novel is that
sometimes it is too obvious. Tyler
uses effective symbols, but they tend
to be overdone and overexplained.
This can make Breathing Lessons
tiresome at times. But the symbols
do show how people are victims of
time. As they get older, the same
ghosts of failure keep popping up,
and opportunities for new direction
are fewer and farther between.
All in all, Breathing Lessons is
great reading, giving witty insight
into how normal people (not those
with sordid lifestyles, all too common
with best sellers) deal with each
other on the big Route One of life.
Although Tyler's road has plenty of
bumps, the fascinating details make
the trip worthwhile.

To sf;arl your collection:
Love and Rockets: Written and drawn by Jaime and Gilbert Hernandez, Love and Rockets is an odd book, if
lor no other reason than its use of a loopy, elliptical narrative scheme lhat owes as much to Gabriel Garcia Marquez
as ii does to the Archie comics of lhe 1960s. Each issue offers three to four anecdotal stories. Gilbert'swork follows a
soap-operatic course through the lives of various oddballs and schemers. While Gilbert's art is shaggier and more
amateurish than his story sense, Jaime's illustration 1s as clued-in as his dialogue. mixing the punk style and pop-art
giddiness Jaime's stones center around two young women, Maggie and Hopey, who socialize, work, romance and
rock n' roll in an anonymous barrio community.
Black Orchid: Created by n f'tomers eil Gaiman and Dave McKean. the heroine of Black Orchid shares the
name of an early 1970s cnmefighter. In the opening issue of the new series, acostumed crusader is promptly killed
olf by a yuppie crimelord. The new Black Orchid is a greenhouse-bred clone grown by the original Orchid's lover, a
botanist who no sooner greets the infantile planVwoman before he, too, is beaten to death. Then~ Black Orchid sets
off to trace her past and avenge her creator's death. More than just a fish-out-of-water story, Black Orchid gets at the
root of the lost and alienated.
The Watchmen, Saga of the Swamp Thing: For book-length entertainment. pie up one of these
compilations: Alan oore's epic The Watchmen. with visuals by Dave Gibbons, is the virtual textbook for the
modern-day adult comic. It is sad, funny, thrilling and may renew your faith in life itself. Saga of the Swamp Thing is
nearly as good, featuring genuinely spooky stories from the bayou.
• a· y iler, The Daily Norlhwe tern, Northwestern U., IL

Hostels are a big money saver
when traveling this summer
By Sheri Metzler
• Oregon Daily Emerald

U. of Oregon

If you are a student who is interested
in traveling around the United States
thi ummer bu never eems to have
the necessary fund youth hostels are
the answer.
Hostels are an inexpensive way to
travel that also provide ideal setting
for meeting new people from other countries. Bet y Ragland office manager of
American Youth Hostel Inc. (AYH) describes hostels as "a network of budget
accommodation et up for traveler to
meet other travelers. Price for a
night s stay at a youth hostel range from
$4 to $10 she said.
Begun in 1909 by a German teacher
who wanted to bring his students out to
the country hostels have been widely
used ever since. "Th goal of a hostel
are recreational and educational to
provide a better understanding and
peace in the world ' Ragland said.
In this country there are no restrictions to those who want to stay in a
hostel. The term "youth" simply applies
to "young at heart " Ragland said as
people of all ages stay at hostels. Most
travelers who stay at hostels are between the ages of 18 and 35.
Office assistant Diane Sontag said
that hostels are a "self-help situation."
The hostel provides travelers with

"Nowhere else (besides
hostels) can you talk
politics or share stories with
other people in that type
of situation. It's a nice way
to bring people together."
- DIANE SONTAG
blankets and pillows but the hosteler
must provide his own sheets and usually his own food. Some hostels also feature kitchen facilities.
"Hostels are shared everything, Ragland said. Hostelers share kitchens
bathrooms common lounge areas and
sleeping rooms. Men and women sleep
in different dormitories with bunk beds
though some hostels have rooms for
families and couples.
Sontag who is an avid hosteler considers the prices and the wealth of interesting new people to be the main
appeal of hostels. "Nowhere else can you
talk politics or share stories with other
people in that type of situation. Its a "
nice way to bring people together."
Hosteling is also very safe according
to both women. "It is a supervised situa- •
tion " Sontag said.
Interested travelers can contact the
national AYH office: American Youth
Hostels, P.O. Box 37613, Washington, •
D.C., 20013.
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Know what you owe

Pay now, learn later

A promising future

Learn about the third
most common language in
the United States.

Shelly Dumont offers
some helpful tax tips for
college students.

Responses are mixed to
prepaid college tuition plans
across the nation.

A bright job forecast is
predicted for 1989 grads,
one report states.
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Fired Up
Female firefight:ers thrive
on deadlines, pressure
By Christina Cerano

COLUMN

• The University Star

'lleal'
world
poetry
By Pier Kooistra
• The Dartmouth

Dartmouth College, NH

Listen my readers and you hall
hear of the midsemester's struggle of
Carl Career:
'Twas a promising young lad who
returned from vacation refreshed by
the visits with friends and relation .
He brought with him to school a new
charcoal-gray suit and ome brown
leather wing tips instead of his boot .
His hair was cut short and each
day he shaved twice to make sure
his face looked especially nice. He
flossed with a vengeance and
brushed after snacks and he endlessly picked at the lint on his slacks.
His collars were white and his neckties sedate, and he no longer had
time to go out on dates.
With hectic evenings and busy
days, Carl took to writing the perfect
resume. Young Carl was filled with
hope and ambition to make his
career aims come to fruition. He
dreamt of consulting, accounting
and banking, and sent applications
to firms of high ranking.
He waited to see what became of
his credentials. Oh, how he hoped,
for success was essential. With an
interview slot, the chances were decent, according to graduates longgone and recent. How could he get
ahead of the mob while trying to
worm his way into a job?

Southwest Texas State U.

A

Southwest Texas State (SWT)
graduate sometimes left classes
abruptly. Her professors did not stop
her.
She often left a restaurant in the middle of a meal, but the waitres e understood.
She has even left a theater during the
best part of the movie but her date
didn't mind.
Kris Mayfield is a volunteer firefighter, and when her pager tar beeping
she gets to the fire station a quickly a
possible.
The 22-year-old wa one of 10 SWT
students who are member of th outh
East Hay County Volunteer Fir Department. The departmen i respon ible for fire protection in a 140- quare
mile area around San Marco Texas.
Some friends of mine were already
VFD members and they wanted some
girls to join. I thought it would b interesting a real challenge, Mayfield
said.
"We have had quite a few female
members and they are real good, aid
Hays County Fire Marshall A.D. Carroll. "Most of the college professors have

been more than cooperative. If we have
a big, major fire and need the students,
the professors let them leave class and
make it up when they get back."
Jeri Skrocki, a 1988 SWT graduate,
has been a firefighter for the past two
and a half years. She said the best part
of being a female firefighter is surprising people when she takes off her hat at
a fire. "You really see some red faces,"
she said.
When Mayfield, who graduated in
December volunteered during the summer of 1987, she quickly learned that
not all the volunteers were as fond of
girls being a part of the department as
her friends were. She had to work hard
to prove that she hould not be judged
by her age, sex- or size. "At first they
didn't take me very erious. I'm only
5-fi et tall on a good day in the morning.
It was tough at first there were a lot
of older men in the department that had
certain viewpoints toward women.
They thought we should be at home "
he aid.
Like all new recruits Mayfield was
placed on probation. During th.i period,
he had to prove her elf by attending at
lea t 80 percent of the weekly
See FIREFIGHTER, Page 19

PAGES
Students gain contacts,
knowledge while running
through the state Capitol
By Chris Murphy
• The State News

Michigan State U.

Pie graphs and stock
charts he absorbed by the
ream, as he quickly
approached the big day of
his dreams.
He made lots of phone calls and
hounded recruiters; they found messages and memos at their desktop
computers. He gave every detail,
from his past work experience to his
whole education, which he felt qualified him for administration.
At long last he saw daylight: He
broke through the ice when a big
Wall Street firm thought his record
was nice. They gave him an interview and paid his airfare; he read
their brochures with great care.
See KOOISTRA, Page 19

•

Jeri Skrocki, a 1988 graduate of
Southwest Texas State U., is one of
several volunteer female firefighters
in the San Marcos, Texas, area.

Michigan State U. sophomore Chris Schultz, junior Jacquie
Crane and sophomore Bill Feeheley serve as House pages at the
Capitol in Lansing, Mich. Their duties include running messages, photocopying information and getting doughnuts.

Shuffling papers and shagging doughnuts may not sound
like career experience for a resume, but it depends on whats
on the paper and who's eating the doughnuts according to
several Michigan State U. students who work as pages and
interns at the State Capitol in Lansing, Mich.
Pages are full-time students who work 20 hours a week for
either the House or Senate. They do everything from relaying documents and messages between offices to getting
lunch so legislators don't miss floor discussions or votes.
"Some people think the work's beneath them, but if you
have the right attitude you can meet the people you need,"
said Senate Page Dana Newsome, a public affairs senior.
"We get a firsthand look at everything the state has to
offer," added Monique Barnett, a senior House page.
Many students also intern in a legislative office, doing
work as intense as researching issue-oriented committee
reports and as simple as office gopher work.
Pre-law student Noelle Schiffer spent last summer handling constituent problems for State Senate Majority Leader
John Engler, and now clerks for the Government Operations
Committee, of which Engler chairs.
See PAGES, Page 19
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'I hink of it as an earl
Chevrolet S-10 Pickup

Oldsmobile Calais
International Series Coupe

GMAC

Pontiac Sunbird GT 0

OFFICIAL SPONSOR OF
AMERICA'S DREAMSSM

•

Featuring Chevrolet, Pontiac, Oldsmobile, Buick, Cadillac and GMC Truck ,,

Grads always win with GMAC financing. Now 2 year gra
The GMAC College Graduate Finance Plan can
put you in the new GM car or truck you've been
dreaming of now. Qualified 2 and 4 year degree
students, graduating registered nurses, and
graduate students may purchase or lease a new
GM car, light-duty truck or van through the
GMAC College Graduate Finance Plan. Read on!

GUARANTEED FINANCING
Credit is guaranteed as long as you're a qualified
graduate under the the plan, have no derogatory
credit, can show that you are employed or have a
verifiable commitment of employment, and are
able to make your payments.

$400 CASH DISCOUNT
Qualified students are entitled to $400 cash
discount toward the purchase of any new GM car,
light-duty truck, or van when financing through
the GMAC College Graduate Finance Plan.

$400 BACK ON SMARTLEASESM
by GMAC
If leasing makes better sense for you than buying,

apply the $400 toward your first month's lease
payment or the security deposit. All GM cars,
light-duty trucks and vans are eligible.

LOW DOWN PAYMENTS

•

When you purchase under the GMAC College
Graduate Finance Plan, a minimal down paymen$
is required.

90-DAY DEFERRED PAYMENT •

Graduates have the option to defer the first
payment for up to 90 days after the date of retail
delivery.*

UP TO ONE YEAR TO BUY!

•

Eligible graduates may purchase a new GM
vehicle under the plan up to six months pri~r to •
graduation or one year following graduation.

*Deferral of payment option is not available through the GMAC Buyer's Choice Plan,SMARTLEASE'" by GMAC, or when purchasing in Michigan or Penn ylvania, or on vehicle with a ca h elling price of $1~,000 01

1
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the G
C sweepst~~ es.
graduation present.
Chevrolet Camara RS

Buick Regal Gran Sport

•

• • • • • •
Detach here

Detach here

OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM

ENTER THE GMAC SWEEPSTAKES

s qualify too!
Qualified graduate students are eligible and
remain eligible up to one year after graduation.

BUYER'S CHOICE

In most states, the GMAC Buyer's Choice Plan
allows you to lower the regular monthly payments
wiih innovative balloon payment financing and
gives you three convenient options when the
balloon payment falls due.

QUESTrONS?

See your participating U.S. GM dealer for
additional information.
GMAC is proud to be an Equal Credit Opportunity
Company
or le.;s in New Jersey. Finance charges accrue from the date of purchase.

Register to win one of these four 1989 General Motors vehicles:
RS or a Chevrolet S-1 O Pickup • Pontiac Sun bird GT Convertible
Chevrolet Camaro
•
I k Regal Gran Sport
• Oldsmobile Calais International Serles Coupe 8 u c
J
fill .
ur name home address college address,
How to wlnl Everyone can enter. uhs~ ~n .~ ntry fo,'.m or on a 3• x card, mail it to the
college/university and year level on t is o a e
address shown below. Act now-you could be a winner.

S"
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Club builds communication skills

Bill grants foreign language credit

(f

By Bonnie Woods

By Corri Planck

By Brian Dick

• Collegiate Times

• The Ball State Daily News

• The Daily Iowan

Virginia Tech

Ball State U., IN

U. of Iowa

Virginia Tech's beginner sign language course,
offered for the first time last semester, survived its
trial run and was successful enough to be offered
again this semester.
The two-credit class is offered through a joint program with New River Valley Community College.
"This course was started on a trial basis," said
Ninette Sadusky, chairperson of the Student Government Association Academic Affairs Committee. "If
there continues to be support and interest it' po sible that the program will expand."
Student Government Treasurer Dave Gilbert, who
took the class with 16 other students last fall said an
advanced sign language class may be offered in the
fall "if all goes well this semester.
Requirements for the class include reading two to
three chapters each week from a textbook a well as
learning sign language vocabulary. Gilbert aid the
class learned more than 500 signs through vocabulary exercises.
Sadusky said results from a survey showed tudents enrolled in the class primarily for per anal
reasons and not because they had to fulfill a clas
requirement.
"Everyone was so intrigued by the deaf community," said sophomore Mollie Schmidt. "None of us
knew what we were getting into when we signed up
for the course, but the course really got us intere ted
in deaf cultures."

Ball State U. in Indiana has a unique language
club, unique not because it focuses on sign language
but rather because the club is comprised mostly of
hearing members.
The club, which has approximately 35 members, is
broken into two divisions, beginner and advanced.
Members have organized and participated in a variety of activities, ranging from selling carnations to
Christmas ornaments. Thls year, the group planned
a trip to the Theatre for the Deaf at the Embassy
Theatre in Fort Wayne, Ind. and organized a silent
weekend retreat for th spring.
Only one member of the club, Jeff Couchenour is
hearing-impaired. Couchenour, a deaf education
member who doe not suffer from total hearing loss,
aid the club helps him work on hi sign kills.

The Iowa House of Representatives recently
approved a bill that will grant foreign language credit •
for courses in American Sign Language (ASL), but
the move doesn't mean the U. oflowa (Ul) will change
its curriculum to meet increased class demand.
To accommodate ASL into the curriculum, UI
would have to allocate funds, integrate the courses
into an existing academic department and hire qualified ASL instructors, according to ASL instructor
Ozzie Diaz-Duque.
"I teach an evening course in introductory ASL, in
which I added twice as many students as I had room
for," he said. He said adding so many students in a•
language course makes instruction difficult.
"It's obvious that we have no problem getting sufficient enrollment but we do have a problem finding *
people who can teach ASL "Diaz-Duque said, adding
ASL courses are often without first-rate resources.
"We have so many resources like computers and tex- •
tbooks for other languages but for ASL instruction
we have only one text and its comparable to a textbook."
Charles Anderson supervisor of the Ul's only ASL
course said its unfortunate the school hasn t increased its instruction of the third most common language in the country.
'We do not have the faculty here to teach ASL. I
have a limited knowledge of ASL and I once tried to
teach a ign language course and failed horribly."

In ign club I get to learn how to ign more fluently, said ouchenour a memb r of the advanced '
group.
ayb I help the other ... in the group who
aren't hearing-impaired to be more patient when
working with hearing-impaired people.
arah ch ckel a enior and club pre ident aid
ome p ople in the community ar afraid of what they
don t know: "People don t understand the deaf culture. They see omething like sign language that i
foreign o them and they are uncomfortable. The
deaf culture i like a foreign language· ign i a language in itself.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·
YOUR MONEY

Tax tips help students keep
personal finances in order
By Shelly Dumont
• Collegiate Times

Virginia Tech
Income taxes are confusing to almost
everyone, and if a person has never filed
before, the language and format of tax
forms can be even more bewildering.
The following information is not a
complete guide to filling out tax forms,
but a collection of facts that make the
process easier for first-time filers and
old hands alike.
Tax forms were sent out to those who
have filed in past years, but students
who worked this past summer for the
first time need to pick up forms at post
offices or public libraries. Workers
should have received their W-2 forms by
Jan. 31, 1989.
Exceptions to this are students who
listed themselves as exempt from taxes
when filling out a W-4. This is possible if
the student is making below the gross
income threshold of his or her state's
level.
For instance, in Virginia the gross
threshold is $5,000, so if a student
worked in Virginia and made less than
that amount, he or she is exempt from
having money withheld from paychecks

for taxes.
Gross income thresholds vary from
state to state.
If a student is exempt from paying
taxes but didn't realize it, and had
money withheld from paychecks, he or
she should file taxes anyway so the
money can be returned.
According to J.K. Lassiter's Your Income Tax 1989, there are several points
students should consider before filing
tax forms:
•Tax returns should be filed by Monday, April 17, although four-month exemptions may be granted in some cases
(Form 4868 should be used in these instances).
•The Internal Revenue Service considers a full-time student to be one who
has attended school at least five calendar months in the tax year. The five
months do not have to run consecutively.
• Each exemption a person claims on
his or her 1988 return is equal to a
$1,950 reduction. Taxpayers are
allowed one exemption each.
• Taxable pay includes the following:
salaries, expense allowances, com.mis-

IO'I 0 BS
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STUDENTS AND
PROFESSORS

•
•

sions, bonuses, director's fees severance pay, back pay, vacation pay,
wages, honoraria, tips, jury fees, employee prizes or awards, dismissal pay
and sick pay (educational prizes and
awards, though, may not be taxed).
• "... scholarships and fellowships
granted after Aug.16 1 1986, are tax-free
only for degree candidates and only to
the extent the grant pays for tuition,
course-related books, fees, supplies and
equipment; amounts for room, board
and incidental expenses are taxable,"
according to Lassiter's publication.
• Sweepstakes, lottery and raffle
winnings are taxable; deduct the priceof the ticket from the winnings.

•And what happens when you don't
pay your taxes? A non-deductible
monthly payment of 0.5 percent is im-•
posed on the net amount of tax due and
not paid by the due date. The maximum
penalty is 25 percent of the tax due. Th~
penalty is in addition to the regular interest charge.
•The IRS has a toll-free hotline thatincludes pre-recorded information on
140 tax topics. Callers may hear up to
three topics for each call. Hotline phone.
numbers vary in each state, but may be
obtained in the federal income tax booklet. Also, for a fee, people can have their
tax returns prepared by a tax service oft
by a certified accountant.

•
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With Automatic Approval, it's easier to qualify while you're still in school.
Now getting the Card is easier than ever. For the
very first time students can apply for the American
Express~ Card over the phone.
Simply call 1-800-942-AMEX. We II take your appli~
cation by phone and begin to process it right away.
®~
It couldn't be easier.
NQRTl-IWEST . Whats more! because you attend
this school full time, you .can also take
Al RLI NEs advantage of the Automatic Approval
LOOK 10 US
Offer for students. With this offer, you can
get the American Express Card right nowwithout a full-time job or a credit history. But if you
have a credit history, it must be unblemished.
It's actually easier for you to qualify for the Card now,
while you're still a student, than it ever will be again.

•
'

Become a Cardmember.
Fly orthwe t $99 roundtrip.
As a student Cardmember you will be able to enjoy

an extraordinary travel privilege: fly twice for only
$99 roundtrip to many of the more than 180 Northwest
Airlines cities in the 48 contiguous nited tates
(only one ticket ma be used per six-month period).*
And, of course, you'll also enjoy all the other exceptional benefits and personal service you would expect
from American Express.
Apply now by
calling 1-800-942AMEX. And then
you can really go
places-for less.

Apply Now: 1-800-942-AMEX
*Fare is for roundtrip travel on Northwest Airlines. Tickets must be purchased within 24 hours after making reservations. Fares are non-refundable and no itinerary changes may be
made after purchase. Seats at this fare are limited and may not be available when you call. Travel must be completed by certificate expiration date and may not be available between
TRAVEL
cities to which Northwest does not have direct connections or routings. City fuel tax surcharges not included in fare from Boston ($2. 50), Chicago ($5.00) and Florida cities ($2.00) .
~
~ Certain blackout da~es and other restrictions may apply. For complete offer details, call 1-800-942-AMEX. Current student Cardmembers automatically receive two $99 vouchers in the
AnAmencanexpresscompany
mail.© 1989 American Express Travel Related Services Company, Inc.
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Job market encouraging for '89 grads, according to report
By Barry Pearce
• The Daily Northwestern

Northwestern U., IL

1989 could be a great year to graduate
from college.
Employers will hire 10 percent more
eraduates with bachelor's degrees and
raise average starting salaries by 4 percent, according to Northwestern U.'s
(NU) 1989 Lindquist-Endicott Report.
NU Placement Center Director Victor
Lindquist compiled the 43rd annual report after surveying 242 well-known
companies in 26 states. The surveys
asked companies to predict changes in
recruiting methods and salaries for

1989 graduates.
The biggest winners, the report
states, will be mathematics or statistics
majors. Lindquist predicted people
starting out with these degrees will
make 11.8 percent more than last year's
graduates, bringing their average starting salary to $26,112.
"The whole world is becoming digitalized," Lindquist said. "Now, with the
advent of computers, everything gets
reduced to numbers."
Engineers topped the report's salary
list with average projected earnings of
$29,820, a 4.5-percent increase from
last year. About a quarter of the com-

~·

panies surveyed said they will face a
shortage of general engineers in the
next five years.
The optimism of the Lindquist report
comes at a time when many experts
have voiced concern about the economy,
citing the October 1987 stock market
crash and the trade and budget deficits.

what they look for in applicants.
Poor communication skills heade1-1
the list of reasons for rejecting a job
applicant, with a low grade-point average running a close second. Some items
on the list showed how difficult the ~
terview process can be. The 21st reason
for rejection was lack of confidence; No.
22 was arrogance or overconfidence.

Lindquist said 61 percent of the companies surveyed predicted a better
corporate outlook for 1989 compared to
a year ago, and only 3 percent said they
expected business to decline.
The survey also asked companies about their interviewing techniques and

"It's still competitive," said Lindquist.
"... researching the company and PrEt
paring for the interview are still very
important. Elective coursework selection
is also very important. Career planning
really starts your sophomore year."

Pay now,
learn later
1990s college students
can pay tuition now
By Darla Carter
• College Heights Herald

Western Kentucky U.

College students next decade may be
free from the tuition woes suffered b
their '80s counterparts, thanks to a
program the state will implement soon.
Parents will get help investing monenow to earn money for their children's
college education by purchasing zero
coupon bonds which are "sold at a discount to mature at a future point in
time said Don Mullis program director. Zero coupon bonds pay no interest
until they mature he added.
The downside of the program is that
future tuition rates can only be estimated o there no guarantee the
money they earn through the inves ment will be enough when it comes time
for parents to put their child through
chool.
Parents from any state can buy
Guaranteed Tuition Certificates between 1990 and 2009. If a student decide not to use the certificate for an'1
reason the school will help the parents
ell the credit to other parents.

Tuition certificate sales
at Indiana U. down •
By Tina Duff
• Indiana Daily Student

Indiana U., Bloomington

The first selling period for Indiana
U.'s Guaranteed Tuition Certificate
Program was "a little lighter than what
we had anticipated said John Hackett,
IU vice president for finance and administration.
Initially, school officials billed tlie
certificates as a great Christmas present for future students, but the holiday
season had the reverse effect.
"I think the Christmas season interfered because people (focused} their
attention on the holidays," Hackett
said.
Families interested in purchasing
certificates are given a toll-free number
to call to obtain a prospectus about th~
plan.

'
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The Journal he scanned, each day
hvice or thrice over, and Money and
orbes from cover to cover. Pie graphs
· d stock charts he absorbed by the
ream, as he quickly approached the big
fay of his dreams.
,Then at last it arrived, a day cold and
iepressing. Carl's heart pounded loudly
tll the time he was dressing. He sprayed
m antiperspirant from his head to his
Gdt:l and dabbed Fostex on lightly so his
~its wouldn't show.
He pulled on his trousers, and his suit
fi~just great. But a glance at his watch
showed the time was quite late. Carl got
to the interview five minutes behind the
man who had told him to be there by
nibe.

Sweat dripped from his forehead and
made his nose greasy, and he knew all
at once this wouldn't be easy. His
armpits itched wildly; his fly was undone. Panic seized Carl, and he wanted
to run.
He stuck it out bravely and answered
all questions. To his horror his stomach
growled from indigestion. He squirmed
in his seat and then could take it no
more; he picked up his overcoat and ran
for the door.
Carl frantically stared his inquisitor
down and shrieked as the old man
looked back with a frown. "This is stupid," he cried, "I'm too nervous to speak.
My future is hopeless and I'm way up
the creek.
~I know there's no chance beyond
corporate recruiting. I feel so awful I
might wind up booting."
"I'm leaving," he proclaimed with a

shout, as he threw on his coat and hightailed it out.
He arranged to learn the result of the
meeting to which he'd been late, but he
already knew that it wasn't so great.
They would send him a message, a special code wire. A two would mean "sorry," a one, "you are hired."
Carl waited and tried very hard to
stay cool, but he wasted his time, the
ridiculous fool.
He had nightmares and daydreams,
and voices he heard; and each place he
looked were the following words:

"One if by FAX, and two if by mail,
And if I get axed lww loudly I'll wail.
I need to make money to buy a good
life,
Some choice middle-class acreage
And the perfect wife."

19
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Her responsibilities include studying
bills before committee, taking minutes
and photocopying legislators' information. Engler said the actual work is
more important than what some could
construe as being a resume-builder.
"I think the experience I'm getting is
more important than just having Senator Engler's name on (my) resume,"
Schiffer said.
Students, though, do collect the benefits of high-level networking and professional exposure, but the legislators
receive a benefit in return.
"There's a lot of red tape (for constituents), and sometimes it takes a Senate office (stafl) to get through it. We get
the credit for it but the staff does the
work," Sen. George Hart said.

·refighter

Continued From Page 13

TOYOTA COROLLA

•

neetings and responding to at least half
>f the fire calls. Her persistence paid off.
Within a year she was off probation and
i 1nember of the department.
At the beginning of each semester
~ayfield told her professors she was a
~~unteer firefighter. She said most
llllderstood and she could always get
[}Otes from someone in each class.

'Mayfield has learned that her pager
ias no regard for timing. "I was in zoolo~ lab cutting on some kind of earh,worm or something. Suddenly my
>eeper went off, and the people around
ne thought it was a fire drill. I packed
nz things and left," she said.
Another time, I was eating dinner at
~beat Bob's and I got a call. I left my
bod .and went to the fire."

She also had to leave in the middle of
movie, but the manager of the theater
JSually let her come back another time
;u see the film.
"One time my beeper went off in Safeway while I was buying groceries, and
G~ checker asked me if I was a brain
rurgeon.
"It was really embarassing when I
rvas in the library doing research. It was
[}ohible because I'd have to wait for the
~levator, and my pager was open and
~veryone could hear the people talking.
~ eryone in the elevator stared at me
ci.ke I was some kind of freak."
Mayfield also learned that fighting
5.res is not a 9 to 5 job.
'When I was asleep, this thing would
go off. I'd jump out of bed and wouldn't
mow what was going on. I had to figure
[)91 where my clothes were, put them on
and get to the station. Sometimes I'd
show up at the station barefoot, with my
pants undone and a T-shirt on inside
ollt. You just couldn't get it together fast
enough to get there," she emphasized.

l

Firefighting had been a dream since
she was a child.
"Every child thinks about being a firefighter. You meet firefighters during
Fire Prevention Week in elementary
school. It was always a fantasy for me,"
she said.
r graduation, she moved back to
her hometown, Jersey Village, Texas, to
work in public relations. Despite her
new career, Mayfield said being a volunteir firefighter will still be a priority in
her life.
.

HOW TO GET AROUND
IN THE REAL WORLD ...
WITH NO MONEY DOWN~
Now college seniors and recent graduates
can buy a new Toyota with no money down
through Toyota's special financing program.
You can apply up to six months b for or up
to a year after you graduate. nd whether you
choose the sporty, stylish Corolla SR5 or any
one of our popular cars and trucks. Toyota's
heritage of reliability will give you added confidence. And just the kind of dri e you need in
the real world.
A 36-month/36,000-mile basic new vehicle
limited warranty with no deductible and no
transfer fee applies to all components other
than normal wear and maintenance items.
Call 1-800-5-COLLEGE for a complete information kit on special financing. as well as
leasing, for college students. Get More From
Life ... Buckle Up!

TOYOTA QUALITY

WHO COULD ASK FOR ANYTHING MORE~

t
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SPORTS

RECREATION

COLUMN

This fan wanls
a brand new

baseball cap

Something imProper?

Odor eaters

Lifetime commitment

Students s truggling
to stay
awake.
Page 20

The debate over
controversial Prop 42
lingers on campus.

An old hygiene habit can
solve more problems than
you think.

Throw out the fad diets
and stick to a healthy
regimen.

See SALARIES, Page 26

I

Page 22

Page 23

Page

2.;l

Leading
the
Way

By Bob Hunter

If t here s anything wor e than
living on the bare necessities
counting on that weekly paycheck
to get you through life's ups and
downs it's playing profe ional
baseball and not getting paid the
$2.5 million you a ked for.
Hey it's a rough life. All the
travel the ballgame
th
friendships and the opportunity to
take three or four months off work
each year. And the owner expect a
guy to live that kind of life on a
measly $500,000 a year.
While most people who follow
sports in the winter are tuned to
basketball, hockey or various collegiate sports, these baseball pros
are dressing up and hitting the circuit courts and team and league
offices.
This is the 80s - the era of "Pay
me or trade me. I ab olut ly cannot
play for less than twice what I made
last season." This i the era of alary arbitration.
The free agency system, with the
support of the U.S. judicial system,
has allowed players to name their
own salary. And if the owners don't
like it, the players just go to somebody who is willing to pay the outrageous fortunes they now receive.
Not earn, receive.
No player is worth $2 million; not
even $1 million. But still, 109 players filed for arbitration this winter
because they have not reached an
agreement with their teams.
Minnesota Twins outfielder Kirby Puckett agreed to play one year
for $2 million. He had asked for
$2,150,000 but gave in when Twins'
management offered him the
chance to make an extra $150,000
in incentives.
He needs another $150,000 like
Ball State needs another faculty
parking lot.
In all, 23 of the 109 players asked
for $1 million or more. Will Clark,
San Francisco's first baseman,
agreed to a one-year contract that
will pay him $1.125 million,
$75,000 less than he wanted. New

.

Sleep

One of " Leadership America's" groups on top of Mt. Elbert, Colo.

• The Ball State Daily News

Ball State U., IN

FITNESS

HEALTH

Summer program ~ves leaders an extra challe11ge
By May Wong
• The Daily Bruin

U. of California, Los Angeles

'It completely challenges
your standard way of
thinking about how you act
as a person because you see
your elf through the eyes of
other ..."
- NATHAN ESTRUTH
be to I ader hip ...
Al hueler aid he r ceived 1 000 application from about 250 campu e
ach of th program fir t two year .
The all-expen e-paid program i
pon or d and coordina d by The Int rnational Leader hip Center in Dalla . It gin with an orientation at
Duke U. .C. and then all 50 students
trav 1 to the enter for Cr ative Leader hip in r n boro . . forte t and
p ychological evaluation .
U LA enior Nathan E tru h decri d the efii ct of hi week a the Cent r It com pl tely challenge your tandard way of thinking about how you act
a p r on b cau e you e your elf

through the eyes of others as opposed to
your own perspective."
The next stop was the Rocky Mountains and Colorado Outward Bound
where students jumped into an i !f
stream at 5 a.m. and climbed mountains
blindfolded.
We were never forced to do anything,
Estruth said. "They just provide ycru
with the opportunity to do it."
Physical capabilities was not the
i sue, but how well the students work~d
in groups and challenged their personal
limitations. Estruth s group decided to
climb Mt. Elbert and succeeded. "It was
a very intense moment when e
reached the top he aid.
The focus switches to the intellectual
during the next three weeks at Soutl;\ern Methodist U. in Dallas. The studen participate in seminars lectures
and discu ions with experts in fields
ranging from foreign policy to biotec~
nology to ethics.
During the second half of the progSee LEADERS, Page

2i

By Laura Francis
• The Daily Tar Heel

U. of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
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Most students struggle at least
once with their eyelids during a long
class period trying to tame impending exhaustion until a more
appropriate nap time arises. But
other have no control - they fall
asleep at random moments.
Those with no control over their
1 eping habits may suffer from narcolepsy a specific genetic sleeping
disorder characterized by uncontrollable bouts of deep sleep.

e:f
::x::

~
In the past, narcoleptics were not
: : ; diagnosed as such. Teachers mistook
: narcoleptic students to be lazy, and
i:i many parents wondered if their chil~ dren were taking drugs, according to
z:
s
a::

...,_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~m

See SLEEP, Page 21 ,.
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leep
ontinued From Page 20

~11 Baird, executive director of the
erican Narcoleptic Association.
Since the late 1950s doctors and res archers have recognized narcolepsy
s a distinct syndrome within the broad
ategory of sleeping disorder . In the
~ited States today, 200 000 people
ave been diagnosed as narcoleptic.
· Narcoleptics suffer from a "tetrad of
ymptoms," according to Dr. Rod Radt' clinical director of the Sleep Disorder Center at Duke U., N.C. The most
prominent symptom is abnormal sleepin~ss.

Two-thirds to 90 percent of narcoleptics also suffer from cataplexy an epi odic muscle weakness precipitated by
·ong emotions.

U. THE NATIONAL COLLEGE NEWSPAPER

"A narcoleptic might tell a joke,
laugh, then fall to the ground uncontrollably," Radtke said. "He or she
would then remain on the ground in a
state of temporary paralysis for 30
seconds to two minutes. Narcoleptics
often find that they must withdraw
from certain social situations."
Another less common symptom,
found in non-narcoleptics, is called
sleep paralysis. "It occurs just as the
individual awakes or falls asleep,"
Radtke aid. One finds him or herself
unable to move any body part."
Baird said the symptoms app ar gradually. "Narcolepsy has been discovered in children as young as 3 year of
age but it u ually develop during
adole cence, ' he aid.
'It's a genetic disease inherited from

parents in an autosomal dominant
fashion," said Dr. Albert Ehle, associate
professor of neurology at the U. ofNorth
Carolina School of Medicine. This
means an offspring can inherit the disorder from one ·parent who carries the
trait.
"The exact nature of the problem isn't
completely defined. Apparently there is
an imbalance of the normal function in
the area of the brain that controls sleeping and waking," Ehle said.
Just as the exact location of the syndrome is unknown, the treatment that
would eliminate the disorder is also unknown. Doctors may prescribe stimulants such as amphetamines or ritalin
to keep the individual awake. Or they
may prescribe antidepressants such as
imipramine to suppress other symptoms, Radtke said.

GMAC
Enter the GMAC Sweepstakes!
You can win a General Motors car or
truck like the Pontiac Sunbird GT
Convertible below. Look for an entry
form on pages 14-15.

OFFICIAL SPONSOR OF
AMERICA'S DREAMS™

Michigan student
wins ski vacation
U. of Grape-Nuts

Ski-Stakes Grand Prizewinner
Jeff Chamberlain
from the U. ofl\Iichignn, Ann Arbor, won
a week-long ski trip
for two and two
pairs of K-2 skis.
Other winners
received Eastpak
backpacks, Post
Grape-Nuts sunglasses and T-shirts.

Five First Prizes
(An Eastpak Backpack)
Jeffery Neil Brown, Christine Groody, Herdocia francisco, Mark Hiler, David
Plimpton
100 Second Prizes
(A Pair of Sunglasses with the Post
Grape-Nuts Brand Logo)
Tony Afong, Pedar Amundson, Heidi
Anderson, George Baartmans, Laura Barlow, Marc Belanger, Harold Belkowite,
Natasha J. Birger, Chuck Bishop, Cat Borowski, Chris Brewer, Jill Brewer, Barbara
R. Broderson, Braunwyn Bussey, Cari
Carnahan, Bill Cartwright, Alan S.
Cazares, Allen Champagne, Nicholas H.
Crengelis, Amy K Clineburg, Jean Como,
Kelly Conner, Chrissy Czarnowski, Tom
Datton, Carl Demeree, Deanna Dry, Kipp
Ellsworth, Miles Z. Epstein, Samantha
Eyskens, Stephen Wm. Fox II, Donald E.
Frye Jr., Tracy Fuller, Catherine V. Gallagher, Mike Gibline, Ben Gilling, Scott
Jeffrey Golddor, Michelle Gradek, Jon
Graham, Page L. Graves, Phyllis Darlene
Harwell, Susuma Hikita, Jill Hurley, Sharon Hust Kenneth S. Jefferson, David
Juhasz, Kyril Kasimoff, Kimball Keller,
Karla Key, Craig L. Koch, Karin Kolstad,
James Kralik, Catherine Laskey, Mie Lee
Lee, Michael Leland, Shannon Lied, Elita
Lin, Mo Lyczak, Anil Mahajan, Kenny
Mann, Steven McQuinn, Susan Melideo,
Shelly M. Michael, Teddy Montoya, Laura
Moore, Tom Moore, Michele Nees, nen
Nguyen, Ned R. Dixon, Jr., A. Pace, Rajesh K. Pankaj, Meehae Park, Ashley
Paulk, Larry Peltz, Craig A. Phillips, Margy
Porter, Justin Price, Don Rawlins, Beth
Rembold, Clinton Reynolds, Jill Robertson, Charlton Ryan, Gayle M. Ryberg, Linda Renee Samia, David Schlichte, Aron
Silverstone, Lance Smith, Shawn Smith,
Leslie M. Stewart, Paul Stone, Scott
Stone, Wendy A. Szymanek, Chris Taboka, Eric C. Tarver, James Walter, Bob
Welper, Michael H. West, Jr., James
Whitehead, Marlies Wierenga, Melissa E.
Williams, Julie Wotring
500 students also won a 'U. of GrapeNuts' T-Shirt as a Third prize.

You say there's a brain-busting assignment looming between you and the rest
of your life? Don't panic. Well, ok, you can panic. Or pull up to a satisfying bowl
of Post® Grape-Nuts® cereal instead.
You see, Grape-Nuts® gets your body going so your mind can shift into gear.
It's naturally sweet with a one-of-a-kind crunch that really does the trick for tense
jaws. Best of all, it fills you up so you never feel you're running on empty.
Next time you need to get your mind in gear; fuel up with the stuff that11 get
your bod up to speed Incomparable, crunchy Grape-Nuts~
GENERAL

F~~s

<Cl 1989 General Foods Corporation. POST«> and GRAPE·NUTS 411 are registered trademarks of General Foods Corporation.
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When Proposition 42 hit the NCAA's table in
January, Georgetown Coach John Thompson
and U. of Georgia President Charles Knapp
were two of the first to take sides. Here's a look
at how other coaches, administrators and students view the controversial rule that is still
stirring heated debates on campus.
Charles Knapp

John Thompson

B y Kelty Whiteside

THE PRO . ..
. . . Universities and colleges exist to educate students not to provide abreeding ground for professional athletes. It's about time athletes were required to
meet the same requirements as "normal students."
• Staff editorial, The Auburn Plainsman,
Auburn U., AL

•••

. . . "White America gets nervous when somebody
calls it a bi go~" says Garrett Ford, assistant athletic
director at West Virginia U. "Nobody wants to be
called a racist. This is a financial issue, not a racial
issue. •Brent James, The Daily Athenaeum, West Virginia U.

•••

.. . "The fact is. ii students fail to meet the requirements, then they become iust like any other student
trying to make ii to college. Prop 42 will put the
pressure where it belongs: on the high schools."
• Staff Editorial, The Daily Northwestern, Northwestern U.

•••
. . . "How can someone who cannot get a 700 (less

than half of the total SAT score), function adequately
and contribute in any university atmosphere, let alone
any of the country's top schools?" • Alison
Skratt, Mustang Daily, California
Polytechnic U., San Luis Obispo

•••

. . . "There are a lot better ways of promoting
cultural diversity on campus besides athletic scholarships," says Charles Knapp, president of the U of
Georgia. He suggests schools hire more faculty members and provide more academic scholarships.
•Jeff Simon, The Utah Statesman, Utah
State U.

•• •

. .. "College is an earned right. If you can make it in
the classroom and extra-curricular activities, line. We
don't have any regular students who got below700 on
their SAT. so why should we have athletes who do?"
asks Joe Alleva, associate athletic director at Duke U.
. . . From Indiana head coach Bob Knight: "We'd be a
hell of a lot better off ii each school established
entrance requirements for all students, and just went
with it, period. The thing that people in college athletics should understand is college isn't for everyone."
• John Pletz, The Daily Illini, U. of Illinois, Champaign-Urbana

•••

'

• . . "Although several prominent college basketball coaches expressed their displeasure with Prop
42, former pro tennis star Arthur Ashe supports it. "II
you want to play basketball or run track, you've got to
hit the books," Ashe says. "Seven hundred on the
SAT exams - that's like a D average. Seven hundred is so low that cultural bias - and I'm not an
expert - probably won 't play a part in it. "
•Randy Johnson, The Minnesota Daily,
U. of Minnesota, Twin Cities

•••

... "I think I can say without racial bias that as an
educator in an institution that aspires to academic
greatness, I would prefer to see our classrooms filled
with students who have demonstrated competence in
the classroom. •Darrin Schlegel, The Daily
Cougar, U. of Houston, TX

•The Daily Targum

Rutgers U., NJ

Punch the hole. Make sure that you
use the pencil and make sure that you
poke the correct yes' or 'no' box. Pass the
card to the left after you haue punched
the Jwle.
The chairperson of the last session of
the National Collegiate Athletic Association Annual Convention informed
the Division I delegates how to cast
their vote on the appropriate ballot. The
directions were simple as filling in a
circle on the SAT test with a No. 2
pencil

ANALYSIS
But the results turned out to be more
controversial than anyone expected.
Schools that swear they voted 'no'
actually voted 'yes. Georgetown coach
John Thompson (above walked out of
two games in protest, and Temple basketball coach John Chaney called the
NCAA "racist."
Because of the uproar those delegates
caused, the propo al is firmly etched in
people's minds - Proposition 42.
The new proposal will go into effect in
1990 unless a special convention is called before January 1990. Either way,
because of the ensuing controversy, the
likelihood of this proposal remaining on
the books is slim.

Proposition 48

Prop 42 states that incoming freshmen must have a 2.0 grade point average in a specified curriculum plus a
minimum core on college entrance exam to qualify for athletic scholarships.
Under Prop 48 instituted three years
ago, one of the two - the 2. 0 GPA or the
minimum score of700 on the SAT or 15
on the ACT- was good enough to get a
scholarship, although the student could
not play NCAA sports as a freshman
without meeting both criteria.
Although the outward aim of Prop 42
is good, its effects have consequences
that slam the door on a college opportunity for underprivileged athletes.
The new proposal angers some
coaches who believe the entrance exam are racially biased. Temple's
Chaney aid the eligibility rule is "raci t and "a nightmare for black youngsters. But the rule is prejudicial against
all athletes who would not be able to go
to school becau e of economic reasons,
not just black athletes.
Proponents of the bill argued that the
bill will force high schools to do a better
job in preparing students. However improving schools and students' performances depends on factors the NCAA
can't control like legislatures, the quality of teachers, the home environment,
and in a larger sense, society.
Those are problems not easily solved
by legislation such as Proposition 42.
It's that simple .

submitted 1986

Proposition 48 set the requirement of a 2. 0 Grade Point Average and a minimum
700 SAT score for college entry on an athletic scholarship. Individuals with only
one of these requirements would be termed partial qualifiers, and could accept a
scholarship, but the athletes would be required to sit out a minimum of one year to
get their grades up.

Proposition 42

submitted 1988

Proposition 42, proposed by the Southeastern Conference revised Proposition
48 to the extent that the partial qualifier provision was eliminated. This change
would prohibit athletes who do not meet both requirements from receiving athletic
scholarships. Athletes with insufficient grades would be forced to pay for their first
years themselves or obtain non-athletic financial aid. The athletes also would be
stripped of one year of eligibility. -Marquette Tribune, Marquette U., WI

THE CON . ..
... "To believe education 1s for the privileged few
is irresponsible," says Temple U. head coach John
Chaney "Any school that would vote for something
like Prop 42 1s voting to condemn the poor and
disadvantaged and should not be involved in educahon in my opinion." • Brent Jam es, The Daily
A thenaeum, West Virginia U .

•••

. . . From Louisiana State U. head coach Dale
Brown, "I thmk it's a disguise to bring back elitism.
Education is supposed to protect the dreams of children What test measures dreams? {Prop 42) is going
to get thrown out on its ear."
. "I thmk it's a move in the wrong direction," says
U. of Iowa Coach Dr Tom Davis. "Instead of finding
ways to help these young people, it's a rule that hurts
them. We're punishing one segment of our society."
•John Pletz, The Daily nlini, U . of Illinois, Champaign-Urbana

• ••

. . . "When Proposition 48 went into effecL (statishcs) show that 90 percent of its victims have been
black . Proposal 42, by relying on grades and
standardized tests, is inherently biased against stu- ]
dents from low socio-economic backgrounds ... Do
anything, but don't take away the chances of the
underprivileged. Their chances are already too slim."
• Staff Editorial, Collegiate Times, Virginia Tech U.

•••

... "I wouldn't be where I am today without that
{academic) opportunity," Georgetown coach John
Thompson told The Washington Post . .. As asociety, we should improve the quality of education. We
should not punish the socially and economically
disadvantaged athletes for not gettingagood education by denying them a college scholarship their
freshman year. Prop 42should bescrapped beforeit
is implemented. • Staff Editorial, The Minnesota Daily, V . of Minnesota Twin
Cities

•••

. . . "I feel that it is within the prerogative of the
NCAA to tell Notre Dame who is eligible to play, but
another matter iswhowecanandcannot give financial
assistance to. The NCAA has overstepped its
bounds," says Father William Beauchamp, executive
vice president of the U. of Notre Dame. • Sarah
Voigt, The Observer U. of Notre Dame

• ••

. . . "(Georgetown Coach John) Thompson's unwritten creed has always been, 'Don't look at what I
bring in, look at what I send out,' and his program is
proof that Proposition 48 can work without unfairly...
keeping students out of college." •Staff Editorial, The Retriever V . of Maryland, Baltimore County

•••

. . . Says UCLA head basketball coach Jim Harrick,
"We're getting people making the rules that have
never been in the homes of South Central L.A. where
parents' biggest concern is feeding the family. I've
been in some unbelievable places in Detroit, New ..
York, and L.A. where I could tell you some unbelievable stories. I'm not sure the rule-makers have been
in these places. They certainly don't have the sensitivity." •Brian Murphy, Daily Bruin, V . «of California, Los Angeles
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n a market of refreshing products, brushing wins·~out
y Mindy Robert

• Kansas State Collegian

Kansas State U.

•Despite a market full of mouthwashes, breath mints and sprays that
claim to help eliminate bad breath, dentists say brushing and flossing is the
ltey to healthy teeth.
Brushing and flossing regularly will
help rid 90 percent of germs which
<'JlUSe halitosis or bad breath, said
Daniel Dempsey, D.D.S.
"The principal cause of halitosis for
most people is plaque and debris built
tfp in their mouths," says Dempsey's colleague Daniel Winter.
The larger the number of bacteria
tbe more objectionable the mouth odor.
While a person is sleeping, a person

may go six to eight hours without
brushing, allowing bacteria to accumulate.
"Chewing gum helps mask the odor,
but as soon as you're done with it, the
odor returns," Winter said.

>

During a 24-hour period, plaque can
collect in all areas of the mouth - even
the tongue, Winter said.
"That (accumulation of plaque) is why
dentists recommend brushing three
times a day," he said.
Dentists said some people are more
prone to bad breath than others because
of the individual's chemistry. Different
types of saliva, systemic conditions,
gum diseases, tooth decay and improper
nutrition are all causes of halitosis.
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HEAL TH BRIEFS
Goodbye coffee, cold showers ... A
, visiting professor at Auburn U. is researching a
compound which will neutralize alcohol after it has
been consumed. The new anti-alcohol mixture neutralizes more than 96 percent of alcohol entering
laboratory dogs' stomachs when it is administered
before the alcohol, Mixture Researcher Dr. David
Whitmire said. The mixture is being developed at
Auburn's chemical engineering department by Whitmire, an Auburn graduate. When the mixture is given
• after alcohol consumption, up to 40 percent of the
alcohol is neutralized, Whitmire said. The mixture
works within 30 seconds, he said. "The (research's)
long-term goal is to provide something in the bar so
that when you leave you can sober up," Whitmire
said. It would be available over the counter, in
packages like instant milk mixes. for quickening
sobriety, he said. •Lana Middleton, The
Auburn Plainsman, Auburn U., AL
:&

•••

No link here ... Recent research on the link
between oral contraceptive use and breast cancer
indicates women do not need to discontinue using
birth control pills. Based on his own research. Dr.
Samuel Shapiro, director of the Slone Epidemiology
Unit at Boston U., said women should not stop
laking the pill because no solid evidence to the
contrary has been presented. "Not one test - including mine- has shown that the birth control pill
causes cancer," he said. In mid-January, Shapiro
presented his research at the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) hearing held on the possible link
between breast cancer and the pill. The FDA concluded that methods for prescribing the pill did not
need to change, he said. Dr. Louise Tyrer. vice
president of medical affairs for the Planned Parenthood Federation of America, said her organization
agreed. •Jennifer Taday, The BG News,
Bowling Green State U., OH

•••

• Not now, I've got a headache ...

While you're thinking big,
we're thinking small.
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students complain of inexplicable headaches above
their eyes, their best bet may be to consult a dentist
because they could be suffering from Temperomandibular Joint Disorder, more commonly known as
*'TMJ Disorder. "It's really important to get an accurate diagnosis," said Pam Dassenko. D.D.S.
Although there are several types of TMJ disorders,
she added, the most common types of pain are
caused by muscle spasms resulting from loose
discs. And when a disc is out of place, the iaw
muscles don't function as they should. Dassenko
said the newest research revealed women's connec.live tissue to the jaw discs to be different than men's,
making women more susceptible to TMJ.
•Caroline Boullon, Mustang Daily,
California Polytechnic U. , San Luis
Obispo

•••If you're looking to lose

A passing fad ...

that extra weight before this summer rolls around,
recent evidence indicates that sudden weight loss
"caused by so-called "fad" diets may actually increase the chances of future weight gain, according
to Oklahoma State U. Professor James E. Leklem.
Together with graduate students Jane Moore and Bill
f()dduo, Leklem conducted research indicating that
short term "fad diets" are only atemporary answer to
aperson's weight problem. According to the group's
findings, the best way to take weight off is a lifelong
change in dietary habits. The focus of Leklem's study
is on "a change in lifestyle," as well as a change in
"dietary habits, and it's a lifetime change," he said.
"I think the thing to recognize is that you are going to
come off that crash diet.·· •Jay Van Hoff, The
'Daily Barometer, Oregon State U.

Affordable Citibank
Student Loans
Yes, you'll soon have it all - the start of your
career, a new lifestyle, and affordable student loan payments with a Citibank Student Loan. Citibank works
hard to keep your loan payments manageable - with
low interest rates and the longest repayment period
allowable under federal regulations. Stafford Loan
payments can be as low as $50 a month. So if your first
job doesn't pay as much as you thought it would, your
student loan payment won't stretch your budget too
thin. And should you need to temporarily postpone

repaying your loan, we can help you with that, too.
The way we look at it, you're working hard to get
that degree, the least we can do is to help you breathe
a little easier.
For more information on Citibank Student
Loans, just fill out the card next to this ad or call
1-800-692-8200 and ask for Operator 544. We'll send
you all the information you need on Stafford Loans,
Supplemental Loans for Students, and Parent Loans
for Undergraduate Students.

f# Major In Student Loans

CITIBAN<O
A OTtCORPcav1FYWY
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CLASSIFIEDS
EDUCATION

OPPORTUNITIES

COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIP
ASSISTANCE

LEARN SPANISH
IN GUATEMALA
Individualized instruction. CASA,
Box 11264, Milwaukee, WI 53211,
(414) 372-5570.

Guarantees financial aid sources
or your moner back! 12% Discount unti May 30. Call
(609) 983-6229 now!
Overseas Study
SCOTLAND
AUSTRALIA
NEW ZEALAND
Full semester - courses transfer. Inexpensive. Prestigious
Universities. Limited Space.
American Universities International Program, Dr. Robert Aukerman,
246 Forestry, Colorado State University, Ft. Collins, CO 80523,
(303) 491-5511
$4 MILLION IN SCHOLARSHIPS
and GRANTS for COLLEGE and
GRAD SCHOOL. Results
Guaranteed! Rockwood House
Scholarships. Call FREE Anytime:
1-800-USA-1221 Ext. 8195

COLLEGE MONEY
Private scholarships. You will receive financial aid or your money
back! Guaranteed! Federally
approved program. Scholarship
Consultants, 7401 N. Louisburg,
Raleigh, NC 27604
919-876-7891 .

Want to brush up
ona

foreign language?
Wilh AUDIO-FORUM's intermediate
and advance materials, il's easy to
maintain nd sharpen your
foreign language kill We
offer foreign-language

mys tcry dramas, music.
games. dialogues rcrordcd
in Paris, and more. Call
1-800-243-1234 for FREE
32-p. catalog. or write:

8UDICH'a

um

YOUR OWN BOSS
$10.00 to $20.00 AN HOUR

BE A BOSTON NANNY
•Top Salaries/Benefits/Airfare
• Extensive Nanny Support
Network
• Personally-screened families
•Full Year commitment only
Childcare Placement Service,
Inc., 149 Buckminster Rd., Brookline, MA 02146
1-800-338-1836

Choose from pre -screened
families in seaside New England. Great salaries, benefits,
room, board and airfare. Yearly
positions only.
Care for Kids , P.O. Box 27,
Rowayton, CT 06853
203-852-8111

FUNDRAISERS
RAISE UP TO $1,000/WEEKI

$50 - $650 WEEKLY
POSSIBLE MAILING OUR
CLOTHING ADVERTISE MENTS FROM HOME. NO EXP ER I ENCE. For details/application send self-addressed,
stamped envelope: CALIFORNIA CLOTHING, 1015 Gayley
Ave., Suite 200-A, Los Angeles,
CA 90024.

COLLEGE MONEY for Freshmen and Sophomores. Miiiions
go unclaimed yearly! Write: Student Guidance Services, 622-P
Fifth Avenue , New Kensington ,
PA 15068 . Money - back
guarantee.
PERSONAL COMPUTER OWNERS CAN EARN $1,000 to $5,000
monthly offering simple services.
Free list of 100 services.
A. l.M .C. H., Box 60869, San
Diego, CA 92106-8369

Student groups, fraternities and
sororities needed for marketing
project on campus. Earn money
and prizes (big screen TV,
VCR, microwave, spring break
vacation, and more). Must be
motivated and organized. Call
1-800-932-0528, ext. 1116.

CALENDARS
STAY HOME
and
earn money.
Assembly work. Full- or parttime. Many opportunities avallable. Call todayl (813) 5458421, Ext. 950

START MODELING NOW!
Immediate opportunity. Send
$4.00 for details to: Shanmor, East
University Drive, Lakewood Commons, Auburn, AL 36830.
JOB OPPORTUNmES
IN AUSTRALIA
Hiring men and women, openings
available in many areas. Sydney,
Melbourne, Perth, Darwin and
Kalgoorlie. CALL NOW :
(206) 736-0ns Ext. 631-A, (call
refundable).

1989 COLLEGIATE WOMEN
COLOR CALENDAR
U .S. C ., U .C.L. A ., CAL,
WASHINGTON , ARIZONA,
etc. $5.95. Pacific Images, Box
24444, Seattle, WA 98124.

Its Soft
Comfortable
Washable
and It Floats!

CALL 1-800-727-JOBS for Information on a professional
JOBS database.

EXPANDING BUSINESS NEEDS
Self-motivated students. Information call toll-free 1-800-334-5543,

With a Cool
Cotton Liner and
Adjustable Band.
for a Custom Fit.

EXT. 300.

FREE INFORMATION
How lo make money with Computers
Books from Computer Publishing
Enterprises, Box 23478, Dept.
NC1 , San Diego, CA 92123

CAREER SEARCH
JOB SCAN! 32
(i1 month of
env ./nat'I resource jobs, internships and articles. Single/$4,
6mo/$22. JOB SCAN. PO Box
550-U, Charlestown, NH 03603
SENIORS:
FREE JOB SEARCH

GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHICLES. FROM $100. PORSCHEs.
FORDs. MERCEDES. CHEVYs.
BMWs. MAKE $20,000 YEARLY BUYING AND SELLING. OR
DRIVE YOURSELF. FOR INFO
CATALOG CALL: (213) 20&-6631
ext. 86. Call is refundable.

COMPREHENSIVE CAREER
SERVICES

HOW TO MAKE MONEY ON A
COLLEGE CAMPUS. FREE REPORT! Write : Celebrities, 1385
Greenbrook Pwy, Memphis. TN
38143

Our program offers career assistance from inception to retirement.
Let us show you how we can help.
Write: David Zenker and Associates, 5844 Wickfield Drive, Cleve1and, Ohio 44130 or call
(216) 888-9819.

NANNIES NEEDED
UP TO $400/WEEK
Positions nationwide. No fee. 1800-722-4453 outside MN .
612-566-1561 in MN. National
Nanny Resource and Referral.

Send SASE to College JobNet
Box 4980, Rumford, RI 02916

HE LP WANTED

NANNIES

My proven method of operating
your own PAINTING BUSINESS can work for you. Learn
all the aspects of running a
business from advertising, estimating jobs, managing several
crews and instructions on how
to paint correctly. Send $7.00 to
B.F. Enterprises, 1210 Pickwick Pl. Indianapolis, Indiana
46208

For information on how you
can reach over 3 million college
students. call Jennifer at

(213) 450-2921.

ALASKA SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT
FISHERIES

CRUISE SHIPS

Earn $600 +/week in cannery. "'
NOW HIRING M/F
$8,000-$12,000 + fortwomonths
Summer & Career Opportunities
on fishing vessel. Over 8,000
(Will Train). E:.xcellent pay plus
openings. No experience necesworld travel. Hawaii, Bahamas,
sary. Male or Female. For 52Carlbbean, etc. CALL NOW:
page employment booklet, send
206-736-7000 Ext. 400N
$6.95 to M&L Research, Box
(Call refundable.)
84008-PX, Seattle, WA 98124 ._________...__ _.. I 30-day, unconditional , 100%

EARN UP TO $2500
A SEMESTER
Work your own hours. and earn
money. Sales directors needed to
produce guides and coupon books
on your campus. (504) 889-8722.
Collegiate Guides, 3633 Octavia,
New Orleans, LA 70125.
NATIONAL MARKETING FIRM
Seeks ambitious, mature student
to manage on-campus marketing
project for top national companies
this school year. Flexible hours
with earnings potential to $2,500.
Call 1-800-932-0528 or 1-800950-VISA ext 124.

money back guarantee.
BAHAMAS SAILBOAT
CHARTERS
Consider a challenging future of
travel, and adventure. For information call 305-371-7936
evenings.

PERSONAL
EYE CONTACT
Replacement and spare lenses
starting at $19.95 each. 1-800255-2020

WORK FOR
THE FUTURE
Join PIRG Campaigners
1n 18 states.
• Clean water
•Toxics use reduction
•Recycling
• Insurance reform
• Hunger & Homelessness

CUSTOM DESIGNS AVAILABLE:
Your logo, Club, Event or G
Additional colors •

dlacounu avallat>M.
PIHMClllll

de

·····························~·

VISOR COLOR AND DESIGNS
PleaH cheek llrat & alt mate choice.
SOLID COLORS :
ORed ORoy I 0NeonPink ONeonGr n
DESIGNS: Vollyball • White on
0Aed 0 Bleck 0 Neon Pink
University Party Club: Black on
0Sky Blue ONeon Gre n
Shert<ln - White on
ONeon Pink ORed
Send ch ck or money order to: COLORSPREE INC.
Solid $12.95
SHIPPING
32107 Undero Canyon
Printed $13.95 INCLUDED West1akeV111age.CA91361
Allow2-6weekslordehve .

BLK GOLD SILV FRAME
WIFLIP UP SMOKE LENS SU

(818)706-8047

(213)457-9972

PIRGS research the facts, educate the
public, rite and lobby for legislation and
campaign to win concrete changes in peoples lives.

Summer positions: Call Kate Green.
1-800-622-6022.
Career positions: Call Paul Martin.
617-292-4805.

STICK TO THE BEACH!
High quality beach
towel stays put with
four plastic coated
stakes. lWo pockets
with velcro closures.
Cotton velour stripes
and solid color towels.

BLK OR TORT FRAME WISMK
GRN OR CLR LENS S12.
NEW CLIP ON LENS OVER CLR
LENS TORT OR BLK FRM S20

I(

BLK GOLD SILV FRAME
W/TINT GRN . MIR CLR OR
RNBW MIR LENS S6

GLD OR SILV FRAME W/CLR
MIR OR RNBW MIR LENS SS

GOLD BLK OR SILV METAL
FRAME WICLR LENS OR GOLD
W/SMK LENS Sl4

PRE FECTO

POORBOY

SHERMAN

For Your FREE Catalog mail this coupon to:

l1 ao1 Lincoln Blvd., Suite 128
!Marina del Rey, CA 90291

•~'9
FLIGHTS

I
I
I
I

BLK OR TORT FRAME W/CLR
MIR. OR GREEN LENS SID

----

BLK OR TORT FR AM E W/TINT
OR CLR LENS SID

----

BLK LT TORT OR OK TORT
FRAME. W/CLR OR TINT LENS
Sl2

----

CLIP ENTIRE AO . CIRCLE FRAME & LENS SELECTION & SEND TO

INCOGNITO

I

p 0 BOX 1286. ROYAL OAK. Ml 48067 (313) 548·2980

ICITY

IStreet

DATE . ON SEPARATE SHEET INCLUDE 0 L. HA NO BIRTH DATE WHEN ORDERING BY
ICHECK
ADO SI 25 PER ITEM FOR POSTAGE 2 TO 4 WEEKS DELIVERY DEALER

eY_ - - - -

_State-=-=--=ip- _

-

:J

I am ordering _ _ beach towel(s) at $29.95 (ea.) plus $2.00 (ea.) shipping and
handling. Solid Colors (44x72 in.) _ _ Teal, _ _ Blue. Horizontal Stripe
(40x70 In.) _ _ Blue/Purple/Pink. Vertical Stripe (40x70 in.) _ _
Blue/Green/Yellow. (Texas res. add $2.10 tax each towel.)
Total enclosed$,_ _ _ _ __
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __;__ _ _ __
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

NAME -------------------~

IADDRE S S - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

IName - - - - - - - - - - - - - " - - - - - 1
I

FOR CREDIT CARO ORDERS . INCLUDE CARO

STATE _ _ z1p _ _ _ 1
H (MC .

.

AUSTIN

SIXTYS

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE FLIGHTS INC.

,..

VISA . AX). SIGNATURE. EXP

~U~S~LCOME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~P~ag-_j

Phone: ...
(-------------------Mail orders to:
AUSTIN HARBOR lOWELS
1404 Hawthorne
Houston, Texas 77006
Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

APRIL 1989 • Student Body
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TRAVEL
Bahamas Salling Adv entures.
Skippered bareboat fullparticipation groups charters. 15
yrs. experience. We'll teach you
everything you want to learn about
sailing, diving, navigation, even
provisioning and cooking. From
~ 325/wk or 425/2 wk. Capt. Steven
A. Salem, 1281 NW 202 St.,
Miami, Fl. 33169. (305) 371 -7936.
SOMEONE,
SOMEWHERE,
is planning the same adventure:
same time, same place, same
thrills. Our nationwide network can
., put you in touch with hundreds of
others. Activities from backpacking to windsurfing. Leisure Link.
Box 3283, Grand Junction, CO
81502. (303) 242-3525.
(I

• BUDGET EUROPEAN CAMPING TOURS - Motorcoach tours
with campground accommodations for the 18-35s. All the classic
sights and cities plus Scandana• vi a, Russia, Eastern Europe,
Greece, more. 23-60 days from
$989.00 + airfare. Free 20-page
color brochure. Himalayan Travel,
Box481-U, Greenwich, CT06836.
"' Toll free (800) 225-2380.
HOTEL EXPRESS

t

Save 50% on hotel accommodations at over 2,000 locations nationwide. Information:
Send $2.00 . Calkins Travel
Se rvi ces , P .0 . Bo x 18 6,
Oconee, GA 31 067

ADVENTURE
TRIPS
Trans-A frica, T rans- South
America, Tran s Asia . 5-26
weeks overland. Plus 2 weeks
Nepal $550, Kenya $599. India,
Egypt, Turkey, Peru and more
low cost, quality treks/safaris.
Free bro c hu re. Student &
teacher discounts . Low airfares. Force 1O Expeditions,
P.O. Box 547-U ., New Canaan,
CT06840. Toll Free 1-8oo-8889400 or (203) 966-3588.

BUSH -.S HORTS
Made in the U.S.A.

** Woodland
4 or 6 Pockets
50/50
Polycotton

llM
~·
~

i ,;. .

** Olive
Khaki 100% Cotton
Drab · 100% Cotton

*
*

,

1

..

·

$14.95

WE ALSO CARRY CAMO FATIGUES
CH ECK OR
C.0 .D

CIC

To Order Call •

Bicycling

A NON f'HOFll OHG1\N lii\llO N

Financial aid strategy and
financial aid assistance.
Send name and address and
S.A. S. envelope:
Belleview Manor
2222 E. Belleview. Suite 201
Milwaukee. WI 53211
The key to your college future
starts here '"

~

MISCELLANEOUS

PERSONALS

BOOMERANGS . . . Unique Sport!
Yo-Vos Incredible Return

T.J . - If you love something set it
free. If it doesn't return, it wasn't
meant to be. If it does, love and
cherish it forever. Reach for the
stars, gorgeous! I love you, Ray.

World's Best Designs/Selection.
Your Free Catalogue ... Boomerang Man. 1806-8 N. 3rd, Monroe,
LA 71201 -4222.
MESSIAH PROMISED LIFE TO
T HE OV ERCO MER . Send for
your free copy of "The Psychology
of Puri ty & Chastity" to: Schizophrenics International, P.O. Box
50456, Ft. Worth, TX 76105

Official $#* 0/o
Credit Card/l.D.

How to study in college. Send $2:
SDO, 2338 Green Valley Pkwy
# 172, Henderson, NV 8901 5

~·~~ .,.,.l

CATALOGS

1--~~~ !

HUGE RECORDS & TAPE
CATALOG. NEW & USED: IMPORT S: RA RITIES: "B EST
YOU 'LL EVER SEE!" S END
FOUR 25¢ STAMPS: U.K.-U.S.A
RECORDS, BOX 6164-C, SAN
RAFAEL, CA., 94903.

~::~~

For people with $J•%%t credit
Great 2nd I.D. Great Gag Giftl
$3.00 ca. or 4 for $10.00
O.S. Co .• 107 Wltchduck Rd. ,
225 D .. Va. Beach. Va. 23462

ROCK, SOUL, JAZZ, ETC. 52P AGE LP/CASSETTE CATALOG $2.00. 20 - PAGE C . D.
CATALOG $1 .50. Prices well below suggested list. MAILODY
MADNESS, Box 1836, Bayonne,
NJ 07002.

PERSONALS
Profant to Profant
Tulane to SMU
Miss ya - Love Sis!

Rappelling olJ a 60-foot

· giw you a
hole new pmpeciM on bit. You11

STJJ

discoller pltnty ol inner strength and
confi<koce •.. enough ID help you SUT\M

LOS ANGruS, CA !ICllMI -.STA TRAVEL

the url>an life ahead.
No experience is necessazy! Prolmiooal
lnstrudon provide all the training you
need. You'll captain a raft through
whitnlal!r rapids and hike tnlls dttp into
the wilderness. Scholarships are
avallablel

MEMORABILIA
MOVIE POSTERS!
ALL CURRENT RELEASES
Thousands 1950s - Pre sent.
COMPARE FASTEST SERVICE,
BEST PRICES. Visa/Mastercard
(904) 373-7202. Catalog $2.00 to:
RICK ' S Suite 3E-U3 11 05 N.
Main, Gainesville, Florida 32601

Call or write for otU' fru catalot.

Toll-Free 800-547·3312
or 503-243-1446

Outward Boand

THE OFFICIAL COLLEGE PARTY GAME
College student designed ,
college student tested and most
definitely college student approved! Ricochet
Quarters is an adult party game that takes the age-old
concept of " playing quarters" and molds it into an
adventure . Ricochet comes with the Ricochet glass ,
towels ,· rules, a U.S. quarter , a die , and of course the
Ricochet Quarters playing cards . The perfect gift for
graduation , birthdays or for just a summer get-together
Ricochet Quarters is GUARANTEED FUN!

0NLY $14. 95 - Plus Shipping & Handling
FOR VISA/MASTERCARD ORDERS, CALL: 1-800-345-0034
OR SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDERS TO:

UTD ASSOCIATES, INC.
13 20 Oakton St. , Dept. 915 , Park Ridge, IL 60068
FOR FREE BROCHURE

Send a self-addressed s!Mlped envelope to the above address.
DON 'T DRINK & DRIVE... DRINK RESPONSIBLY
© 1989 UTD ASSOCIATES, INC.

A
South Asian (Caucasoi d) tall
(6 +,) trim (168), arguably un-ugly,
lega l im miQran t, professional
(MS), financially comfortable (no
less than average lawyer or doctor) male of exclusively heterosexual inclinations (understatement)
but (deliberately) inexperienced
(V) and never even exposed to social diseases.
Self-confident, well-dressed, and
well-groomed. Perfectionist
(trying to change), procrastinator
(improving). Very clean and cieanliving but somewhat disorganized.
Nev er any drugs, alcohol, or
tobacco. Considerate to a fault.
Irreverent, but never disrespectful.
Mostly intellectual pursuits, but
game for others.
fn his mid-thirties (that's procrastination)

SEEKS

ROCK
GROUP.

1·800·777·0112

FRIENDSHIP WORLDWIDE. All
ages. 200,000 members. 153 nations. Free details : International
Penfriends, Box 443 (U.), Lindsborg, Kansas 67456.

An attractive (with or without
makeup) tall, l ntel llge nt . unpromlscuous (past and present),
lean (not skinny), healthy woman.
educated and well-read (or if
young then desirous of bein~ so).
Neither fanatic nor anti-religion.
Family background : stable ;
monotheistic in the Judeo Christian-lslamic tradition . Just
and tolerant. Rational. Honest.
Tactful, equanimous, gentle In
manner and speech. Nonsmoker.
Organized, and having an aesthetic sense. Would consider any
cultural and avocational differences opportunities (ecleciic and
Inquiring).
Her financial and citizenship status are matters of indifference.
Now, if after all that, there is still
someone left, PLEASE tell me about her. Or vice-versa. If she is
reading this herself, please write; if
only to just be friends (Hi, ... ).
P.O . Box 10021, Aus tin, TX
78766.

JOIN OUR

CALL THE EXPERTS

* Hiking * Salling

Great destinations, from Nantucket to
New Zealand. For your
FREE catalogue, contact:
American Youth Hostels
Dept. 838, P.O. Box 37613
Washington, DC
20013-7613
(202) 783-6161

1 •800-541 ·2841
FAAFv.i,
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WORLD ADVENTURE TOURS

Allow 3 wks. for delivery. CA res. add 6% sales
lax. C.0 .0. 7600 Yale Way. Slanton. CA 90680

Financial Aid
Assistance Foundation '

..->PAPER

.,...,.

11

.

'

Black 100% Cotton
Waist Sizes 26 to 42

STUDENT/YOUTH LOW COST
INTERNATIONAL AIRFARES

~ o;.:~~==

I)

High Quality/Rugged Construction

COLLEL.~

Get A Head Start
with

Software Advantage, Inc.
Books Buy Mail
WORD PROCESSING
Using WordPerfect 5
Macrosofl Word Made Easy 2nd Ed.
PROGRAMMING & TECHNICAL
Microsoft Windows Program Dev.
Programmers Guide lo OS/2
R-base System V
OataFLEX Developers Handbook
COMMUNICATIONS/SATELLITE
World Satellite Almanac, 2nd Ed.
Ku-Band Satellite Handbook

Retail Cost
21.95
16.95

Your Cost
18.95
14.95

23.95
24.95
21 .95
24.95

20.35
21 .95
18.95
21 .95

34.95
24.95

29.95
21 .95

Send Check or Money Order To:
Software Advantage, Inc.
Attn : Books Buy Mail
3010 Arrowwood Dr. S.W.
Atlanta, Georgia 30331
(404) 344-8115
• Allow 1-3 weeks for delivery.
• Include $1.50 for postage & handling.
Microsoft is the trsdemarlc of Microsoft Corp.
Microrim is the trademsrl< of Microrim Corp.
Ashton-Tate is the lrademarlc of Ashton-Tate Corp.

* 15°/o-20°/o Student Discounts *

Pacific Crut School
0110 SW S.aaoft. inpt U,
Portland, OR 97201

GIANT BEAnES
MEMORABILIA CATALOG,
Over 200 items!! Send $2: Schreiber, Box 2704 (186RS), Huntington Beach , CA 92647 . I buy
memorabilia!!

More than 22,000 alumni natioll&lde.

GREEKS
GREEK PRIDE USA
Greek sweatshirts double color
letters. Russell, $21 .00 or 3-for$55 .00 . Reverse weave style
$34.00 or 3-for-$90.00. Call today!
MC/VISA (814) 237-6577, Box
10134, State College, PA 06805.
ATTENTION GREEKS
CHAMPION SWEATS
Hvy. WT. Reverse weave w/
three 4" Mega Greek sewn on
letters. $39.95 + shipping.
CHAMPION
Ts, tank tops, boxer shorts.
Custom screen work.
Group discounts.
Bargain Town
6 Main St.
Cortland, NY 13045
(607) 753-3625
All major credit cards accepted.

€L-~~.: ..~
~U:S."A.

Ultra Light
Temperature Rating - +20°
Weight - 214 lbs.

$113.00

IF YOU SPEND LESS, NATURALLY YOU GET LESS.
BUT, IF YOU SPEND MORE, YOU STILL GET LESS, WHY:

------------------...
-.,...1
•t.••

Please rush me your free
I
30th anniversary travel catalog. I

PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE
YOUR NAME (Mr Ms I
YOUR ADDRESS AT COLLEGE:

I

(Street & Ap t. #)

• WIOGY'S 6AOS are th e m ost compactlble for each size. Each of our mummy models Is avallable In 5
separate sizes. We nt lndlvlduals co mfortably fro m 5·4 .. to 6 °6
00
•

• wroov·s Bl\OS are th e most

durable. Our gu arantee Is for a llfe tim e of use. If a seam opens. a zipper
b rea k s or the lnsul atlon d eteriorates. (such as losln g Its loft or separation . clumping
In o ne place or another) we wlll repair or replace the bag at no charge to you for a llfe
time. Wlggy·s Guarantee Is Slmply the Bestl ..
00

• WIGGY"S BAGS are washing m achin e washable at home. (when you pu rchase a WIGGY'S BAO your only
obllgallo n Is to launder It when ll get s dirty; once a week , once a month or once a year.
Laundering wlll always enh ance the loft of a Wlggy·s Bag).
• WIGGY'S BAGS are reasonably priced :
ULTRA LIOHT - + 20 - 20(. LBS. (REG SIZE) - $11:5
SUPER LIGHT 0 - :5 1'2 LBS. (REG SIZE) - $1JJ
ULTIMA THULE - - 20 - 4 1'2 LBS. (REG SIZE) - $16.3

(Qljy )
YOUR UNIVERSITY:

WIGGY'S BAGS are Simply the Best with respect to function.

ww~M

WI& 5 IDC.

SERVICES
NEED EXTRA CASH? We'll cash
your post-dated check up to
$100.00. Details $1.00: Calkins
Services, P.O. Box 186, Oconee,·
Ga. 31067

• WI OOY 'S Bl\OS are the llg htest weig ht slcepln g bag for each temperatu re ra nge re gardless of lnsulatlon
used.

.._

__________________ _I

club europa•802 west oregon street•urbana•lllinois 61801

m. durablllty and cost.

FOR FREE CATALOGUE. WRITE OR CALL
P.O. Box 2 124 •Grand Junction.

co

e1502 • (.'.50:5) 241 -6465

~TIO~
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Salaries
Continued From Page 20

York Mets pitcher Ron Darling settled
for a three-year deal that will net $5.3
million. Pitchers Dwight Gooden and
Orel Hershiser were big winners each signed for over 2 million a year.
Just eight years ago, Nolan Ryan
signed with the Houston Astros for $1
million, and became the first player to
haul in a seven-figure salary.
In a way, I can understand why the
owners are paying these ridiculous
salaries: they want the quality players
to play for their team. The players figure that if they can get away with
asking for $1 million, why not do it?
Once Ryan got his, then everybody
wanted theirs.
Now, whenever a player hits 30 home
runs, bats .300 or notches 20 wins, he
thinks he's worth big money.
Basically, I'm against players making
that kind of money. But this is the '80s
and that is the cost of not only building,
but also keeping a winning team.
I m a big Cincinnati Reds fan, and I
like the players they had last year and
the ones they picked up this winter.
Last season nobody on the Reds made
$1 million. Now four players, Eric
Davis John Franco, Danny Jackson
and Tom Browning, want at least $1
million for 1989.
One possible solution to the skyrocketing prices is to put a salary cap on
each team, like in the NBA, limiting the
total payroll for the team. I think that
might help owners curtail salaries. A
salary cap also forces owners to spread
their money out over an entire roster
and should bring down some stars'
wages after their multi-year contracts
expire. A salary cap plan should honor
all current multi-year contracts, but not
allow any more to be signed.
Anyway, if this arbitration thing
keeps on going at its current pace, and
it's likely to since the courts ruled that
owners cannot collude in an effort to
bold down salaries baseball player
could soon be making $3, $4, or $5 million each year.
To me, that's not baseball.

Leaders
Continued From Page 20

•'

I'

I I

ram, the participants fly to different
parts of the world for four-week internships. Estruth said some of the internships were mountain climbing with
Russians, workingwith the Costa Rican
government, assisting NATO in Germany and working in the White House.
While the students intern they are
also researching and preparing for a
presentation on public policy issues the
last week of the program. Each group of
10 students is assigned a policy issue at
the start of the program.
Although group members may be
2,000 miles apart during their internships, communication is not a problem. One of the sponsors of"Leadership
America," IBM, donates a personal computer and a modem to every student so
they can communicate via electronic
mail.
Washington D. C. is the last stop and
this is where everyone talks about their
internships and makes their policy presentation.
Estruth said the program has some
lasting effects, "Bonds were formed ...
that will last a whole life long."

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
The American University
Summer Sessions

1989.

The American University offers a wide range of summer courses in some 40 fields of study. A diverse, expert,
and dedicated faculty makes your summer study a truly
rewarding experience.
The Washington orientation of both the University
and many of its courses allows you to take full advantage
of the a~ea's outstanding resources. During the summer,
the University mounts a special series of Washingtonfocused courses in government, journalism, literature,
politics, and international affairs. And Visiting Students
may also arrange for internships and internship seminars.
Flexible daytime and evening schedules open opportunities for exploring the cultural riches of the Washington
area, leaving time to enjoy the city's numerous galleries, museums, theaters, and concert halls, or for
weekend trips to nearby mountains and beaches.
Although a large university, AU preserves a small
college atmosphere. Our lovely tree-lined campus, situated in a serene residential section of the city, is only a
short subway ride away from the vibrant heart of the
nation's capitol.
Visiting tuden in good standing at their own institution need not apply for adrnis ion; it i ea y to
regi ter for cla es and to have a transcript nt to your
home in titution. On-campus hou ing i available for
Visiting tuden .
For information, contact: The Univ r ity Program
Advi ernent Center 153 McKinl y, The American Univer ity, 4400 Mas achu etts Avenue, N.W. Washington, D.C. 20016 or call (202) 5-2500.
The American Univer ity is an equal opportunity/
affirmative action in titution.

Your year
in Europe.
Complete your education with a semester or a
year in Europe while fulfilling university requirements.
Live in a dynamic seaside or mountain setting in
Spain or France, on in one of Italy's most exciting
economic centers.
- Fully accredited courses transfer to your
university.
- International business and economics program
- Italy.
- Intensive language courses - Spanish, French,
Italian, Basque.
- Anthropology, history, political science, education, economics, art... and more.
- Experienced American and European faculty.
- Financial aid and scholarships.
- Spring, summer, or fall semesters.

Make 1989youryear in Europe.
Write or call now
for your information packet:

Dr. armelo Urza
University of Nevada-Reno
Reno Nevada 89557-0012
(702) 784-6569
USBC Comortium
A project of even universities

THE

AMERICAN

UNIVERSITY

.)

WASHINGTON, DC

Education,
Adventure,
Savoir-faire.
International
Studies Abroad
presents

Spain • France • Mexico
Summer, Fall and Spring
EARN ACADEMIC CREDITS
• Language
•Literature

• Culture
•Business

Fee Includes all expenses.
Personal expenses not Included.
For a complete packet and quick response
call or write:

ISA Director
P.O. Box 4572
811West24th Street, Suite 201
Austin, Texas 78705
512-480-8522

Six ways
to rise aliove
Business As Usual ...
at Bentley College
Graduate School.
.A Mast r of Science in Accountancy ( MSA)
.A Master of Science in Business
Economics ( MSBE)
.A Master of Science in Computer
Information Systems ( MSCIS)
.A Master of Science in Finance ( MSF)
.A Master of Science in Taxation (MSf)
A Master of Business Administration (MBA)

If you' re an unusually dedicated business professional who
wants to rise to the top of your field, discover how Bentley
College Graduate School can help you on your way.
Call us today for
more information:
(617) 891- 2108.
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·After ·the rape, a second nightmare begins in legal labyrinth
.By Audrey Honig
• The Daily Northwestern

Northwestern U., IL
~

A woman has just been raped on the street, in an
apartment or in a dorm. What she does next will
begin a chain of events that might never take away
the loss of control she is feeling.
• She might call the police, or a women's center or the
Department of Public Safety. Or, as is most common,
she might not call anyone.
., One reason rape is considered the most underreported crime in the nation is the legal labyrinth involved in reporting and prosecuting rape cases. The
procedure can be even more intimidating when the
•victim knows her attacker, as is often the case on
college campuses.
As many as 92 percent of the women victimized
oenever get victim services, according to Debbie Sunb-

lad, head of the Victim-Witness/Youth Outreach
bureau of the Evanston (Ill.) Police Department.
Marva Butler-White, a sexual assault counselor at
the Women's Center, said reporting sexual assault is
a major stumbling block for a victim at Northwestern
U., Ill. The victim is overwhelmed and afraid, not
only of what happened to her, but of what lies ahead.
Butler-White has seen seven acquaintance-rape
victims this academic year. None pressed charges.
The procedure for prosecuting a rapist becomes
murky when acquaintance or date rape is involved.
Then the relationship between the victim and the
alleged attacker becomes an issue.
"Rape, to me, is rape," Butler-White said. "It hasn't
been my experience that (knowing the assailant) has
anything to do with rape."
Physical evidence is the key, Sunblad explained:
"The more (evidence), the easier it is to prosecute -

physical abuse, clothing, sperm, witnesses ... Often
we get guys who come in here and say 'Yeah, she was
with me. It was a consentual thing.' So it really depends on who's more convincing."
The circumstances of the attack also affect whether
the case will stand in court.
Provided the state's attorney says there are
grounds to charge, the offender is formally arrested
and a court date is set within 10 to 20 days. But that
does not mean the case will go to trial.
The state calls a hearing before a judge to establish
probable cause - whether the offender should be
held and a jury trial arranged.
The ordeal is by no means over for the victim. Trial
can be delayed indefinitely. Past sexual relations between her and the alleged assailant are admissible in
court, which makes prosecution especially difficult
when they had an ongoing relationship.

Rape
Continued From Page 1

last year, according to a university
counselor.
•At the U. of Florida, about 25
percent of the female students on
the campus of34,000 have been the
victims of rape or attempted rape,
an official there said.
mAt the U. of Illinois ChampaignUrbana (U. ofI.), attacks have plagued the campus for the past year.
Thirteen women were attacked by
a serial rapist between April and
September. Students scrawled
warning graffiti near sites of the
assaults, stepped up escort service
and held a vigil in October.
"It's like being a prisoner of your
own sex," said one female U. of I.
senior.
"The fear is not as great as it was
in early fall, but there is still some
apprehension," said Mary Ellen
O'Shaughnessey, assistant dean of
students at U. of Illinois, Cham-

"I think all women and
men need to be careful
walking around any
campus. College students
are easy victims."
-MARYELLEN
O'SHAUGHNESSEY
paign-Urbana. "I think all women
and men need to be careful walking
around any campus. College students are easy victims."
Colleges are taking various
approaches to combat campus rape.
Some, like U. of Southern California, are increasing security measures. Others, such as U. of Illinois,
Champaign-Urbana, are offering
free self-defense classes.
Many schools offer sexual
assault awareness programs or
rape crisis centers, such as NU's
New Student Week programs and
the Women's Center. Officials
agree that both men and women
need to be educated on the subject.
As Abarbanel put it: "I think that
if students are really informed, one ·
thing that happens is that kids
watch out for each other. But I
think a lot of colleges feel they're
doing enough if they have some
group doing something. We're finding they need a way to reach every
student."

GET A PART-TIME JOB
IN OUR BODY SHOP.
It feels great to work your body into top condition. To push it to the limit. And then exceed it.
But it takes training. To get fit. And to stay fit.
And the Army National Guard will give you that
training. And we11 give you the incentives to keep
working at it. Incentives like a good paycheck, new
skills, college tuition assistance, and many other
valuable benefits.
In the Guard, you 11 train to keep your body in
condition while you practice your military skills.
You 11 be doing something good for yourself, your
community and your country. Start shaping your
future today by giving us one weekend a month
and two weeks a year. Call your local Army Guard
recruiter or call toll-free 800-638-7600.*
•1n Hawaii: 737-5255; Puerto Rico: 721-4550;
Guam: 477·9957; Virgin Islands (St Croix):
773-6438; New Jersey: 800·452-5794. In Alaska
consult your local phone directory.
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It pays to·get physical.
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